To better coordinate the work of the 16 ERIC Clearinghouses with that of other information service providers, the Office of Educational Research and Improvement (OERI) conducted a survey that defined and described the clients and services of 100 public and private education-related clearinghouses. For the purposes of this survey, a clearinghouse is defined as a place: (1) where organized databases are maintained and continuously updated; (2) which maintains an extensive set of resources in a specific education-relevant area; (3) where information from the databases is available to the general public; (4) where staff actively share information with their constituents (e.g., through newsletters); and (5) which describes itself as a clearinghouse, resource center, information center, or information service. This directory provides basic information about each of the clearinghouses surveyed. Each entry contains the following information: clearinghouse name; address; contact person; telephone number; federal funding information; legislative authority; involvement with larger projects; projects within the clearinghouse; government monitor name and telephone number; content focus; key users; types of information provided; coordination with other clearinghouses; database names; type of accessibility; number of items in database; responsive user services; total annual requests; dissemination activities; number on mailing list; technical assistance; and compatibility with ERIC (Educational Resources Information Center). Both an alphabetical list of clearinghouses (table of contents) and a subject index are provided. (SD)
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In early 1990 ACCESS ERIC will replace this directory, which is based on a survey of 100 education-related clearinghouses, with an expanded "user-friendly" directory. The new directory will be available in both paper and computer versions from ACCESS ERIC, 1600 Research Boulevard, Rockville, Maryland 20850.
Directory of Education-Related Clearinghouses

The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC), administered by the U.S. Department of Education’s Office of Educational Research and Improvement (OERI), collects, indexes and disseminates educational materials. While ERIC’s 16 Clearinghouses attempt to cover all of education, many other public and private organizations also provide similar services.

To better coordinate the work of ERIC with that of other information service providers, we recently conducted a survey which identified and described the clients and services of 100 education-related clearinghouses. For more information about survey results and methodology, see "How Can the Federal Government Help Education-Related Clearinghouses Provide More Cost-Effective Services?" (Klein, 1989).

This directory provides basic descriptive information about each of the 100 clearinghouses in our survey. For this directory, education-related clearinghouses are defined as follows:

- A place where organized databases are maintained and continuously updated.
- A place which maintains an extensive set of resources in a specific education-relevant area.
- A place where information from the database(s) is available to the general public, possibly with minimal database search or document cost-recovery charges.
- A place where staff actively share information with their constituents, e.g., through newsletters, fact sheets, bibliographies, research syntheses, or directories.
- A place which describes itself as a clearinghouse, resource center, information center or information service.

Excluded from this clearinghouse definition are:

- Associations which do not clearly indicate that they operate a comprehensive public information service, clearinghouse, or databank.
- Information centers which limit their databases to materials produced by specific organizations.
- Specialized information services which deal mostly with non-education information.
Large national libraries or distribution services such as the Library of Congress, the National Library of Medicine, or the National Technical Information Service.

The Clearinghouse directory forms are arranged according to their record number as shown in the "Table of Contents." This is followed by a "List of Education-Related Clearinghouses in Alphabetical Order." For additional convenience in locating clearinghouses according to their content foci, a "Content Index" organized by "Special Populations," "Types of Education," and "Education-Related Areas" precedes the actual directory forms.

We realize that this directory could be improved with additional editing, but hope that you find it useful. Since it is in the public domain feel free to use the material as you wish.

A new ERIC system contractor, ACCESS ERIC, will be developing a "user-friendly" computer-based file and a printed director/ of education-related information centers and clearinghouses. These should be available to the public by the end of 1989. Since ACCESS ERIC plans to include more than the 100 clearinghouses in the file, the coordinator of this ACCESS ERIC activity would appreciate your suggestions on additional clearinghouses. Please contact ACCESS ERIC at 1600 Research Boulevard, Rockville, MD 20850, telephone 301-251-5786 or 1-800 USE-ERIC.

Information Services staff Joyce Benton, Alberta Jett, Nancy Krekelor, and Joyce Lowery helped transform and update this database. Robert Stonehill suggested this interesting assignment and supported the work. Other staff from ERIC, and the clearinghouses in the survey, reviewed the accuracy of the information and provided insights and advice on the entire project.

Susan S. Klein, Ed.D.
ERIC Program
Office of Educational Research & Improvement
U.S. Department of Education
555 New Jersey Ave, N.W.
Washington, DC 20208-5720
Tel. 202-357-6089
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Record No</th>
<th>Table of Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NARIS, Native American Research Information Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>National Indian Education Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>National Clearinghouse for Bilingual Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>English Plus Information Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Rural Clearinghouse for Education and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>National Institute of Corrections Information Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>National Vocational Education Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Clearinghouse on Adult Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Am. Assoc. for Counseling &amp; Devel. Professional Information Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>American Society for Training and Development Resource Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Association for Community Based Education Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Adult Basic Education Resource Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Contact Center, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>INET, International Networks in Education and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>SIECUS, Sex Information and Education Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>KIDSNET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>ACCESS Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Project Home Safe National Resource Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Education Commission of the States Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>NARIC, National Rehabilitation Information Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>JAN, Job Accommodations Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>ABLEDATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>National Clearinghouse of Rehabilitation Training Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>National Clearinghouse for Professions in Special Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>HEATH, Higher Education &amp; Adult Training for people with Handicaps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>NICHCY, National Info. Center for Handicapped Children and Youth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>National Early Childhood Technical Ass't Syst (NECTAS) Info. CH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>National Information Center on Deafness, NICD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Center for Special Education Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Association for Children and with Learning Disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>National Society for Internships and Experiential Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>National Information Center on Deaf-Blindness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Natl Maternal &amp; Chld Health CH &amp; Cent Ed for Maternal &amp; Chld Hlth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Women's Bureau Work and Family Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Adolescent Pregnancy Prevention Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Share Resource Center on Teen Pregnancy Prevention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>U.S. Agency for International Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Women in Development Resource Center, USAID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>The Equity Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Research Clearinghouse on Women of Color &amp; Southern Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>National AIDS Information Clearinghouse, NAIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Southern Regional Educational Board Career Ladder Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>National Council for Research on Women Information Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>National Center for Youth with Disabilities Resource Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Public Service Satellite Consortium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Information Center for Special Education Media and Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record No</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Immigration Reform and Control Act Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>National Clearinghouse on Community-Referenced Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>National Center for Children in Poverty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>American Association for Higher Education Assessment Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Clearinghouse on Child Abuse and Neglect Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Juvenile Justice Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>National Criminal Justice Reference Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Food and Nutrition Information Center, Natl Agricultural Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Family Information Center, National Agricultural Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>National Clearinghouse for Alcohol &amp; Drug Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Chapter 1 Technical Assistance Center Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Military Family Information Clearinghouse &amp; Resource Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>TASPP, Technical Assistance for Special Populations Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Clearinghouse on Infant Feeding and Maternal Nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>National Science Resources Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>International Clearinghouse for Advancement of Science Teaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Environmental Quality Instructional Resources Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Clearinghouse for Development and Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Clearinghouse on Disability Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>National Assessment Resource Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Media/Materials Center of Population Communication Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Youth Development Information Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Test Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Resources in Computer Education, RICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Education Information Branch, Information Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Family Life Information Exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Population Information Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Educational Products Information Exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Center for Human Resources Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Family Resource Database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>National Alliance of Business Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>National Dropout Prevention Center Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Emerging Technology Consultants INC Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Community Information Exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>Collaborative Learning Project Resource Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Environmental Protection Agency Public Info. Center and Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>Sociological Abstracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>National Gerontology Resource Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Counseling and Personnel Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Elementary &amp; Early Childhood Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Handicapped &amp; Gifted Children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Information Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>ELIC Clearinghouse on Languages and Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication Skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small Schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record No</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse for Science, Mathematics &amp; Environmental Ed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse for Social Studies/Social Science Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Tests, Measurement, and Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Urban Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult, Career and Vocational Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record#</td>
<td>CLEARINGHOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>ABLEDATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>ACCESS Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Adolescent Pregnancy Prevention Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Adult Basic Education Resource Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>American Association for Counseling and Development Professional Information Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>American Association for Higher Education Assessment Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>American Society for Training and Development Resource Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Association for Children and Adults with Learning Disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Association for Community Based Education Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Center for Human Resources Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Center for Special Education Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Chapter 1 Technical Assistance Center Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Clearinghouse for Development and Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Clearinghouse on Adult Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Clearinghouse on Child Abuse and Neglect Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Clearinghouse on Disability Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Clearinghouse on Infant Feeding and Maternal Nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>Collaborative Learning Project Resource Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Community Information Exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Contact Center, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse for Science Mathematics &amp; Environmental Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse for Social Studies/Social Science Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult, Career and Vocational Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Counseling and Personnel Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Elementary &amp; Early Childhood Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Handicapped &amp; Gifted Children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Information Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Languages and Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small Schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Tests, Measurement, and Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Urban Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Education Commission of the States Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Education Information Branch, Information Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Educational Products Information Exchange</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
79 Emerging Technology Consultants INC Center
80 English Plus Information Clearinghouse
81 Environmental Protection Agency Public Information Center and Library
82 Environmental Quality Instructional Resources Center
55 Family Information Center, National Agricultural Library
72 Family Life Information Exchange
76 Family Resource Database
54 Food and Nutrition Information Center, National Agricultural Library
25 HEATH, Higher Education & Adult Training for People with Handicaps
14 INET, International Networks in Education and Development
47 Immigration Reform and Control Act Clearinghouse
46 Information Center for Special Education Media and Materials
62 International Clearinghouse for the Advancement of Science Teaching
21 JAN, Job Accomodations Network
52 Juvenile Justice Clearinghouse
16 KIDSNET
67 Media/Materials Center of Population Communication Services
58 Military Family Information Clearinghouse & Resource Center
41 NAIC, National AIDS Information Clearinghouse
20 NARTh, National Rehabilitation Information Center
1 NARIS, Native American Research Information Service
26 NICHCY, National Information Center for Handicapped Children and Youth
77 National Alliance of Business Clearinghouse
66 National Assessment Resource Center
49 National Center for Children in Poverty
44 National Center for Youth with Disabilities Resource Center
56 National Clearinghouse for Alcohol & Drug Information
3 National Clearinghouse for Bilingual Education
48 National Clearinghouse on Community-Referenced Technology
43 National Council for Research on Women Information Services
53 National Criminal Justice Reference Service
78 National Dropout Prevention Center Clearinghouse
84 National Gerontology Resource Center
2 National Indian Education Clearinghouse
28 National Info Center on Deafness, NICD
32 National Information Center on Deaf-Blindness
6 National Institute of Corrections Information Center
61 National Science Resources Center
31 National Society for Internships and Experiential Education
National Vocational Education Clearinghouse
National Clearinghouse for Professions in Special Education
National Clearinghouse of Rehabilitation Training Materials
National Early Childhood Technical Assistance System (NECTAS) Information Clearinghouse
National Maternal & Child Health Clearinghouse & Center for Education for Maternal & Child Health
Population Information Program
Project Home Safe National Resource Center
Public Service Satellite Consortium
Research Clearinghouse on Women of Color & Southern Women
RICE, Resources in Computer Education
Rural Clearinghouse for Education and Development
SIECUS, Sex Information and Education Council
SRAre Resource Center on Teen Pregnancy Prevention
Sociological Abstracts
Southern Regional Educational Board Career Ladder Clearinghouse
TASPP, Technical Assistance for Special Populations Program
Test Center
The Equity Clearinghouse
U.S. Agency for International Development Information Services
Women in Development Resource Center, USAID
Women's Bureau Work and Family Clearinghouse
Youth Development Information Center, National Agricultural Library
### CONTENT INDEX

**Special Populations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Record#</th>
<th>Clearinghouse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adults (ad)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Clearinghouse on Adult Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Immigration Reform and Control Act Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Family Information Center, National Agricultural Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Military Family Information Clearinghouse &amp; Resource Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Media/Materials Center of Population Communication Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>National Gerontology Resource Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult, Career and Vocational Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bilingual (b)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>National Clearinghouse for Bilingual Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>English Plus Information Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>National Early Childhood Technical Assistance System (NECTAS) Information Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>The Equity Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Languages and Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Urban Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Educators (e)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>National Institute of Corrections Information Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>INET, International Networks in Ed and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>JAN, Job Accommodations Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>National Clearinghouse for Professions in Special Edu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>HEATH Higher Ed &amp; Adult Training for people with Handicaps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>NICHCY, National Info. Center for Handicapped Children and Youth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>National Early Childhood Technical Assistance System (NECTAS) Information Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>National Info Center on Deafness, NIDC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Center for Special Education Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Assoc for Children and adults with Learning Disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>National Society for Internships and Experiential Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>National Information Center on Deaf-Blindness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>U.S. Agency for International Development Information Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Women in Development Resource Center, USAID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>The Equity Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Southern Regional Educational Board Career Ladder Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>National Center for Youth with Disabilities Resource Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Information Center for Special Ed Media and Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>National Clearinghouse on Community-Referenced Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>American Assoc. for Higher Education Assessment Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>National Criminal Justice Reference Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Chapter I Technical Assistance Center Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Military Family Information Clearinghouse &amp; Resource Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>TASPP, Technical Assistance for Special Populations Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Clearinghouse on Infant Feeding and Maternal Nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>International Clearinghouse for the Advancement of Science Teaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Clearinghouse for Development and Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Clearinghouse on Disability Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>National Assessment Resource Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Media/Materials Center of Population Communication Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Youth Development Information Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Test Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Population Information Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Educational Products Information Exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>Collaborative Learning Project Resource Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Environmental Protection Agency Public Information Center and Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational Management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These code letters are used to designate content covered in each clearinghouse form. Many clearinghouses are listed multiple times because they focus on a variety of content areas.*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Handicapped &amp; Gifted Children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Languages and Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small Schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse for Social Studies/Social Science Edu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Tests, Measurement, and Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Urban Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult, Career and Vocational Education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Family (f)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>National Institute of Corrections Information Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>National Vocational Education Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>National Early Childhood Technical Assistance System (NECTAS) Information Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Military Family Information Clearinghouse &amp; Resource Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Media/Materials Center of Population Communication Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Population Information Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Center for Human Resources Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Family Resource Database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult, Career and Vocational Education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Indians (i)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NARIS Native American Research Information Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>National Indian Education Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>INET, Initial Networks in Ed and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>National Early Childhood Technical Assistance System (NECTAS) Information Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>National Society for Internships and Experiential Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>U.S. Agency for International Development, Information Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Women In Development Resource Center, USAID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Clearinghouse on Infant Feeding and Maternal Nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>International Center of Science Teaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Clearinghouse on Development and Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Media/Materials Center of Population Communication Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Population Information Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Family Resource Database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>International Center of Science Teaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>National Society for Internships and Experiential Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>U.S. Agency for International Development, Information Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Women In Development Resource Center, USAID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Clearinghouse on Infant Feeding and Maternal Nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>International Center of Science Teaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Clearinghouse on Development and Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Media/Materials Center of Population Communication Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Population Information Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Family Resource Database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Environmental Protection Agency Public Info Center and Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>Sociological Abstracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Languages and Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small Schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse for Social Studies/Social Science Edu.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Migrant/Immigrant (m)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Immigration Reform and Control Act Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Chapter 1 Technical Assistance Center Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Family Resource Database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Environmental Protection Agency Public Info Center and Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Languages and Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small Schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Urban Education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Parents (pa)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>ACCESS Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Project Home Safe National Resource Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>National Early Childhood Technical Assistance System (NECTAS) Information Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Adolescent Pregnancy Prevention Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Share Resource Center on Teen Pregnancy Prevention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>National Center for Children in Poverty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Family Info. Centers, National Agricultural Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Chapter 1 Technical Assistance Center Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Military Family Information Clearinghouse &amp; Resource Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>TASPP, Technical Assistance for Special Populations Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Media/Materials Center of Population Communication Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Elementary &amp; Early Childhood Education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Postsecondary (ps)
- National Society for Internships and Experiential Education
- American Assoc. for Higher Education Assessment Forum
- National Assessment Resource Center
- Collaborative Learning Project Resource Center
- ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education
- ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges

### Rural (r)
- Rural Clearinghouse for Education and Development
- NARIC, National Rehabilitation Information Center
- JAN, Job Accommodations Network
- ABLEDATA
- National Clearinghouse of Rehabilitation Training Materials
- The Equity Clearinghouse
- Food and Nutrition Information Center, Natl Agriculture Library
- Clearinghouse on Disability Information
- Media/Materials Center of Population Communication Services
- Environmental Protection Agency Public Info Center and Library
- ERIC Clearinghouse on Handicapped & Gifted Children
- ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small Schools

### Students (s)
- SIECUS, Sex Information and Education Council
- ACCESS Clearinghouse
- JAN, Job Accommodations Network
- National Clearinghouse for Preschool in Special Education
- HEATH, Higher Ed & Adult Training for people with Handicaps
- NICHCY, National Info. Center for Handicapped Children and Youth
- National Early Childhood Technical Assistance System (NECTAS) Information Clearinghouse
- National Info Center on Deafness, NICD
- Center for Special Education Technology
- Assoc for Children and adults with Learning Disabilities
- National Society for Internships and Experiential Education
- National Information Center on Deaf-Blindness
- Adolescent Pregnancy Prevention Clearinghouse
- National Center for Youth with Disabilities Resource Center
- Information Center for Special Ed Media and Materials
- National Clearinghouse on Community-Referenced Technology
- American Assoc. for Higher Education Assessment Forum
- Clearinghouse on Child Abuse and Neglect Information
- Family Info. Center, National Agricultural Library
- Chapter 1 Technical Assistance Center Clearinghouse
- Military Family Information Clearinghouse & Resource Center
- TASPP, Technical Assistance for Special Populations Program
- National Science Resources Center
- International Clearinghouse for the Advancement of Science Teaching
- Environmental Quality Instructional Resources Center
- Clearinghouse on Disability Information
- National Assessment Resource Center
- Media/Materials Center of Population Communication Services
- Youth Development Information Center
- National Dropout Prevention Center Clearinghouse
- Collaborative Learning Project Resource Center
- Environmental Protection Agency Public Info Center and Library
- Sociological Abstracts
- ERIC Clearinghouse on Counseling and Personnel Services
- ERIC Clearinghouse on Handicapped & Gifted Children
- ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education
- ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges
- ERIC Clearinghouse for Science, Mathematics & Environmental
Women (w)
19 Education Commission of the States Clearinghouse
27 National Early Childhood Technical Assistance System (NECTAS) Information Clearinghouse
33 Natl Maternal & Child Health Clearinghouse & Center for Maternal & Child Health
34 Women’s Bureau Work and Family Clearinghouse
35 Adolescent Pregnancy Prevention Clearinghouse
36 Share Resource Center on Teen Pregnancy Prevention
38 Women in Development Resource Center, USAID
39 The Equity Clearinghouse
40 Research Clearinghouse on Women of Color & Southern Women
43 National Council for Research on Women Information Services
49 National Center for Children in Poverty
58 Military Family Information Clearinghouse & Resource Center
60 Clearinghouse on Infant Feeding and Maternal Nutrition
67 Media/Materials Center of Population Communication Services
72 Family Life Information Exchange
73 Population Information Program
84 National Gerontology Resource Center
86 ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational Management
99 ERIC Clearinghouse on Urban Education
### Types of Education

**Record# Clearinghouse**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All Content Areas Covered</th>
<th>(a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>National Institute of Corrections Information Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Clearinghouse on Adult Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Association for Community Based Education Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Adult Basic Education Resource Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>KIDSNET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>ACCESS Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Project Home Safe National Resource Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Education Commission of the States Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>National Early Childhood Technical Assistance System (NECTAS) Info. CH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Adolescent Pregnancy Prevention Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Share Resource Center on Teen Pregnancy Prevention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Immigration Reform and Control Act Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>National Center for Children in Poverty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>National Criminal Justice Reference Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Family Information Center, National Agricultural Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Chapter 1 Technical Assistance Center Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Military Family Information Clearinghouse &amp; Resource Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>TASSP, Technical Assistance for Special Populations Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Media/Materials Center of Population Communication Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Resources In Computer Education, RICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Educational Products Information Exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Family Resource Database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Emerging Technology Consultants INC Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Environmental Protection Agency Public Info Cent and Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>National Gerontology Resource Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Elementary &amp; Early Childhood Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Languages and Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult, Career and Vocational Education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Counseling (c)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All Content Areas Covered</th>
<th>(c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>National Institute of Corrections Information Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>American Association for Counseling and Development Professional Information Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Natl Early Childhood Technical Assistance System (NECTAS) Information Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Women's Bureau Work and Family Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>National Center for Children in Poverty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Clearinghouse on Child Abuse and Neglect Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Family Information Center, National Agricultural Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Military Family Information Clearinghouse &amp; Resource Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Clearinghouse on Infant Feeding and Maternal Nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>National Science Resources Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Environmental Quality Instructional Resources Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Media/Materials Center of Population Communication Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Youth Development Information Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Environmental Protection Agency Public Info Cent and Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>Sociological Abstracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Counseling and Personnel Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Elementary &amp; Early Childhood Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse for Science, Mathematics &amp; Environmental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult, Career and Vocational Education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Child Care (cc)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All Content Areas Covered</th>
<th>(cc)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>National Early Childhood Technical Assistance System (NECTAS) Information Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Women's Bureau Work and Family Clearinghouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>National Center for Children in Poverty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Clearinghouse on Child Abuse and Neglect Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Family Information Center, National Agricultural Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Military Family Information Clearinghouse &amp; Resource Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Clearinghouse on Infant Feeding and Maternal Nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>ERIC Clearinghouse on Elementary &amp; Early Childhood Education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Equity (eq)
27 National Early Childhood Technical Assistance System (NECTAS) Information Clearinghouse
39 The Equity Clearinghouse
88 ERIC Clearinghouse on Handicapped & Gifted Children
96 ERIC Clearinghouse for Social Studies/Social Science Education
99 ERIC Clearinghouse on Urban Education

Experiential Education (ex)
31 National Society for Internships and Experiential Education
68 Youth Development Information Center
100 ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult, Career and Vocational Education

International Education (ie)
14 INET, International Networks in Education and Development
31 National Society for Internships and Experiential Education
37 U.S. Agency for International Development Information Center
38 Women in Development Resource Center, USAID
60 Clearinghouse on Infant Feeding and Maternal Nutrition
62 International Clearinghouse for Advancement of Science Teaching
64 Clearinghouse for Development and Communication
67 Medline/Materials Center of Population Communication Services
73 Population Information Program
92 ERIC Clearinghouse on Languages and Linguistics
96 ERIC Clearinghouse on Social Studies/Social Science Education

LITERACY
Adult Literacy (al)
11 Association for Community Based Education Clearinghouse
12 Adult Basic Education Resource Center
82 Environmental Protection Agency Public Information Center and Library
92 ERIC Clearinghouse on Languages and Linguistics
100 ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult, Career and Vocational Education

Literacy, general (l)
6 National Institute of Corrections Information Center
7 National Vocational Education Clearinghouse
11 Assoc for Community Based Education Clearinghouse
12 Adult Basic Education Resource Center
13 Contact Center, Inc
19 Education Commission of the States Clearinghouse
27 National Early Childhood Technical Assistance System (NECTAS) Information Clearinghouse
59 TASPP, Technical Assistance for Special Populations Program
75 Center for Human Resources Clearinghouse
76 Family Resource Database
82 Environmental Protection Agency Public Information Center and Library
83 Sociological Abstracts
86 ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational Management
92 ERIC Clearinghouse on Languages and Linguistics
93 ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication Skills
99 ERIC Clearinghouse on Urban Education
100 ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult, Career and Vocational Education

SPECIAL EDUCATION AND REHABILITATION SERVICES
Rehabilitation (rh)
20 NARIC, National Rehabilitation Information Center
21 JAN, Job Accomodations Network
22 ABLEDATA
23 National Clearinghouse of Rehab Training Materials
65 Clearinghouse on Disability Information
88 ERIC Clearinghouse on Handicapped & Gifted Children

Special Education
21 JAN, Job Accomodations Network
24 National Clearinghouse for Professionals in Special Education
25 HEATH Higher Ed & Adult Training for people with Handicaps
26 NICIC/ND, National Info. Center for Handicapped Children and Youth
27 National Early Childhood Technical Assistance System (NECTAS) Info. Clearinghouse
28 National Info Center on Deafness, NICD
29 Center for Special Education Technology
30 Assoc for Children and adults with Learning Disabilities
32 National Information Center on Deaf-Blindness
44 National Center for Youth with Disabilities Resource Center
46 Information Center for Special Ed Media and Materials
48 National Clearinghouse on Community-Referenced Technology
59 TASPP, Technical Assistance for Special Populations Program
62 International Clearinghouse for Advancement of Science Teaching
65 Clearinghouse on Disability Information
38 ERIC Clearinghouse on Handicapped & Gifted Children

Science (sc)
61 National Science Resources Center
62 Environmental Quality Instructional Resources Center
82 Environmental Protection Agency Public Info Cent and Library
95 ERIC Clearinghouse for Science, Mathematics & Environmental

Sex education (se)
15 SIECUS, Sex Information and Education Council
35 Adolescent Pregnancy Prevention Clearinghouse
55 Family Info. Center, Natl Agricultural Library
67 Media/Materials Center of Population Communication Services

Technology (t)
16 KIDSNET
22 ABLEDATA
29 Center for Special Education Technology
45 Public Service Satellite Consortium
46 Information Center for Special Education Media and Materials
48 National Clearinghouse on Community-Referenced Technology
62 International Clearinghouse for the Advancement of Science Teaching
64 Clearinghouse for Development and Communication
70 Resources in Computer Education, RICE
74 Educational Products Information Exchange
79 Emerging Technology Consultants INC Center
82 Environmental Protection Agency Public Information Center and Library
90 ERIC Clearinghouse on Information Resources
## Education-Related Areas

**Record#** Clearinghouse

### WORK & EMPLOYMENT FOCUSED CLEARINGHOUSES

#### Career Education (ce)
- 6 National Institute of Corrections Information Center
- 68 Youth Development Information Center
- 100 ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult, Career and Vocational Education

#### Jobs/employment (j)
- 6 National Institute of Corrections Information Center
- 7 National Vocational Education Clearinghouse
- 10 American Society for Training and Development Resource Center
- 21 JAN, Job Accommodations Network
- 31 National Society for Internships and Experiential Education
- 34 Women's Bureau Work and Family Clearinghouse
- 35 Adolescent Pregnancy Prevention Clearinghouse
- 42 Southern Regional Educational Board Career Ladder Clearinghouse
- 51 Juvenile Justice Clearinghouse
- 53 National Criminal Justice Reference Service
- 59 TASPP, Technical Assistance for Special Populations Program
- 75 Center for Human Resources Clearinghouse
- 77 National Alliance of Business Clearinghouse
- 78 National Dropout Prevention Center Clearinghouse
- 80 Community Information Exchange
- 100 ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult, Career and Vocational Education

#### Labor force (lf)
- 6 National Institute of Corrections Information Center
- 7 National Vocational Education Clearinghouse
- 75 Center for Human Resources Clearinghouse
- 100 ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult, Career and Vocational Education
- 6 National Institute of Corrections Information Center
- 7 National Vocational Education Clearinghouse
- 75 Center for Human Resources Clearinghouse
- 100 ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult, Career and Vocational Education

### Vocational education (v)
- 6 National Institute of Corrections Information Center
- 7 National Vocational Education Clearinghouse
- 21 JAN, Job Accommodations Network
- 23 National Clearinghouse of Rehab Training Materials
- 27 National Early Childhood Tech Ass't Syst (NEC TAS) Info. Cen
- 31 National Society for Internships and Experiential Education
- 50 American Assoc. for Higher Education Assessment Forum
- 53 National Criminal Justice Reference Service
- 58 Military Family Information Clearinghouse & Resource Center
- 59 TASPP, Technical Assistance for Special Populations Program
- 66 National Assessment Resource Center
- 67 Media/Materials Center of Population Communication Services
- 68 Youth Development Information Center
- 69 Test Center
- 74 Educational Products Information Exchange
- 82 Environmental Protection Agency Public Info Cent and Library
- 96 ERIC Clearinghouse on Tests, Measurement, and Evaluation
- 100 ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult, Career and Vocational Education
OTHER EDUCATION-RELATED AREAS

Evaluation (ev)
27 National Early Childhood Technical Assistance System (NECTAS) Information Clearinghouse
50 American Assoc. for Higher Education Assessment Forum
58 Military Family Information Clearinghouse & Resource Center
66 National Assessment Resource Center
67 Media/Materials Center of Population Communication Services
68 Youth Development Information Center
69 Test Center
74 Educational Products Information Exchange
98 ERIC Clearinghouse on Tests, Measurement, and Evaluation

Family (f)
6 National Institute of Corrections Information Center
7 National Vocational Education Clearinghouse
27 National Early Childhood Technical Assistance System (NECTAS) Information Clearinghouse
58 Military Family Information Clearinghouse & Resource Center
67 Media/Materials Center of Population Communication Services
73 Population Information Program
75 Center for Human Resources Clearinghouse
76 Family Resource Database
100 ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult, Career and Vocational Education

Health (h)
20 NARIC, National Rehabilitation Information Center
21 JAN, Job Accommodations Network
22 ABLEDATA
23 National Clearinghouse of Rehabilitation Training Materials
27 National Early Childhood Technical Assistance System (NECTAS) Information Clearinghouse
28 National Info Center on Deafness, NICD
32 National Information Center on Deaf-Blindness
33 Natl Maternal & Child Health Clearinghouse & Center for Maternal & Child Health
35 Adolescent Pregnancy Prevention Clearinghouse
36 Share Resource Center on Teen Pregnancy Prevention
41 National AIDS Information Clearinghouse, NAIC
44 National Center for Youth with Disabilities Resource Center
49 National Center for Children in Poverty
51 Clearinghouse on Child Abuse and Neglect Information
54 Food and Nutrition Information Center, National Agricultural Library
55 Family Info. Center, National Agricultural Library
56 National Clearinghouse for Alcohol & Drug Information
58 Military Family Information Clearinghouse & Resource Center
60 Clearinghouse on Infant Feeding and Maternal Nutrition
65 Clearinghouse on Disability Information
67 Media/Materials Center of Population Communication Services
72 Family Life Information Exchange
73 Population Information Program
80 Community Information Exchange
88 ERIC Clearinghouse on Handicapped & Gifted Children

Justice (ju)
6 National Institute of Corrections Information Center
52 Juvenile Justice Clearinghouse
53 National Criminal Justice Reference Service

Law (lw)
19 Education Commission of the States Clearinghouse
27 National Early Childhood Technical Assistance System (NECTAS) Information Clearinghouse
86 ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational Management
99 ERIC Clearinghouse on Urban Education

Population (po)
67 Media/Materials Center of Population Communication Services
73 Population Information Program
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

RECORD NO: 1

NARIS Native American Research Information Service
American Indian Institute, Univ. of Oklahoma
555 Constitution Avenue
Norman, OK 73037

ATTENTION: Duane Hale

PHONE NO: 405-325-4127

FEDERAL FUNDING: 1,m,

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

Indian Health Service, P.L. 93-638, HHS but also hopes to obtain funding from Bureau of Indian Affairs

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes,current y2=yes,past n=no): y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Carney, John

PHONE NO: 602-629-6206

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 09/30/89

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 80000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: i
(See attached list)

Indian, American Indian and Alaskan Native
social- child welfare, youth programs, parenting
skills, education, language development and
health, economic, human and natural resource
development 1969 to present.

KEY USERS: c,r

Available free to Indian Health Service staff,
tribes and pl 93-638 health contractor in US

c=Community                    pl=Planners/policymakers
ce=Career education             ps=Post secondary
l=Libraries                    r=Researchers
lf=Labor force/employers        s=students
m=Museums                      ss=Social service provider
p=Practitioners                 tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: r,p,f

b=Broker/Referral               p=Program
  c=Curriculum                  pa=parent/lay audience
  d=Data (statistical)          r=Research
  f=Funding sources             s=Services
  m=Methods

NOTES:
help tribal planners apply for funding, major
emphasis public health

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?
loose connection to other clearinghouses like ERIC. Has permission to use abstracts or cites from 41 other databases.

NAME OF DATABASE(S): NARIS

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,3b,6

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1,5,

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information
NOTES:
3000 abstracts in education

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 10000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1979

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 3, 4, 5, 7

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
now provide abstracts free. Those not to tribes or Indian Health Services are paid for by overhead funds from parent organization, American Indian Institute at the Univ of Okla which receives other Federal grants. They are thinking about charging for some services. They receive about 1000 requests per year.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 0
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES:

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
They have a brochure and sometimes describe their services in Indian Health Service newsletter.
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 4000

EVALUATION: 3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:
this info is supplied in reports to Indian Health Service

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
Uses training workshops often delivered by other programs to inform people of their services.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 1,4

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Have encouraged them to send acquisitions to ERIC. They already use ERIC database abstracts for NARIC.
RECORD NO:  2

National Indian Education Clearinghouse

Hayden Library
Arizona State University
Tempe, AZ  85287

ATTENTION:  Mimi Robbins-Wooten

PHONE NO:  602-965-6490

FEDERAL FUNDING:

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

no legislation to date, but would be appropriate for Indian Ed funds

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes,current  y2=yes,past  n=no):  no

GOVERNMENT MONITOR:

PHONE NO:

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS:  / /

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING:  $ 0

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING:  $ 90000

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING:  0

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:  90,000 for '89

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:
Alcoa Foundation, Arizona State Univ., NEA
Arizona State Univ.

NEA

CONTENT FOCUS: i
(See attached list)

American Indian, Alaskan Native

KEY USERS: c,r,u,p

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ce</td>
<td>Career education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>Libraries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lf</td>
<td>Labor force/employers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>Museums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>Practitioners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl</td>
<td>Planners/policymakers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ps</td>
<td>Post secondary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>Researchers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ss</td>
<td>Social service provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tv</td>
<td>TV and other media</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: c,r

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>Broker/Referral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>Curriculum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>Data (statistical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>Funding sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>Methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pa</td>
<td>Parent/lay audience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTES:
clearinghouse under development

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? ERIC Rural Ed.

has talked with ERIC Rural Ed, Bilingual Ed
Clearinghouse and NARIS

NAME OF DATABASE(S): NIEC, Indian Ed lib. mat.
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE:  1,2,3a,5a,5b,6,7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Many of the holdings will be available on interlibrary loan and accessible nationally via OCLC.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S):  1,5

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
On-line catalog will provide list of holdings in various specialized American Indian/Alaskan Native
library collection in US. The NIEC On-line Directory will list special library collections and curriculum development programs in the US.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 2000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1989

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
Many user services not yet operational, but the base will be the Univ. library.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 1800
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1, 2

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
Computerized Resource Sharing Network for communication between NIEC and libraries/programs with compatible computer systems

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 4000

EVALUATION: 2
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:
use ASU library evaluation procedures

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 1,4,5

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
ERIC activities 2,3,6 are feasible
National Clearinghouse for Bilingual Education

8737 Colesville Road
COMSIS
Silver Spring, MD 20910

ATTENTION: Harpreet Sandhu

PHONE NO: 800-647-0123, 301-588-6898

FEDERAL FUNDING: 1,m,

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

Bilingual Education Act, Part B authorizes a contract for a national clearinghouse to collect, analyze, and disseminate information about programs for limited English proficient students.

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT? no

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE? no

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): Y1 OBEMLA

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Abshire, Charlene

PHONE NO: 202-732-5068

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 09/30/89

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 1000000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: 4

1=Foundation
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:
users pay for pubs at cost

CONTENT FOCUS: b
(See attached list)

bilingual education, ESL - English as a Second Language, LEP - Limited English Proficiency, refugee education, vocational education, and educational technology

KEY USERS: p
teachers and other educational personnel
  c=Community
  ce=Career education
  l=Libraries
  lf=Labor force/employers
  m=Museums
  p=Practitioners

pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: c,r,p,m

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program

c=Curriculum
pa=parent/lay audience

d=Data (statistical)
r=Research

f=Funding sources
s=Services
m=Methods

NOTES:
provides info on curric materials, program models, methods, research findings

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?
works cooperatively with ERIC FL
participates in network with multifunctional centers, also with ERIC CE, and other clearinghouses and centers. Trys not to duplicate work of others.
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Database names: Bibliographic Abstracts, Curriculum Materials Reviews,

NAME OF DATABASE(S): Bib Abs, Curric Mat. Revs
ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 2, 3a, 4, 5a, 5b, 6, 7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1, 3, 5, 6

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
has a reference and referral database of organizations, a database over 500 publishers, a computer based directory of software programs for LEP students, a database of curriculum materials,
database of general documents on the education of LEP students, and a searches on-file database.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 16000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1978

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,2,4,5,6,7,8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
electronic access at no cost, electronic bulletin board, searches on file database

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 5400
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1,3,4,2

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
bimonthly newsletter, occasional papers, prog'm information guides, information packets, Mini-Bibs, brochure, products list, refugee materials catalog.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 27000

EVALUATION: 2a,2b,3b
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:
Once a year sample survey by tel and tracking of info from user requests.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1,3

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
16 multifunctional resource centers were initially trained on searches. The system is user friendly and users receive a password and user's guide. Technical assistance is provided by phone and at conferences as requested.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 1,2,3,4,6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
used to do fact sheets which were similar to Digests, does mini-bibs, 8 New Focus papers and 8 program information guides for classroom teachers yearly. Provides customized package for each information request.
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RECORD NO:  4
English Plus Information Clearinghouse
227 Massachusetts Ave, NE
Suite 120
Washington, DC 20002
ATTENTION: Mary Carol Combs
PHONE NO:  202-544-0004
FEDERAL FUNDING: no
LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:
IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?
FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes,current y2=yes,past n=no): no
GOVERNMENT MONITOR:
PHONE NO:
FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: / /
TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 0
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 70000
PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 0
OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: 2
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial
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NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:
Ford
some ties to NEA

CONTENT FOCUS:  b
(See attached list)

language policy issues, ethnic studies,
assimilation trends, monitor English only related
resolution, laws, etc.

KEY USERS:  pl,r,p,c,s

 c=Community
 ce=Career education
 l=Libraries
 lf=Labor force/employers
 m=Museums
 p=Practitioners
 pl=Planners/policymakers
 ps=Post secondary
 r=Research
 s=students
 ss=Social service provider
 tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED:  b,m,c

 b=Broker/Referral
 c=Curriculum
 d=Data (statistical)
 f=Funding sources
 m=Methods
 p=Program
 pa=parent/lay audience
 r=Research
 s=Services

NOTES:
Clearly in favor of multi lingual rather than
english only ac'ions, but will provide information
to anyone.

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?  Natl Clhouse Biling Ed
May contact ERIC FL

NAME OF DATABASE(S):

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE:  1,5a,6,7
l=Visitors allowed
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Now the database is in files and shelves and
binders, organized ideosyncratically but
searchable by staff experts. They eventually plan
to put some on a computer.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S):

6,2=reports, some curric, 5=start

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
Largest part of collection is legislation and
resolutions.
TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 3000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1987

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 3, 4, 7

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 300
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1, 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 2000

EVALUATION: 3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building
to other organizations
3= Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 6

1= Acquisitions for ERIC
2= Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3= Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4= Searches the ERIC database
5= Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6= Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
May have FL look at documents and arrange to help
with ERIC acquisitions.
Rural Clearinghouse for Education and Development

Kansas State University
306 Umberger Hall
Manhattan, KA 66506

ATTENTION: Jacqueline Spears

PHONE NO: 913-532-5560

FEDERAL FUNDING:

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y2
Initially supported by FIPSE.

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: ,

PHONE NO:

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 05/01/88

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 0

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 80000

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING:

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: 5,1

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial
NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:
Ford, MacArthur
Kansas State Univ

CONTENT FOCUS: r
(See attached list)
rural illiteracy, economic development and use of technology for ed in rural areas.

KEY USERS: p,r,pl
  c=Community
  ce=Career education
  l=Libraries
  lf=Labor force/employers
  m=Museums
  p=Practitioners
  pl=Planners/policymakers
  ps=Post secondary
  r=Researchers
  s=students
  ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: p,b,m
  b=Broker/Referral
  c=Curriculum
  d=Data (statistical)
  f=Funding sources
  m=Methods
  p=Program
  pa=parent/lay audience
  r=Research
  s=Services

NOTES:
Focus on issues and needs for rural ed.

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? with ERIC RU,l'atl Cent Res Voc Ed

NAME OF DATABASE(S):
ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,2,5a,6,7
  1=Visitors allowed
  2=Paper catalog of holdings
  3=Computer searchable catalog
     3a=by other users
     3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
  4=Database includes
     4a=abstracts (200 words)
     4b=annotations (50 words)
     4c=indexing
  5=Full document reproduction
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

5a=will make some paper or AV copies
5b=full document on computer
5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1, 8, 4, 5
1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc.)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
  3a=computer software
  3b=video tapes
  3c=audio tapes
  3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
Most emphasis is on program information.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 15000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1987

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 3, 4, 8
1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
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TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 1500
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1,4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 5000

EVALUATION:

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3= Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 1,4

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Now send ERIC only own pubs, but could do so with others
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RECORD NO:  6

National Institute of Corrections Information Center
1790 30th St, #130
Boulder, CO  80301

ATTENTION:  Eileen Conway

PHONE NO:  303-939-8877

FEDERAL FUNDING:  DOJ, Natl Instit of Corrections

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:
Legislation specifies this information collection and dissemination.

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no):  y1
Within this year's contract they are to put a special focus on corrections education materials.

GOVERNMENT MONITOR:  Barbee, James

PHONE NO:  303-939-8866

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS:  02/01/92

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING:  $ 620000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING:  $ 0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING:  100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
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3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:
CONTENT FOCUS: 1f,a,ce,j,corrections,v,l
(See attached list)

Adult corrections, only cover juveniles if they are in adult facilities, correctional education.

KEY USERS: pl,p, tv,l,r,

people who manage correctional facilities, and related

c=Community
ce=Career education
1=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: m,p,c,d

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program
ce=Curriculum
pa=parent/lay audience
d=Data (statistical)
r=Research
f=Funding sources
s=Services
m=Methods

NOTES:
help with corrections planning by providing information on practical options. They also have general leadership and management information to help the National academy of Corrections which is at same location.

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? ERIC, Adult, Voc Ed, Berkeley,
Use the NCJRS data base from sister institution, National Institute of Justice, but must purchase their on-line searches.

NAME OF DATABASE(S): NIC Bibliographic Database

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,2,3b,5a,6,7,4b,4c

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES: They will copy some documents and loan some. They have brief annotations rather than ERIC type abstracts.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1,3b,8

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
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3c = audio tapes
3d = braille print
4 = Information on experts
5 = Information on organizations
6 = Legislation
7 = Statistical databases
8 = Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
Most of the documents are fugitive. The program database also contains evaluations.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 12000
YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1980
RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 3, 4, 5, 7
1 = Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2 = Toll free telephone
3 = Walk-in access, often with appointment
4 = Referral service
5 = Computer searches of own database or of others
6 = Computer networking
7 = Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8 = Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
Staff will only search other databases for users if there is a joint need for them to learn about the resources and to acquire new documents for their database. Many of the free materials they distribute are multiple copies of items they have received from others. Only do computer networking internally.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 13000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 2, 3, 4
1 = Newsletters
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2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
They will be participating on ADVOCNET and SpecialNet and ACAnet.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 0

EVALUATION: 1, 2, 3
1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:
The staff share their private evaluations as necessary, but these aren't documented. They do a formal needs assessment and computer based tracking of requests.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:
1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
provides ta through devel of special projects and state components.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 4, 6
1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3 = Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4 = Searches the ERIC database
5 = Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6 = Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
They would be willing to submit documents to ERIC.
They sometimes purchase ERIC fiche. They produce some monographs and carry monographs produced by the National Institute of Corrections.
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RECORD NO:  7

National Vocational Education Clearinghouse

National Center for Research on Vocational Ed
2150 Shattuck Ave
Berkeley, CA  94704-1306

ATTENTION:  Peter Seidman

PHONE NO:  415-642-4004

FEDERAL FUNDING:  l,m,w

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

Under the Perkins Voc. Ed. Act, the NCRVE is to act as a clearinghouse for information on contracts or grants made to the states or by the Secretary of Ed.

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
yes

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes,current y2=yes,past n=no):  y1 1988 was a transition year. Thus budget and other information including anticipated user requests are for 89.

GOVERNMENT MONITOR:  Lovell, Mary

PHONE NO:  202-732-2371

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS:  12/31/92

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING:  $  250000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING:  $  0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING:  100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:
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1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:
users will pay for some products

CONTENT FOCUS: j,v,lf
(See attached list)
Vocational education, secondary and postsecondary

KEY USERS: lf,p,pl,r
  c=Community
  ce=Career education
  l=Libraries
  lf=Labor force/employers
  m=Museums
  p=Practitioners
  pl=Planners/policymakers
  ps=Post secondary
  r=Researchers
  s=students
  ss=Social service provider
  tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: p,b
  b=Broker/Referral
  c=Curriculum
  d=Data (statistical)
  f=Funding sources
  m=Methods
  p=Program
  pa=parent/lay audience
  r=Research
  s=Services

NOTES:
WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? NOICC,ERIC CE?,TASP,
RIVE has 14,695 entries, but has not been updated
for last 2 years. VECM has 6,000 and is
up-to-date. It is also purged of out-of-date
entries.

NAME OF DATABASE(S): RIVE, Resources in Voc Ed; VECM, Voc Ed Curric Material

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,2,3a,6,7
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1=Visitors allowed
2=P Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
VECM is available on BRS and is now updated with
abstracts and indexing compatible to ERIC. It is
mainly used and developed by the 6 Voc. Ed.
Curriculum Coordinating Centers. RIVE will also
be searchable through BRS. VECM was established

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 8, 2
1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
VECM contains instructional materials information.
RIVE is projects in progress and is archival.
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TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 20895

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1977

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
Is the system manager for ADVOCNET. At current time clearinghouse in Berkeley receives few calls, but most of the use comes from on-line connections to RIVE and VECM through BRS and at the 6 Voc. Ed. Curriculum Coordinating Centers. The Berkeley Clearinghouse plans to mainly serve as a broker/referral agent and will work with TASP activities funded by the same National Center Award, but located in Urbana, IL.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 150
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 2, 3

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 0

EVALUATION: 3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
2b=Formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
to other organizations
3=Provides assistance in database building
gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
This assistance is mainly to help users with the mechanics of computer activities.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC:

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
They plan to work with ERIC. They can search ERIC in the School of Ed. Library. Former abstracting and indexing systems are designed to be fairly compatible with ERIC. They don't have a good system to make materials.
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RECORD NO:  8

Clearinghouse on Adult Education

U.S. Dept. of Education, 400 Maryland Ave. SW
Div of Adult Ed., M.S. 7240, Room 4428
Washington, DC  20202-7240

ATTENTION: Patricia Lang Rees

PHONE NO: 202-732-2396

FEDERAL FUNDING: within the Dept. of Ed.

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:
Inhouse operation - Division of Adult Education activities

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes,current y2=yes,past n=no): n

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: ,

PHONE NO: 202-732-2396

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: / /

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $75000
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $0
PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:
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1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS:  ad
(See attached list)
adult secondary ed, business and industry, adults
with disabilities, Eng as a Second Language, eval,
literacy progrs,
Older persons and volunteers, corrections
education, staff development, family literacy,
disabled adults

KEY USERS:  c,p,l,s,ps
adult ed community

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED:  b,c,m

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program

c=Curriculum
pa=parent/lay audience

d=Data (statistical)
r=Research

f=Funding sources
s=Services

m=Methods

NOTES:
broker of information services

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?  ERIC Voc. Ed., State CHs
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NAME OF DATABASE(S):  

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE:  1,6,7,2

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S):  1,5,8

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on exp-rts
5=Information on org-nizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
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TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 100

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1981

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 3, 4, 7

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 3600
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES:

1=Nex:sletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 250

EVALUATION: 2, 3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
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2a=informal
2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:
1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 1,3
1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Partner with ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult, Career and Voc Ed
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RECORD NO: 9
Am Assoc for Counseling and Devel. Professional Info. Serv
5999 Stevenson Avenue
Alexandria, VA 22304
ATTENTION: Sylvia Nisenoff
PHONE NO: 703-823-9800
FEDERAL FUNDING:
LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): no

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: ,
PHONE NO:
FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: / /
TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 0
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 70400
PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 0
OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: 3, 4
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
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5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

users are starting to pay for some services

CONTENT FOCUS: c
(See attached list)
counseling in all settings, nationally and internationally

KEY USERS: c,p,s

c=Community
cp=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

NOTES:
provide professional counseling info

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? ERIC Counseling &
Adult, Car,
with ERIC CAPS and Adult, Career and Voc Ed.

NAME OF DATABASE(S): Professional Info Index
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ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,3b,6,7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Visitors do not use the computer searchable catalog.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 2,4,5

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
data base has index, but no abstracts
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TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 20000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1979

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8
1 = Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2 = Toll free telephone
3 = Walk-in access, often with appointment
4 = Referral service
5 = Computer searches of own database or of others
6 = Computer networking
7 = Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8 = Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
only library can search computer with is attached to assoc mainframe

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 13965
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES:
1 = Newsletters
2 = Interactive Electronic network
3 = Electronic bulletin board
4 = Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 0

EVALUATION:
1 = Identify/rate individual items on quality
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2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 3,6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
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RECORD NO: 10

American Society for Training and Development Resource Center

PO Box 1443
1630 Duke St.
Alexandria, VA 22313

ATTENTION: Virginia Harriston

PHONE NO: 703-683-8100

FEDERAL FUNDING: no

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): no

GOVERNMENT MONITOR:

PHONE NO:

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS:

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 0

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 56000

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 0

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: 3,4

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
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NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:
They also receive some royalties from TRAINNET

CONTENT FOCUS:  j
(See attached list)
Training and human resource development.

KEY USERS:  r,p,ce
The practitioners are trainers.

c=Community  \hspace{0.5cm} \text{pl}=\text{Planners/policymakers}
ce=Career education  \hspace{0.5cm} \text{ps}=\text{Post secondary}
l=Libraries  \hspace{0.5cm} \text{r}=\text{Researchers}
lf=\text{Labor force/employers}  \hspace{0.5cm} \text{s}=\text{students}
m=\text{Museums}  \hspace{0.5cm} \text{ss}=\text{Social service provider}
p=\text{Practitioners}  \hspace{0.5cm} \text{tv}=\text{TV and other media}

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED:  b,r,p
b=Broker/Referral  \hspace{0.5cm} p=\text{Program}
c=Curriculum  \hspace{0.5cm} \text{pa}=\text{parent/lay audience}
d=\text{Data (statistical)}  \hspace{0.5cm} r=\text{Research}
f=\text{Funding sources}  \hspace{0.5cm} s=\text{Services}
m=\text{Methods}

NOTES:
They keep track of educational programs and courses for training in human resource development.

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

NAME OF DATABASE(S):  TRAIN'T

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE:  3,4,

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Abstracting and indexing is not as extensive as ERIC. TRAINET is available on DIALOG and is a
Training and Development Literature Index. It includes 10,000 items. Full text copying is done
for a price by Dynamic Info, Inc. Users are also referred to Univ. Microfilms and abstracts are
published quarterly by subscription.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S):  2,8

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
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3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 12500
YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1986
RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,2,4,5,6,7,8
1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 63000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 4
1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
Working toward 2, and 3, electronic networking.
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NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 320

EVALUATION: 1, 3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3= Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 4

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
They would send materials to ERIC to make it easier for their users to get them. Abstracting is not up to ERIC standards. They search the ERIC database, particularly when the CIJE index goes back further than their index. They have CDROM.
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RECORD NO: 11

Assoc for Community Based Education Clearinghouse

Association for Community Based Education
1806 Vernon St., NW
Washington, DC 20009

ATTENTION: Chaudhuri Kiran

PHONE NO: 202-462-6333

FEDERAL FUNDING: p

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
The clearinghouse was started with a FIPSE grant, but now only receives about $2,000 of federal funds for some special analyses out of a $120,000 project funded by the Office of Community Services, probably in HHS.

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y2

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: ,

PHONE NO:

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: / /

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 2000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 25000

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 8

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: 1,4

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
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3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:
McArthur Foundation

CONTENT FOCUS: al
(See attached list)
community based adult education programs

KEY USERS: c,p,pl
educational institutions that operate outside the publically supported education establishment and which often serve needs of non-traditional, minority, or disadvantaged adult learners.

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: p,c,b,m,d
b=Broker/Referral
c=Curriculum
f=Funding sources
m=Methods
p=Program
pa=Parent/lay audience
r=Research
s=Services

NOTES:
Has resource bank and advisory service with 1000 entries of Adult education and community development-related materials, useful resources, services and expertise, and practices.
WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?  ERIC

Refers to ERIC CE and the ACCESS Clearinghouse of the National Commit for Citizens in Ed.

NAME OF DATABASE(S):  RIBAS, Resource InfoBank

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE:  1, 3, 4a, 4c, 5a, 6, 7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=... (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S):  2, 4, 5, 7, 8
1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
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7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
guides, how to do it materials, program information, lists of experts

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 2600

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1987

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 3, 4, 5, 8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 600
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1, 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
National Directory of Community Based Adult Literacy Programs.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 4000

EVALUATION: 2
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1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:
1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building
to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC:  4
1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Has been asked to give acquisitions to ERIC, but
staff don't take the t'ime to do this or even to
give own pubs to ERIC. .y put CE on mailing list
to receive notice of pubs and then give permission
for ERIC entry. Uses ED library for ERIC search.
RECORD NO: 12
Adult Basic Education Resource Center
Virginia Commonwealth University
1015 W. Main St, 4065 Oliver Hall, Box 2020
Richmond, VA 23284
ATTENTION: Evelyn Nunes
PHONE NO: 804-367-6521, 800-237-0178
FEDERAL FUNDING: ED
LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:
Receives money from Federal adult education leg. (310 Special Projects) through the state under 353.

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: ,
PHONE NO:
FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 06/30/89
TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 78391
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 0
PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING:
OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:
some univ support for office space, etc.

CONTENT FOCUS: al
(See attached list)
adult basic ed, ESL and GED

KEY USERS: p,c,s
  c=Community
  ce=Career education
  l=Libraries
  lf=Labor force/employers
  m=Museums
  p=Practitioners
  pl=Planners/policymakers
  ps=Post secondary
  r=Researchers
  s=students
  ss=Social service provider
  tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: c
  b=Broker/Referral
  c=Curriculum
  d=Data (statistical)
  f=Funding sources
  m=Methods
  p=Program
  pa=parent/lay audience
  r=Research
  s=Services

NOTES:
Has curriculum materials and evaluations of materials.

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? ERIC Adult, Career, Voc. Ed

Also some limited communication with other state ABE clearinghouses such as in Penna and New Mexico.

NAME OF DATABASE(S):
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ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1 ?, 3b, 5a, 6, 7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
  3a=by other users
  3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
  4a=abstracts (200 words)
  4b=annotations (50 words)
  4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
  5a=will make some paper or AV copies
  5b=full document on computer
  5c=microrfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(s): 2, 3a, 3b, 3c
1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
051, 160, 142, 072, 100, 131, 132
They have evaluations in their computer database
as well as some other information. They maintain
a collection of federal 353 ABE project materials
and current commercial ABE materials.
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TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 6000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1982

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 3, 4, 7,

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer search of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Scal materials by them or others

NOTES:

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 575
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
Plan to do a newsletter, Have directories, fact sheets, brochures.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 500

EVALUATION: 1

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
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3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
  3a=manual
  3b=computer-based

NOTES:
Has extensive Learning Resources Evaluations
Manual of published material with ratings.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 2

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building
to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
Will be glad to assist any who ask in building
similar databases and in evaluating materials.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 4, 6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
VCU has ERIC on-line and microfiche collection.
RECORD NO: 13
Contact Center, Inc
P.O. Box 8126
Lincoln, NE 68501-1826
ATTENTION: Cece Hill
PHONE NO: 800-228-8813, 402-464-3602
FEDERAL FUNDING: DOL, DOJ
LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:
Receive small support from JTPA.
IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): n
This was originally started as a referral service on jobs and housing for convicted felons. More recently it was expanded to literacy. Most of the information in this survey is for their literacy rather than criminal justice activities, but in addition to small DOL support, they receive support for their hot line from the Bicentennial Commission through the DOJ. Their total budget is $1.5 million and they received 7.15% federal funding in 1988 which will be increasing to 18% in 1989.

GOVERNMENT MONITOR:
PHONE NO:
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 03/15/91

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 200000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 130000

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 15%

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: 1, ABC TV

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:
Also with project literacy and ABC TV.

CONTENT FOCUS: 1
(See attached list)

functional literacy, adult literacy.

KEY USERS: c,s,p,r,ss,tv,l

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: p,b,s

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program
c=Curriculum
pa=parent/lay audience
d=Data (statistical)
r=Research
f=Funding sources
s=Services
m=Methods
WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? 2 Dept Of Justice Information Centers, ERIC

NAME OF DATABASE(S): Literacy and Human Services

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 3b,6,7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 2,4,5,8

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
programs, facilities, services.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 15000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1983

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5b, 7, 8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations
   or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING _988: 250000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests
for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1, 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets,
   monographs, etc.)

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 15000

EVALUATION: 2, 3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
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2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building
to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

RECORD NO:  14

INET, Intnatl Networks in Ed and Development

Michigan State Univ
College of Ed, 237 Erickson Hall
East Lansing, MI  48824-1034

ATTENTION:  Ann Schneller

PHONE NO:  517-355-5522

FEDERAL FUNDING:

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

Used to have AID money

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current  y2=yes, past  n=no):  y2
When it had FIPSE support it was called the Non-formal Ed. Info. Center.

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: 

PHONE NO:

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS:  /  /

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING:  $  0

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING:  $  61000

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING:

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:  1,2,4,5

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
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3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:
Some help from host, a State Univ.

CONTENT FOCUS:  ie
(See attached list)

International education and development, formal and non-formal education.

KEY USERS:  r,u,c,pl

\begin{align*}
\text{c=} & \text{Community} & \text{pl=} & \text{Planners/policymakers} \\
\text{ce=} & \text{Career education} & \text{ps=} & \text{Post secondary} \\
\text{l=} & \text{Libraries} & \text{r=} & \text{Researchers} \\
\text{lf=} & \text{Labor force/employers} & \text{s=} & \text{Students} \\
\text{m=} & \text{Museums} & \text{ss=} & \text{Social service provider} \\
\text{p=} & \text{Practitioners} & \text{tv=} & \text{TV and other media} \\
\end{align*}

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED:  r,p

\begin{align*}
\text{b=} & \text{Broker/Referral} & \text{p=} & \text{Program} \\
\text{c=} & \text{Curriculum} & \text{pa=} & \text{Parent/lay audience} \\
\text{d=} & \text{Data (statistical)} & \text{r=} & \text{Research} \\
\text{i=} & \text{Funding sources} & \text{s=} & \text{Services} \\
\text{m=} & \text{Methods} & & \\
\end{align*}

NOTES:
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WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?

NAME OF DATABASE(S): INET

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1, 2, 5a, 6, 7

1= Visitors allowed
2= Paper catalog of holdings
3= Computer searchable catalog
   3a= by other users
   3b= by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4= Database includes
   4a= abstracts (200 words)
   4b= annotations (50 words)
   4c= indexing
5= Full document reproduction
   5a= will make some paper or AV copies
   5b= full document on computer
   5c= microfiche
6= Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7= Database continually updated

NOTES:
Has publications exchange to acquire new fugitive documents.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1, 3

1= Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2= Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)
3= Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a= computer software
   3b= video tapes
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3c=audio tape
3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 15000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1974

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,3,8
1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 400
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1,4
1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 6000

EVALUATION: 2,3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTLS:
Needs assessment is connected with internal university evaluations. Hand tallies are used to track inquiries.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 4,5,6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Univ. has microfiche collection. Many of their products are literature reviews.
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RECORD NO: 15
SIECUS, Sex Information and Education Council
32 Washington Place
New York, NY 10003
ATTENTION: Debra Haffner
PHONE NO: 212-673-3850
FEDERAL FUNDING:
LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=ye: current y2=yes,past n=no): n
The funding estimate is just for the library, not the publications.

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: ,
PHONE NO:
FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: //
TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 0
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 35000
PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING:
OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
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4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:
SIECUS membership provides support

Users pay for services. Members pay less.

CONTENT FOCUS: sx
(See attached list)

Sex education, sexuality, reproductive health, body image, gender roles, personal relationships

KEY USERS: c_r_p_pl_s_l

Counselors, physicians, nurses, clergy, librarians, parents, young people, community agencies, educators.

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: c_r_p_b

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program
c=Curriculum
pa=parent/lay audience
d=Data (statistical)
r=Research
f=Funding sources
s=Services
m=Methods

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?
May be interested in acquisition; for ERIC, use BRS, link to libraries in NY and nationally, AIDS Clearinghouse.

NAME OF DATABASE(S): SIECUS
### Directory of Education-Related Clearinghouses

**Accessibility Type:** 1, 2, 3, 5a

1 = Visitors allowed  
2 = Paper catalog of holdings  
3 = Computer searchable catalog  
   - 3a = by other users  
   - 3b = by clearinghouse staff or visitors  
4 = Database includes  
   - 4a = abstracts (200 words)  
   - 4b = annotations (50 words)  
   - 4c = indexing  
5 = Full document reproduction  
   - 5a = will make some paper or AV copies  
   - 5b = full document on computer  
   - 5c = microfiche  
6 = Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations  
7 = Database continually updated  

**Notes:**

Types of Information in Databank(s): 1, 3b, 3c, 5, 8

1 = Contains many types of documents like ERIC  
   - Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.  
2 = Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc.)  
3 = Substantial collection of AV materials  
   - 3a = computer software  
   - 3b = video tapes  
   - 3c = audio tapes  
   - 3d = braille print  
4 = Information on experts  
5 = Information on organizations  
6 = Legislation  
7 = Statistical databases  
8 = Current program/project/research in progress type information  

**Notes:**

Research and policy reports, journal articles, curriculum materials, projects, AV materials and evaluations, books, organizations.
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TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 10000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1964

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

1 = Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2 = Toll free telephone
3 = Walk-in access, often with appointment
4 = Referral service
5 = Computer searches of own database or of others
6 = Computer networking
7 = Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8 = Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
Access is greater for SIECUS members.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 8000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1, 2, 3, 4

1 = Newsletters
2 = Interactive Electronic network
3 = Electronic bulletin board
4 = Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
On-line requests, develop pamphlets for parents, bibs electronic network on EDEX, Source, CompuServe.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 11000

EVALUATION: 1, 2, 3

1 = Identify/rate individual items on quality
2 = Needs assessment
   2a = informal
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2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:
Has file of evaluations on instructional materials.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:
1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
Staff does actual database searching.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 6
1=Acquisition for ERIC
2=Abstracting indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Sex ed flyer would be an exemplary Digest
KIDSNET
6856 Eastern Ave., NW
Suite 208
Washington, DC 20012
ATTENTION: Karen Jaffe
PHONÊ NO: 202-291-1400
FEDERAL FUNDING: p

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?
They have received grants from ACTION and NEA for projects such as adding abstracts of arts programs and preparing curriculum on drug and alcohol abuse.

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current  y2=yes, past  n=no): n

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: 

PHONE NO:

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: / /

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 76500
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 390000
PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 20%
OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: 1,3,4
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1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:
may be interested in becoming adjunct and in providing documents to ERIC and in being a referral source for ERIC

CONTENT FOCUS:  a,t
(See attached list)

Children's TV and radio programs on all subjects.

KEY USERS:  p,tv,m,l,c,r

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED:  c,r,b,pa,s

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program
pa=parent/lay audience

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?  ALANET, Learning Link
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May be interested in becoming adjunct and in providing documents to ERIC and in becoming a referral service for ERIC. Has seen a need to help coordinate information on the products from the Stars Schools projects.

NAME OF DATABASE(S): KIDSNET

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 2, 5a, 6, 7, 3, 4c

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
They may loan some of their materials. They are now providing a Bulletin and Calendar to C&P Tel customers on ALANET's Gateway for parents in the DC area.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 2, 3a, 3c, 3b, 4, 5, 6, 8

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
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3b=video tapes
3c=audio tapes
3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
Computer software is only included if it is related to other TV or radio materials. Out of 25,000 records, 20,000 are for audio and video tapes and 5,000 are for current and future broadcasts of commercial and cable networks.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 30000
YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1983
RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 4, 5, 6, 8
1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
A toll-free telephone number is available to subscribers only.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 5000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1, 2, 3, 4
1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
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3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
Produces curriculum material (study guides and research for video and television programs)

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 10000

EVALUATION: 1, 2a, 3
1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b= formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1,
1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3= Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
Users guide

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 2, 4, 6
1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Would be willing to submit acquisitions to ERIC and become an Adjunct Clearinghouse
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RECORD NO: 17

ACCESS Clearinghouse

National Committee for Citizens in Education
10840 Little Patuxent Parkway, Suite 301
Columbia, MD 21044

ATTENTION: Nancy Berla

PHONE NO: 301-997-9300, 800-Net-work

FEDERAL FUNDING:

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes,current y2=yes,past n=no): n
Accepts no Federal funds.

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: ,

PHONE NO:

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: / /

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 0

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 175000

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 0

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: 1,4

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
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5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:
MacArthur and Ford Foundations

CONTENT FOCUS: pa,s
(See attached list)

KEY USERS: c,pl,p

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: pa

b=Broker/Referral
c=Curriculum
pl=Program
pa=parent/law audience
d=Data (statistical)
r=Research
f=Funding sources
s=Services
m=Methods

NOTES:
Help parents and citizens improve their public schools

FEDERAL FUNDING:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?
With ERIC

NAME OF DATABASE(S): ACCESS

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 3,5a,6,7
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1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S):  1,3,5,6,8

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
Access printouts provide information on
publications, programs and organizations.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S):  8500
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1983

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walking access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 7200
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1, 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 9500

EVALUATION: 3?

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

3b=computer-based

NOTES:
Evaluate materials before they include in database

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:
1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Give advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 1,2?,6?
1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Has an automatic acquisitions arrangement with the Facility.
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

RECORD NO: 18

Project Home Safe National Resource Center
American Home Economics Assoc.
2010 Massachusetts Ave, NW
Washington, DC 20036-1028

ATTENTION: Gladys Gary Vaughn

PHONE NO: 202-862-8300, 800-252-SAFE

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes,current y2=yes,past n=no): n

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: ,

PHONE NO:

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: / /

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 0

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 100000

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING:

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: 1,3

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial
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NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES: Whirlpool Foundation

CONTENT FOCUS: pa, (See attached list)

Solutions for school-age child care problems.

KEY USERS: c,p,ss,pa

Have home economists work with parents, social service providers, schools, and community groups.

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policy makers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: p,pa,b,f,r,m

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program
pl=Planners/policy makers
pa=parent/lay audience
ce=Career education
r=Research
p=Practitioners
f=Funding sources
s=Services
m=Methods
m=Methods

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?

Possibility.

NAME OF DATABASE(S): Home Safe

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,2,3,6,7,4,5a
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1,3,6,8

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
3, curriculum materials.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 600
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1985

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 2, 3?, 4, 5, 7, 8,

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 1200
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
Some things in all Association, Newsletter

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 0

EVALUATION:

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b= formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based
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NOTES:
1 more useful with parents 2,3
1-79

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:
1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building
to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC:
1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
6 years
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

RECORD NO: 19

Education Commission of the States Clearinghouse
1860 Lincoln Street, Suite 300
Denver, CO 80295

ATTENTION: Chris Pipho

PHONE NO: 303-830-3604

FEDERAL FUNDING: n

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY: no

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT? no

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE? no

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no):

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: ,

PHONE NO:

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: / /

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 0

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 197000

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING:

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: 2,3

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
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5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

ECS state fee money.

CONTENT FOCUS: a, lw
(See attached list)

All types of state laws and policies relating to education. They collect other materials such as program information in particular ECS project areas such as "At risk students".

KEY USERS: pl, tv, r, p, ps

c=Community
c=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b, r, d

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program
ce=Curriculum
pa=parent/lay audience
d=Data (statistical)
r=Research
f=Funding sources
s=Services
m=Methods

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? NGA, CCSSO

These organizations exchange information. They used to work more closely with ERIC when they had NAEP support.

NAME OF DATABASE(S): ECS Database
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1, 3b, 5a, 6, 7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
They try to keep track of pubs bought for ECS
staff and other documents on the computer, but
they need a more powerful system. If the
information requested is limited they will make
copies, otherwise they lend their materials.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1, 6, 8
1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

NOTES:
State laws and policies and related information.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 100000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1973

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 4,5,7,8
1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
Most of the requests are for ECS publications, about 3000 are for materials from the rest of the database.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 8000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 4
1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
They prepare Clearinghouse Notes on hot topics.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 20000

EVALUATION: 2,3
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:
They do an internal eval of their information services about every 5 years.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 3

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
They would be willing to help ERIC acquire some docments if it didn't take too much staff time. This would really help with their long documents which they lend. They used to have the microfiche, but gave it away and have not done much recent searching of the ERIC database although they used to do it daily. They need to hook up to online legislation search systems, such as the system SEARS uses. They requested information on ERIC today and may be interested in exploring advantages of becoming an adjunct clearinghouse.
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RECORD NO: 20

NARIC, Natl Rehabilitation Information Center
MACRO, Inc
8455 Colesville Rd, Suite 935
Silver Spring, MD 20910-3319

ATTENTION: Richard Diener

PHONE NO: 301-588-9284, 800-346-2742

FEDERAL FUNDING: NIDRR

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:
No

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT? no

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y1
Started as a Federal grant, but is now a contract.

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Fenton, Joe

PHONE NO: 202-732-1143

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 11/01/89

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $650000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 99
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:  4

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

Cost recovery.

CONTENT FOCUS:  rh
(See attached list)

Rehabilitation Services

KEY USERS:  r,p,c,s,pl,ss,l

  c=Community
  ce=Career education
  l=Libraries
  lf=Labor force/employers
  m=Museums
  p=Practitioners
  pl=Planners/policymakers
  ps=Post secondary
  r=Researchers
  s=students
  ss=Social service provider
  tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED:  r,c,p,b

  b=Broker/Referral
  c=Curriculum
  d=Data (statistical)
  f=Funding sources
  m=Methods
  p=Program
  pa=parent/lay audience
  r=Research
  s=Services

NOTES:
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WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?

NAME OF DATABASE(S): REHABDATA

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1, 3, 4a, 4c, 5a, 5c, 6, 7

1 = Visitors allowed
2 = Paper catalog of holdings
3 = Computer searchable catalog
   3a = by other users
   3b = by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4 = Database includes
   4a = abstracts (200 words)
   4b = annotations (50 words)
   4c = indexing
5 = Full document reproduction
   5a = will make some paper or AV copies
   5b = full document on computer
   5c = microfiche
6 = Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7 = Database continually updated

NOTES:
Have encouraged them to send acquisitions to ERIC.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1, 3b, 3c, 5, 6, 8

1 = Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2 = Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)
3 = Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a = computer software
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

3b=video tapes
3c=audio tapes
3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
Have Thesaurus for computer search on BRS.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 25000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1981

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,2,3,4a,4c,5,7,8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
Has internal research project info system within NIDRR.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 8400
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1,4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

NOTES:
Uses SpecialNet, has quarterly newsletter and rehab briefs.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 12000

EVALUATION: 3
1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1,3
1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 2,6
1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Send information on ERIC Digests. Their fact sheets may fit. Fenton's room is 3419 Switzer.
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

RECORD NO:  21

JAN, Job Accomodations Network
WVU - 809 Allen Hall
Morgantown, WV 26506
ATTENTION:  Barbara Judy
PHONE NO:  800-JAN-PCEH, 304-293-7186

FEDERAL FUNDING:  NIDRR,RSA

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:
Also works with Pres's Commit on Employment of people with Disabilities.

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
No

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?
No

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes,current  y2=yes,past  n=no):  y1
Gets 50,000 each from NIDRR and RSA and is generally supervised by them and Pres Commit.

GOVERNMENT MONITOR:  Ross, Ruth Ellen
PHONE NO:  202-653-5044

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS:  09/30/89
TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING:  $ 100000
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING:  $ 350000
PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING:  33
OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:  2,6
1=Foundation
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2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

Has $150,000 from Canadian Gov. and 200,000 from commercial cos.

Has $150,000 from Canadian Gov. and $200,000 from commercial cos.

CONTENT FOCUS: js,se,rh,v
(See attached list)

KEY USERS: lf, p, ss, s
Will serve anyone for free.

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b,m

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program
c=Curriculum
pa=parent/lay audience
d=Data (statistical)
r=Research
f=Funding sources
s=Services
m=Methods

NOTES:
Provides information on equipment, employment procedures and policies related to employment.
Abledata has some similarities, but it is just now being updated and does not provide information on adaptations of devices or other solutions that JAN provides. JAN no longer searches ABLEDATA on BRS.

NAME OF DATABASE(S): JAN

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 3b, 5a, 6, 7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
They index, but don't abstract and they update annually. They copy information from distributors to fill requests.
TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 5, 6

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
They have product files, manufacturers files, training files, files on tax credits, etc.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 20000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1984

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 7500
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1, 3
1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 4000

EVALUATION: 2, 3
1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:
Do follow-up evaluations of a sample of users. Do some screening of material for blind, but don't but this eval in computer entry.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 2
1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building
to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
Many people who are looking for something to help someone think that the service is so important that they want to start their own collection. JAN
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sends material to help them start.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 1,4,5

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Could send some materials to ERIC
Use Abledata thesaurus
Use Univ. Lib. to search ERIC
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

RECORD NO:  22
ABLEDATA
Newington Children's Hospital
Newington, CT  06111
ATTENTION:  Marian Hall
PHONE NO:  203-667-5405, 800-344-5405
FEDERAL FUNDING:  NIDRR
LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
The information service is part of the ABLEDATA contract -
to maintain and further develop the ABLEDATA product database.

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no):  y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR:  Fenton, Joe
PHONE NO:  202-732-1143
FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS:  09/30/90
TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING:  $ 250000
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING:  $ 0
PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING:  100
OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:  5
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

The project is located at Newington Children's Hospital and part of the cost is paid by the hospital, but I don't know a percentage photocopying, etc.

CONTENT FOCUS: rh,t
(See attached list)
Info. on assistive devices for disabled persons.

KEY USERS: c,p,lf,pl,r,s,ss

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program
ce=Curriculum
pa=parent/lay audience
d=Data (statistical)
r=Research
f=Funding sources
s=Services
m=Methods

NOTES:
Information on commercial and non commercial devices.
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Indian Health Service newsletter.

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?

NAME OF DATABASE(S): ABLEDATA

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 3a,3b,5a,6,7,1,4a,4c

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
They do a little copying of information and make
the database available on BRS. A micro computer
version is available for Macintosh computers. They
have a Thesaurus

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 2
1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 15000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1977

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 2, 4, 3, 5
1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 3500
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 4
1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 2500

EVALUATION: 3
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1,3

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
They sell a thesaurus and BRS gives training on their database.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC:

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines
Natl Clearinghouse of Rehab Training Materials

Oklahoma State Univ
115 Old USDA Building
Stillwater, OK 74078

ATTENTION: Paul Gaines

PHONE NO: 405-744-7650

FEDERAL FUNDING: RSA

INDIRECTLY SUGGESTED BY THE REHAB. AMENDMENTS WHICH SPECIFY A REPOSITORY OF MATERIALS.

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

THE NEW PROCUREMENT WILL BE A COMPETITION FOR A COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT.

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Warner, Bob

PHONE NO: 202-732-1291

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 09/30/89

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 250000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: rh,v
(See attached list)

Focus on materials for trainers and counselors of vocational rehabilitation

KEY USERS: p, ce

  c=Community
  ce=Career education
  l=Libraries
  lf=Labor force/employers
  m=Museums
  p=Practitioners

  pl=Planners/policymakers
  ps=Post secondary
  r=Researchers
  s=Students
  ss=Social service provider
  tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: c, b

  b=Broker/Referral
  c=Curriculum
  d=Data (statistical)
  f=Funding sources
  m=Methods

  p=Program
  pa=Parent/lay audience
  r=Research
  s=Services

NOTES:
WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? NARIC, weCE, NICHY, Linc,

Wisconsin Materials Development Center

NAME OF DATABASE(S): NCHRTM Collection

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1, 3b, 5a, 5c, 6, 7

1 = Visitors allowed
2 = Paper catalog of holdings
3 = Computer searchable catalog
   3a = by other users
   3b = by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4 = Database includes
   4a = abstracts (200 words)
   4b = annotations (50 words)
   4c = indexing
5 = Full document reproduction
   5a = will make some paper or AV copies
   5b = full document on computer
   5c = microfiche
6 = Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7 = Database continually updated

NOTES:
They have the capability of producing microfiche, but have received no requests for documents on fiche. Some materials are duplicated in advance and are sold at cost. They have problems with some grantees who claim copyright and won't allow copying of their materials. They have a few commercial products which they often announce in the newsletter and lists. They are now using the Linc type of information retrieval, but are exploring ways to make ERIC compatible abstracts. They use the NARIC thesaurus. They are also considering putting their whole collection on floppy discs. They loan some materials and rent the AVs. Most of their materials are from the...
Rehab projects funded by Fed and States.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 2 (no journal artic) 3b, 3c, 5

1 = Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2 = Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3 = Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a = computer software
   3b = video tapes
   3c = audio tapes
   3d = braille print
4 = Information on experts
5 = Information on organizations
6 = Legislation
7 = Statistical databases
8 = Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABAS(E(S)): 8000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1961

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8

1 = Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2 = Toll free telephone
3 = Walk-in access, often with appointment
4 = Referral service
5 = Computer searches of own database or of others
6 = Computer networking
7 = Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8 = Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:

They serve professionals/practitioners, not rehab services clients.
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 7099
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1,4 Catalogs of materials
1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 5106

EVALUATION: 2,3
1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:
no formal eval of individual materials except for minimum quality for database, they keep lists of who ordered what.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1,2
1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC:  4,5,6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Are interested in helping with ERIC acquisitions
and may be able to do the abstracting and indexing
in a compatible way.
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

RECORD NO: 24

Natl Clearinghouse for Professions in Special Educ
Council for Exceptional Children
1920 Association Drive
Reston, VA 22091-1589

ATTENTION:  Judy Smith Davis

PHONE NO:  703-620-3660

FEDERAL FUNDING:  OSERS

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

Clearinghouse funded under PL 99-457 and some of its activities are still being developed.

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?
No

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y1
Official contractor is NASDE.

GOVERNMENT MONITOR:  Thomas, Angele

PHONE NO:  202-732-1100

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 10/01/90

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 240000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: se, e
(See attached list)

People not yet in the field of special ed or those who want to change focus within the field.

KEY USERS: p, s, pl, c, tv

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: p

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program
cc=Curriculum
pa=parent/lay audience
d=Data (statistical)
r=Research
f=Funding sources
s=Services
m=Methods

NOTES:
Maintain an adequate supply of qualified personnel for special educ and related services.

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? we, NICHY, HEATH
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

NAME OF DATABASE(S): Supply/Demand

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,3,4a,5a,6,7
1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Hope to put it on computer, use sees SpecialNet

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 2,5,8
1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

NOTES:
140,150,130

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 1100

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1987

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,2,3,6,7
1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 1000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 2,4,?
1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 300

EVALUATION: 2,3
1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 3, 4, 6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Has easy access to CEC ERIC Clearinghouse.
HEATH Higher Ed & Adult Training for people with Handicaps

American Council on Education
1 Dupont Circle
Washington, DC 20036-1193

ATTENTION: Rhona Hartman

PHONE NO: 202-939-9320, 800-544-3284

FEDERAL FUNDING: OSERS

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:
EHA and amendments Pub.L. 98-199, Section 633

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT? No

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE? No

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): Y

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Rosenstein, Joseph

PHONE NO: 202-732-1176

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 09/30/90

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 287000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: se
(See attached list)

Ed support services, policies, procedures for post-sec institutions and vocational tech schools.

KEY USERS: s,p,pl,c, tv, ps, l, r

- c=Community
- ce=Career education
- l=Libraries
- lf=Labor force/employers
- m=Museums
- p=Practitioners
- pl=Planners/policymakers
- ps=Post secondary
- r=Researchers
- s=students
- ss=Social service provider
- tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: m, p, s, b, d

- b=Broker/Referral
- c=Curriculum
- d=Data (statistical)
- f=Funding sources
- m=Methods
- p=Program
- pa=parent/lay audience
- r=Research
- s=Services

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? WEC, NICHCY Deaf-Blind, Bilin

NAME OF DATABASE(S): Campus Resource File, Topical Info File, Org File

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1, 6, 7, 3b
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Data base is designed to serve the staff. It is not designed for remote searching. Some directories and lists are produced for sharing and the main focus is on preparing knowledge interpretation products. There are indexes with no abstracting for most of the info.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 2,3,5,8

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information
NOTES:
Info on some av and computer materials is available as well as directories, books, speeches, etc. They will do limited copying of information as needed, but do not lend materials.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 30000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1983

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 2,7
1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 16500
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1, 2, 4
1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 16500

EVALUATION: 3
1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
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2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 1, 3, 4, 6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Some of their interpretive products such as fact sheets are similar to ERIC products.
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

RECORD NO: 26

NICHCY, Nat'l Info. Cent for Handicapped Children and Youth
7926 Jones Branch Drive, Suite 1100
McLean, VA 22102

ATTENTION: Carol Valdivieso

PHONE NO: 703-893-6061, 800-999-5599

FEDERAL FUNDING: OSERS

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Conlon, Sara

PHONE NO: 202-732-1167

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 09/30/90

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $622000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100%

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users

-128-
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: se
(See attached list)

Focus is on early intervention, preschool, and elementary and secondary level. HEATH does post secondary.

KEY USERS: p,s,pl,c,ss

Much of their attention is on serving members of families and in some cases they will provide technical assistance by calling appropriate agencies to activate emergency support services.

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: p,m,c,b,s,pa

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program

c=Curriculum
pa=parent/lay audience

d=Data (statistical)
r=Research
f=Fundin_sources
s=Services
m=Methods

NOTES:
Their main business is the provision of information and referrals. They send resource sheets of key orgs in each State to requesters.

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?
we,HEATH,Careers,Deaf,Deaf-B1

-129-
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NAME OF DATABASE(S): NICHCY

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,3b,4a,4b,4c,5a,6,7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
They try to make their abstracts ERIC compatible,
they are particularly likely to copy documents if
the user would have trouble getting it from a
library. They have many prepared packages of
information on key topics.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1,5,6

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
They try to put items in their system that have information to respond to requests for help. The database includes 600 newsletters and journals, state policies and even advertisements for clothing for special needs children. Only about 1/3 of the 200,000 documents in the library are on the computer Star system database. They are now comping a searchable database of national, state, and local organizations.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 20000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1981

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7
1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
Sometimes they search other databases and they participate in SpecialNet. They respond to most user requests with preprepared packages of materials. Only about 1% are custom responses.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 40000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1,2,4,3
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 80000

EVALUATION: 1,2a,2b,3b
1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:
Needs assessment is informal, primarily in response to hard to answer common questions.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 2
1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3= Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
They provide some technical assistance in special ed sometimes, and are often called on to advise others building databases.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 2,3,4,5,6
1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
They submit their own documents to ERIC, but not others and use CEC if they need an actual ERIC document.
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

RECORD NO:  27

Natl Early Childhood Tech Ass't Syst (NEC,TAS) Info. CH

Room 500
CB #8040 NCNB Plaza
Chapel Hill, NC  27599

ATTENTION:  Dianne Rothenburg

PHONE NO:  919-962-2001

FEDERAL FUNDING:  ED OSERS

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

P.L. 99-457

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
The info. clearinghouse is part of the larger TA project.
The Federal funding amount for clearinghouse work is only an estimate

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?
No

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes,current  y2=yes,past  n=no):  y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR:  Hamilton, Jim

PHONE NO:  202-732-1084

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS:  09/30/91

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING:  $  275000
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING:  $  0
PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING:  100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:

-134-
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: se,pa,b,cc,e,eq,ev,f,h,i,1w,
(See attached list)

Children, 0-5.

KEY USERS: pl,p,u,r,ss

State Lead agencies, state interagency
coordinating committees and those acting on their
behalf, HCEEP Projects.

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b,c,p,f,d,f,m,p,pa,r,s,

b=Broker/Referral
c=Curriculum
d=Data (statistical)
f=Funding sources
m=Methods
p=Program
pa=parent/lay audience
r=Research
s=Services

NOTES:
With WEIC-PS, EC, NICHCY, Reg Res Cent, Reg.
Access Projects.

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? ERIC,NICHCY,Reg Res Cent
NAME OF DATABASE(S):  State Database, Bibliographic Inhouse Materials

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE:  1,2,3b,4b,4c,5a,5b,6,7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
  3a=by other users
  3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
  4a=abstracts (200 words)
  4b=annotations (50 words)
  4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
  5a=will make some paper or AV copies
  5b=full document on computer
  5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
  from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
In the process of computerizing Bibliographic database. Database of State activity related to 99-457. This will be available in full-text late 1988.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S):  1,3b,3c,4,5,6,7,8
1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
Consultants file is planned. Computerized database will contain 3000 to 5000 items.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 5000
YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1988

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,2,3,5,7
1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computar searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 5000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 4,3
1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
Early Childhood Bulletin Board on Special-Net Alerts are like Digests, Also have info packages like Flyer Packs from EC occasional monog-\phs.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 3000
EVALUATION:  1,2,3,
1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:  1,2,3
1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC:  1,2,3,4,6
1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
They search many databases, on BRS including ERIC.
**DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES**

**RECORD NO:** 28

National Info Center on Deafness, NICD

Gallaudet University
800 Florida Ave, NE
Washington, DC 20002

**ATTENTION:** Loraine DiPietro

**PHONE NO:** 202-551-5051, TDD 651-5052

**FEDERAL FUNDING:** Through Gallaudet main budget

**LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:**

Cooperative agreement with Gallaudet and OSERS

**IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?**

They also had a special NIDRR project for information providers which was funded for $49,000 last year.

**ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?**

**FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes,current y2=yes,past n=no): y1**

**GOVERNMENT MONITOR:** 

**PHONE NO:**

**FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS:** / /

**TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING:** $ 208000

**TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING:** $ 50000

**PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING:**

**OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:**

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government

---
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3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:
(small grants for one-time publication projects. These are NOT major by any means.)

Part of Gallaudet line item budget.

CONTENT FOCUS: se,h
(See attached list)

One focus is education of deaf students.

KEY USERS: c,p,s,r,ss,l

Employers and postsecondary administrators do use services, but not a significant number.

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: p,s,b,r, pa
b=Broker/Referral
p=Program
pa=parent/lay audience
c=Curriculum
r=Research
f=Funding sources
s=Services
m=Methods

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?
HEATH,NICHCY,weEC,Profs,DeafB
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NAME OF DATABASE(S): DC area Service Directory, Resource Rm Holdings

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1, 2, 3b, 4, 6, 7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
They use their own thesaurus and mainly have AV materials which they developed. There are other collections of curriculum materials and a bib of AV materials, and statistical data bases elsewhere on campus. They want to keep track of others' projects, but don't yet.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 2, 5,
1=Contains many types of documents like EPIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
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8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 1000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1980

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,3,4,5,6,7,8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 8000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1,2,3,4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
(We use other mailing lists available on courses for schools and programs for deaf persons.
These mailing lists give us access to several thousand more programs.)
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NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 1800

EVALUATION: 2,3a,3b

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1,2

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
Particularly helped Info Center on Deaf-Blindness

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 2,6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Could help with ERIC acquisitions. Has own Thesaurus. Does produce directories, fact sheets, etc.
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RECORD NO: 29

Center for Special Education Technology

CEC
1920 Association Drive
Reston, VA 22091

ATTENTION: Susan Elting

PHONE NO: 703-620-3660, 800-873-TALK

FEDERAL FUNDING: OSERS

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

Generally, but not specifically mentioned in Special Ed. legislation re info centers for technology

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Cargile, Doris

PHONE NO: 202-732-1125

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 09/30/91

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 450000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100
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OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:

1=Foundation  
2=Non Federal government  
3=Association  
4=Users  
5=Educational institution  
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: se,t  
(See attached list)

KEY USERS: c,p,s

They want to change their emphasis and serve intermediaries rather than individuals.

| c=Community   | pl=Planners/policymakers   |
| ce=Career education | ps=Post secondary |
| l=Libraries     | r=Researchers       |
| lf=Labor force/employers | s=students         |
| m=Museums       | ss=Social service provider |
| p=Practitioners | tv=TV and other media |

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: m,p

| b=Broker/Referral | p=Program |
| c=Curriculum     | pa=parentLAY audience |
| d=Data (statistical) | r=Research |
| f=Funding sources | s=Services |
| m=Methods        |              |

NOTES:
Focus on application of technology to special education.

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? Linc Resources, weEC,NICHY
They work closely with main OSERS clearinghouses and with related industry orgs like IBM and Apple.
They complement LINK which primarily has other non-computer media and materials for special educ.

NAME OF DATABASE(S): Product, Resource, Literature files

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 3b,4,6

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Their database is only designed for use of their own staff.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1,5,3a,8

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
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3c=audio tapes
3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
They also have information on vendors and products.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 6000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1981

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,2,4,6,7

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 10000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 3,4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
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Use Tech.line on SpecialNet

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 0

EVALUATION: 3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3= Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 1,2,3,4,5,6

1= Acquisitions for ERIC
2= Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3= Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4= Searches the ERIC database
5= Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6= Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Operate under Don Erickson at CEC who directs ERIC.
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

RECORD NO: 30
Assoc for Children and adults with Learning Disabilities
4156 Library Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15234
ATTENTION: Jean Petersen
PHONE NO: 412-341-1515
FEDERAL FUNDING: n
LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): n

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: ,
PHONE NO:
FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: / /
TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 0
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 400000
PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 0
OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: 3, 4
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
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5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: se
(See attached list)

KEY USERS: c,ps,s,ss

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b,c,m,p,pa,r

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program

c=Curriculum
pa=parent/lay audience

d=Data (statistical)
r=Research

f=Funding source;
s=Services
m=Methods

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? ERIC EC

NAME OF DATABASE(S):

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,3,5,6,7

1=Visitors allowed
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2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1, 5, 8

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 0
YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1964
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RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,3,4,5,7,8,

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 300000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1,2,4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
Nice fact sheets and brochures, 500 pubs for sale, conference also used for information exchange.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 50000

EVALUATION: 3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
3b=computer-based

NOTES:
NEA

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 1, 2, 3, 6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
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RECORD NO:  31

National Society for Internships and Experiential Education
Nat'l Resource Center for Experiential Ed

3509 Haworth Drive, Suite 207
Raleigh, NC  27609

ATTENTION:  Jane Kendall

PHONE NO:  919-787-3263

FEDERAL FUNDING:

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

yes

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

yes

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes,current y2=yes,past n=no):  y2
At one point expanded services and had a 800 tel
with help of FIPSE grant.

GOVERNMENT MONITOR:  

PHONE NO:

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS:  / /

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING:  $ 0

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING:  $ 40000

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING:

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:  3,4

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
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4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

Users subsidize about $6000. The rest is paid by association and by staff who volunteer weekend time.

CONTENT FOCUS: ex,j,s,ve,e,ie,ps
(See attached list)

experi

KEY USERS: c,c2,p,ps,pl,lf,s,l,tv,ss,r

- C=Community
- ce=Career education
- l=Libraries
- lf=Labor force/employers
- m=Museums
- p=Practitioners
- pl=Planners/policymakers
- ps=Post secondary
- r=Researchers
- s=students
- ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: c,p,m,r,b

- b=Broker/Referral
- c=Curriculum
- d=Data (statistical)
- f=Funding sources
- m=Methods
- p=Program
- pa=parent/lay audience
- r=Research
- s=Services

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? ERIC

NAME OF DATABASE(S): Natl Resource Center for Experiential Education

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,5a,6,7
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1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1,3b,3c,4,8
1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
They have 1300 entries in their expert database.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 45000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1971

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,3,4,7,8
1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toil free telephone
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3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
They are able to do computer searches only on talent bank.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 4600
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1, 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 1000

EVALUATION: 2a, 3a

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:
They assess members' needs for information.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 3
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1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
Provides extensive technical assistance in all aspects of experiential education.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
They submit their own documents to ERIC, would like to see about abstracting and indexing compatible with ERIC and search ERIC via their members.
RECORD NO: 32

National Information Center on Deaf-Blindness

Gallaudet Univ.
800 Florida Ave, NE, Room 205--College Hall
Washington, DC 20002

ATTENTION: Jeanne Glidden Prickett

PHONE NO: 202-651-5289 TOD 651-5830

FEDERAL FUNDING: OSERS

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

The general function of disseminating information on effective programs for deaf-blindness is in 99-457 and the grant regulations used to specify such a project.

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
NO

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?
NO

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes,current y2=yes,past n=no): y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Conlon, Sara

PHONE NO: 202-732-1167

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 06/30/89

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 163000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:
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1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES \N FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: se,h
(See attached list)

KEY USERS: ss,p,c

Major emphasis on practitioners.

\n\n\n\nc=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b,p, s

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program

\n\nc=Curriculum
pa=parent/lay audience

d=Data (stat:\jical)
r=Research

\n\nf=Funding sources
s=Services

m=Methods

NOTES:
Focus on linking community people with services
and with a third source of help.

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?
NICD,NICHCY,HEATH,Profes,weEC
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NAME OF DATABASE(S):  programmatic Database

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE:  3b, 6, 7, 5a

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Since Gallaudet has many other services and
library collections, this center focuses on
program information.

TYPE OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S):  8, 5, 4, 2

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc.)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 1500

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1987

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,3,4,5,7

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
Have about completed arrangements to get on SpecialNet.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 1000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1,2,4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 1000

EVALUATION: 2,3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
2a=informal
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2b=formal evaluation  
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based  
   3a=manual  
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database  
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations  
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 4,6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC  
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC  
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner  
4=Searches the ERIC database  
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection  
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:

Could also do ERIC acquisitions. They use the Gallaudet library to do ERIC searches.
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

RECORD NO: 33
Natl Maternal & Child Health CH & Cent Ed 4 Mater & Chld Hlth
38th and R Streets, NW
Washington, DC 20057
ATTENTION: Anita Cowan
PHONE NO: 202-625-8410
FEDERAL FUNDING: HHS, Office Maternal & Child Health

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:
Originally federally legislated as a clearinghouse on genetics and diseases, now it is specified generally under Title V of the Social Security Act. Both the Clearinghouse which was an 8a contract and the National Center for Education in Maternal and Child Health work closely together. The Clearinghouse's actual location is at the Circle in Maclean, VA which also operates many other related clearinghouses.

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?
The Center does have other projects, some of which are subcontracts to other HHS projects.

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y1
The clearinghouse contract was for $400,000 and the Center grant for $500,000 in 1988.

Heyman's address: R 912, 5600 Fischers Lane, Rockville, MD 20857.

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Heyman, Tna
PHONE NO: 301-443-3163
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FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 09/30/90
TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 900000
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 0
PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: h,w
(See attached list)
Children's special health needs, nutrition, health financing, health delivery

KEY USERS: c,r,ss,p,pl,s
A key group is State directors of social security Act Title V programs and other related government agencies.

c=Community
c=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b,c,m,p
b=Broker/Referral
p=Program
c=Curriculum
pa=parent/lay audience
d=Data (statistical)
r=Research
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NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?  SIDS, Child Abuse, Disease Pro
Sister organization to National Center for Education in Maternal and Child Health.
Also works with Family Planning CH, AIDS CH, Primary Care CH, many of these are operated by the Circle.

NAME OF DATABASE(S):  Bibliographic, Projects, Organizations, Experts

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE:  1, 2, 3b, 4, 5, 6, 7
1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Not clear how much is on computer and whether or not the project and other abstracts and indexes are similar to ERICS. They are now meeting with NTIS to see how much of the Document delivery work they will perform on things like final reports and products from projects. They feel that
audio-visual materials are important and although they are not handling them now, feel the need for them to be handled more systematically. Their organizational database is now being made available on NLM's DirLine database.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1,4,5,8

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 5000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1988

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,3,4,5,6,7,8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
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8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
They are just starting computer networking among similar clearinghouses.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 2000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
Plan to do more computer networking and bulletin boards.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 10000

EVALUATION: 2,3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 2

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
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3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Just recently became acquainted with ERIC.
Abstracting and indexing may be similar.
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RECORD NO: 34
Women's Bureau Work and Family Clearinghouse
U.S. Dept of Labor
Washington, DC
ATTENTION: Roberta McKay
PHONE NO: 202-523-4486, 523-8913
FEDERAL FUNDING: Women's Bureau

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes,current y2=yes,past n=no): y1
Funded and operated inhouse from the Women's Bureau Budget

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: 

PHONE NO:

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: //

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $175000
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $0
PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
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4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business, commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: cc, j, w
(See attached list)

KEY USERS: lf, pl

The audience is now employers and people who help them with their policies.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{c} &= \text{Community} \\
\text{ce} &= \text{Career education} \\
\text{l} &= \text{ Libraries} \\
\text{lf} &= \text{Labor force/employers} \\
\text{m} &= \text{Museums} \\
\text{p} &= \text{Practitioners}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{pl} &= \text{Planners/policymakers} \\
\text{ps} &= \text{Post secondary} \\
\text{r} &= \text{Researchers} \\
\text{s} &= \text{students} \\
\text{ss} &= \text{Social service provider} \\
\text{tv} &= \text{TV and other media}
\end{align*}
\]

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: p, r, m, b, s

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{b} &= \text{Broker/Referral} \\
\text{c} &= \text{Curriculum} \\
\text{d} &= \text{Data (statistical)} \\
\text{f} &= \text{Funding sources} \\
\text{m} &= \text{Methods}
\end{align*}
\]

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?

NAME OF DATABASE(S): Work and Family Clearinghouse

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 3b, 4, 5a, 6, 7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
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3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S):  1, 4, 6, 5, 8

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S):  1000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED:  1989
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RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,3,4,5,7,

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Selling materials by them or others

NOTES:

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 2000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 0

EVALUATION: 3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:
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TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:

1 = Provides training of own database users in use of database
2 = Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3 = Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 6

1 = Acquisitions for ERIC
2 = Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3 = Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4 = Searches the ERIC database
5 = Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6 = Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:

May be willing to identify documents for ERIC or become a Partner with an ERIC Clearinghouse.
RECORD NO: 35
Adolescent Pregnancy Prevention Clearinghouse
Children's Defense Fund
122 C St., NW
Washington, DC 20001

ATTENTION: Sharon Adams Taylor

PHONE NO: 202-628-8787

FEDERAL FUNDING: no

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): n

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: ,

PHONE NO:

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: / /

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 0

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 325000

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING:

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
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5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:
CDF gets 6 million from foundations and other sources per year. The Clearinghouse is part of the larger pregnancy prevention activities. All staff in this area do clearinghouse work.

CONTENT FOCUS: h, pa, sx, w, j
(See attached list)

Provides info on curric materials, program models, methods, research findings, recent focus on young males, middle school programs, youth employment.

KEY USERS: pl, p, c, s, tv

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: r, p, b

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program
pa=parent/lay audience
r=Research
s=Services
m=Methods

NOTES:
Main focus is to provide technical assistance to help people use information. They also do follow-up to check on this.

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? SHARE
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They are also familiar with state clearinghouses in this area and refer people to them if they want info from that state.

NAME OF DATABASE(S):

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 2,5a,7,6

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
They have a scan computer program which not only scans the abstracts they have, but also letters they have prepared for people, their reports, etc to put together a package of greatest use to requester.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN Databank(S): 1,4,5,6,7,8

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
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3b=video tapes
3c=audio tapes
3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 15000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1985

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 4, 8, 5, 7, 8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
Most focus is on providing technical assistance rather than documents.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 8600
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1, 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)
NOTES:
Their reports are more than newsletters. They also prepare resource lists/guides.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 1400

EVALUATION: 2,3
1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:
1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
They provide TA in solving problems and refer TA on database building to Share.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 4,6
1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
They could do more to send their own and other documents to ERIC. I suggested they get in touch with Teacher Ed.
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RECORD NO: 36

Share Resource Center on Teen Pregnancy Prevention

P.O. Box 30666
Eagle Design and Management, Inc.
Bethesda, MD 20814

ATTENTION: Florence Lehr

PHONE NO: 800-537-3788, 301-907-6523

FEDERAL FUNDING: HHS, Family Support Admin

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
no

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?
There is a user panel which uses SHARE information.

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Stultz, Barbara

PHONE NO: 202-252-4799

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 03/31/89

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 250000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
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4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: h,pa,w
(See attached list)

It was a general human services clearinghouse until 1987, now it focuses on teen pregnancy prevention, life skills, youth employment related concerns.

KEY USERS: c,r,p,s,l,pl,ss

It focuses on serving professionals, not the teens themselves.

c=Community pl=Planners/policymakers
ce=Career education ps=Post secondary
l=Libraries r=Researchers
lf=Labor force/employers s=students
m=Museums ss=Social service provider
p=Practitioners tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: c,p,d,r,f

b=Broker/Referral p=Program
r=Research

NOTES: It also has information on public awareness campaigns and projects.

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? FLIE,CDF,SIECUS

NAME OF DATABASE(S): SHARE

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,3b,4,4a,4c,5a,6,7
# Directory of Education-Related Clearinghouses

1=Visitors allowed  
2=Paper catalog of holdings  
3=Computer searchable catalog  
   3a=by other users  
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors  
4=Database includes  
   4a=abstracts (200 words)  
   4b=annotations (50 words)  
   4c=indexing  
5=Full document reproduction  
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies  
   5b=full document on computer  
   5c=microfiche  
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents  
   from specific organizations  
7=Database continually updated  

**NOTES:**  
Main database has bib citations from books, manuals, curric, reports. A media database has media items like posters, public service announcements. They prepare abstracts and ask that they be sent abstracts along with the document. They use a SHARE thesaurus.

**TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S):** 1, 5, 3b, 3c, 8  
1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC  
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)  
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)  
3=Substantial collection of AV materials  
   3a=computer software  
   3b=video tapes  
   3c=audio tapes  
   3d=braille print  
4=Information on experts  
5=Information on organizations  
6=Legislation  
7=Statistical databases  
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information  

**NOTES:**  
The main database has bib. citations from books, manuals, curriculum, reports. The other database is on media items like poster, public service
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announcements, av materials. 450 in media
database, 14,000 in old SHARE pre 1987 database,
2,000 in new teen pregnancy database.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 16450

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1976

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,2,3,4,5,7,8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations
   or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
Visitors by appointment only, charges are for cost
recovery.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 1300
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests
for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets,
   monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
Fact sheets are like ERIC digests.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 6000

EVALUATION: 3
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1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
They send their documents to NTIS, but would be willing to send them to ERIC.
RECORD NO: 37

U.S. Agency for International Development

Center for Development Information & Evaluation
PPC/CDIE/DI R209 SA 18
Washington, DC 20523-1802

ATTENTION: Margaret Pope

PHONE NO: 202-875-4996

FEDERAL FUNDING: AID

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:
Part of foreign aid legislation to provide reference services.

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
yes

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?
no

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y1
There is an internal AID library and a contract for the AID Document Information and Handling Facility.

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: White, Lee

PHONE NO: 202-875-4970

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 09/30/89

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $1750000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:
1=Foundation
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2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: ie
(See attached list)
economic assistance

KEY USERS: pl
Main focus is AID program managers and participants.

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners

pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: p,r,s,b

b=Broker/Referral
c=Curriculum
d=Data (statistical)
f=Funding sources
m=Methods

p=Program
pa=parent/lay audience
r=Research
s=Services

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? NTIS, Ag Lib, NLMed, we, Cong Inf

NAME OF DATABASE(S): AID Development Info System, DIS
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ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1, 3, 4a, 4c, 5a, 5c, 6, 7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
The AID documents are abstracted for DIS. People can use a menu driven computer in the AID library to search it. Also the DIHF provides microfiche and blowback copies of AID documents on DIS for specific requests. It charges non AID folks for these. The library will lend its materials.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 2, 8

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information
NOTES:
The library contains mainly technical reports, journals and can search other databases.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 53000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1982

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 12000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES:

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
Send out new acquisitions list. Main mailings are to AID missions.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 0
EVALUATION: 3
1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1
1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
Library staff helps users with menu driven computer searches.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 4, 6
1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines
RECORD NO: 38

Women in Development Resource Center, USAID

Office of Women and Development
320 21st Street, NW
Washington, DC 20523

ATTENTION: Mary Powers Ryan

PHONE NO: 202-647-3992

FEDERAL FUNDING: USAID

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

Are mandated to provide info in response to questions on Women in Development

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes,current y2=yes,past n=no): n

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: 

PHONE NO:

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: / /

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 50000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
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3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: ie,w
(See attached list)

KEY USERS: c,r,pl

Focus on serving own field missions and DC AID staff

- c=Community
- ce=Career education
- l=Libraries
- lf=Labor force/employers
- m=Museums
- p=Practitioners
- pl=Planners/policymakers
- ps=Post secondary
- r=Researchers
- s=students
- ss=Social service provider
- tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: r,p,f

- b=Broker/Referral
- c=Curriculum
- d=Data (statistical)
- f=Funding sources
- m=Methods
- p=Program
- pa=parent/lay audience
- r=Research
- s=Services

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? AID Library, International Center Research on Women

NAME OF DATABASE(S): WID, Miniasis

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 3b,5a
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1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Main database is in AID library. Some of the other
holdings are in files in resource room, under
author and subject title, but not on computer.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1, 8

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
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TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 8000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1978

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 4, 5b, 7

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
Most computer searches are done by the library.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 4800
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 0

EVALUATION: 2

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3a</td>
<td>manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b</td>
<td>computer-based</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTES:
Ryan is currently doing an assessment to determine how or if this collection and service should continue.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC:  4, 6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
The AID library can search ERIC.
RECORD NO:  39

The Equity Clearinghouse
McREL, 4709 Belleview Avenue
Kansas City, MO 64112
ATTENTION: Robin Rowden
PHONE NO:  816-756-2401

FEDERAL FUNDING: ED, Civil Rights Act Title IV

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

Main function of larger program under this award to the McREL Educational Equity Center is to provide technical assistance to schools in their 4 state region on desegregation.

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
yes, part of larger equity center funded at $760,000 for total Civil Rights Act Title IV Regional Equity Technical Assistance project.

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?
FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes,current y2=yes,past n=no): y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: ,
PHONE NO:
FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS:  6/30/90
TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $20,000
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $
PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100
OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: 1=Foundation
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2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: w, eq, r, b
(See attached list)
testing

KEY USERS: p, r, c
Chief focus is educational practitioners

- c=Community
- ce=Career education
- l=Libraries
- lf=Labor force/employers
- m=Museums
- p=Practitioners
- pl=Planners/policymakers
- ps=Post secondary
- r=Researchers
- s=students
- ss=Social service provider
- tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b, c, r, m, p, pa

- b=Broker/Referral
- c=Curriculum
- d=Data (statistical)
- f=Funding sources
- m=Methods
- p=Program
- pa=parent/lay audience
- r=Research
- s=Services

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? ERIC and other Desegregation Assistance Centers
ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,3b,4,5,6,7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
They abstract and index items in database and provide enough information so that the user can obtain the original document. In some instances they will lend material or if brief, copy the document. They send out a user's guide to describe their categories.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1,3b,3c,
1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information
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NAME OF DATABASE(S): Equity Clearinghouse Database

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1, 3b, 4, 5, 6, 7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
They abstract and index items in a database and
provide enough information so that the user can
obtain the original document. In some instances
they will lend material or if brief, copy the
document. They send out a user's guide to
describe their categories.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1, 3b, 3c,
1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information
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NOTES:
They contribute to the Equity Center newsletter, and participate in an MCI mail and Source electronic hook-ups.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 4400

EVALUATION: 2,3
1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:
Their needs assessments are informal.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1
1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
They have a users guide so people will know their categories for organizing their information.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 4,6
1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
They could send documents to ERIC and do search ERIC.
NOTES:
Also films

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 4500

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1987

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 3, 4, 5, 7
1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
They will respond to anyone, but their major proactive responsibility is for educators and others in their 4 state region. Although they are the only systematic computerized data base of the CRA Title IV Equity.Center projects, they are not encouraged to provide information services to these projects in other regions. They often search ERIC for their own staff needs, but not specifically for their clients. They do this search on-line.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 450
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1, 2, 3, 4
1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)
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RECORD NO:  40

Research Clearinghouse on Women of Color & Southern Women

Center for Research on Women
Memphis State University
Memphis, TN  38152

ATTENTION:  Andrea Limberlake

PHONE NO:  901-678-2770

FEDERAL FUNDING:  FIPSE, U.S. Department of Education

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT? yes

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE? yes

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current  y2=yes, past  n=no):  y2

GOVERNMENT MONITOR:  ,

PHONE NO:

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS:  8/20/88

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING:  $ 21,000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING:  $ 14,808

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING:  60

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:  1,2,5

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
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4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:
Memphis State University

CONTENT FOCUS: w,
(See attached list)
Southern women and women of color. Main focus is on social science rather than arts and literature.

KEY USERS: s,p,c,r,ps

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b,r,c

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program
pa=parent/lay audience
r=Research
s=Services

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? National Council On Research for Women

Sometimes searches other databases to enlarge own holdings, particularly Sociological Abstracts, ERIC, BRS Clearinghouse
NAME OF DATABASE(S): Research Clearinghouse on Women of Color and Southern Women

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,3b,2,4c,6,7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Actual holdings are much smaller than the database. They will make copies of items in holdings and advise on how to obtain other documents. They do not prepare abstracts and the indexes are geared to the Women's Thesaurus.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1,4,3b,3c,

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
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5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES: Eventually 5 and 8

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 4000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1982

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,4,5,7,8,3

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 3200
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1,4,3

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
The Center has a Bulletin Board and disseminates many of its pubs and a newsletter.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 10000

EVALUATION: 2

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
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1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:
informal needs assessment

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1
1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building
to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 4,6
1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
They could submit documents to ERIC. They use ERIC facilities at the Univ. The Women's Thesaurus they use for indexing key terms is based on ERIC.
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RECORD NO: 41
National AIDS Information Clearinghouse, NAIC
PO Box 6003
Rockville, MD 20850
ATTENTION: Ruthann Bates
PHONE NO: 301-762-5111, 800-458-5231
FEDERAL FUNDING: Cent Disease Control, PHS, HHS

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:
Mentioned in omnibus health bill as part of CDC National AIDS Info. program.

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Baker, Timothy
PHONE NO: 404-639-0956
FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 09/30/90
TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 5000000
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 0
PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100
OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
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4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS:  h
(See attached list)

AIDS Ed. materials and AIDS related services

KEY USERS:  c,p,e,pl,r,ss

  c=Community                          pl=Planners/policymakers
  ce=Career education                 ps=Post secondary
  l=Libraries                          r=Researchers
  lf=Labor force/employers            s=students
  m=Museums                           ss=Social service provider
  p=Practitioners                      tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED:  b,c,f,ss,p

  b=Broker/Referral                    p=Program
  c=Curriculum                         pa=parent/lay audience
  d=Data (statistical)                 r=Research
  f=Funding sources                    s=Services
  m=Methods

NOTES:
WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?   yes
Coordinates with Clearinghouses on Criminal and
Juvenile Justice, Alcohol and Drug Abuse, National
Health Information.

NAME OF DATABASE(S):  Ed Materials and Resource Database

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE:  1,3,4,5,6,7

  1=Visitors allowed
  2=Paper catalog of holdings
  3=Computer searchable catalog
      3a=by other users
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?b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
  4a=abstracts (200 words)
  4b=annotations (50 words)
  4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
  5a=will make some paper or AV copies
  5b=full document on computer
  5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Selected organizations have permission to use database directly from Aspin mainframe computer.
They have about 60 documents for distribution and refer people to the sources to obtain the other full documents. Some of the 60 are also in camera-ready copy.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1, 2, 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 4, 5a, 6, 7, 8

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
They have many posters and small handout materials.
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TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 9000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1989

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,2,3,5a,7

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by t' or others

NOTES:
3432 are for reference requests, 387894 are for publications on hand.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 291326
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1,2,3,4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 10000

EVALUATION: 1,2,3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
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3a=manual
3b=computer-based

NOTES:
Developing system to evaluate individual items and share with users.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1,2,3

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
Have a users guide for the part of the database that is most accessible.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 2,4

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Could put materials in ERIC except for AV materials.
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RECORD NO: 42

Southern Regional Educational Board Career Ladder Clearinghouse
592 10th St., NW
Atlanta, GA  30318
ATTENTION: Lynn Cornett
PHONE NO: 
FEDERAL FUNDING: 

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY: 

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes,current  y2=yes,past  n=no): n

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: ,
PHONE NO: 
FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: / / 
TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 0
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $  20000
PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 
OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: 2
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
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4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: e,j
(See attached list)

Mainly information from annual 50 state survey of their education incentive programs for teachers, including school level incentive programs.

KEY USERS: pl,r,p

pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b,p

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?

NAME OF DATABASE(S):

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1;6,7

1=Visitors allowed
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2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
The database is primarily informal files of documents by state. It is not indexed and documents have not been counted. There are not plans to put on computer. They copy small documents on request and refer to original source for larger documents.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 2, 8, 6
1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
140, 132

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 750
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YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1984

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 4, 7, 8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 500
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
This clearinghouse operation is not viewed as separate from the SREB's other educational activities.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 1000

EVALUATION:

1=Identify/rate individual items or quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=final evaluation
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3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC:

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Mentioned it would be helpful to have many of the excellent state documents in ERIC. They do send many of their own publications to ERIC.
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RECORD NO:  43

National Council for Research on Women Information Services
Sara Delano Roosevelt Memorial House
47-49 East 65th Street
New York, NY  10021

ATTENTION:  Mary Ellen Capek

PHONE NO:  212-570-5001, 570-5003

FEDERAL FUNDING:  no

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current  y2=yes, past  n=no):

GOVERNMENT MONITOR:  

PHONE NO:  

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS:  /  /

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING:  $  0

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING:  $  90000

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING:  0

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:  1,3,4

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
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5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:
Pew Trust, Ford

CONTENT FOCUS:  w
(See attached list)
issues effecting women and family issues

KEY USERS:  r,l,pl,ss,tv,p,c

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=Students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED:  b,c,p,f

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program
c=Curriculum
pa=Parent/lay audience
d=Data (statistical)
r=Research
f=Funding sources
s=Services
m=Methods

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?  ERIC

Work with information centers in member organizations. Other major information collections in women's area are: Schlessinger Library, Wellesley Center for Research on Women, Univ. of Arizona Southwest Institute for Research on Women, Center on Women and Politics and Public Leadership, Center for Women's Policy Studies, and Women's projects at ACE and AAC.

NAME OF DATABASE(S):  National Council for Research on Women
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Info. Servs

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,3a,3b,4,6,7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Members of the research library group focusing on women will be able to search by 7/89. The abstracting and indexing is based on the Women's Thesaurus which is similar to ERIC. To obtain full documents or information, it will generally be necessary to contact the producer, especially for all entries in the new Work in Progress file which is being supported by the Pew Trust grant.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1,3,4,5,8

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
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5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 3000
YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1989
RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,4,5,6,7,8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 3000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1,2,3,4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 4000

EVALUATION: 2,3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
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2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1,2
1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building
to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 1,2,6
1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Received much initial help from ERIC Higher Ed. Clearinghouse.
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RECORD NO: 44

National Center for Youth with Disabilities Resource Center

Box 721, Harvard St at East River Road
Univ of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic
Minneapolis, Mi 55454

ATTENTION: Nancy Okinow

PHONE NO: 612-626-2825, 800-333-NCYD

FEDERAL FUNDING: HHS, Bureau of Mat & Child Hl

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:
Grant from Bureau of Maternal and Child Health

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT? Yes, the larger project also provides technical assistance and consultation.

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Schwab, John

PHONE NO:

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 09/30/89

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 175000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
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4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: se,h
(See attached list)

Focus on adolescents with chronic illness and disabilities. Most attention to biopsychosocial rather than clinical needs.

KEY USERS: p,c,pl

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>c=Community</th>
<th>pl=Planners/policymakers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ce=Career education</td>
<td>ps=Post secondary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l=Libraries</td>
<td>r=Researchers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lf=Law enforcement/employers</td>
<td>s=students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m=Museums</td>
<td>ss=Social service provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p=Practitioners</td>
<td>tv=TV and other media</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b,m,r,p,s

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b=Broker/Referral</th>
<th>p=Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c=Curriculum</td>
<td>pa=Parent/lay audience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d=Data (statistical)</td>
<td>r=Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f=Funding sources</td>
<td>s=Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m=Methods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTES:
Their program information often describes services.

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? Mat. and Child Health, HEATH,

NARIC, ERIC, NICHE, Amer Association of University Affiliated Programs, Institute for Policy and Development, Gainesville FL. They will also send us a print out of clearinghouses they have
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identified from their organizational file.

NAME OF DATABASE(S): Bibliog, Prog, Training and Mat File, TA Expert Fil

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 3a,6,7,3b,4b,4c

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
May do remote computer searches of databases with password and user's guide or have a specialist do it and send materials.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1,3b,3c,4,5,6,8

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
They are developing a legal file with help from the American Bar Association on case law and legislation. Their program file has 150 items. They also have a file of technical assistance providers with 125 entries. The training and education materials file contains 150 items.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 3000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1986

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,2,4,5,6,7,8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 700
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1,2,3,4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
Bibs, topical pubs, meetings.
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NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 4000

EVALUATION: 2,3
1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:
They ask their TA network to assess coverage in specific areas and conduct an annual survey to identify needs. They are also evaluating costs.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1,2
1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
they have a users manual and help others build databases as requested.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 4,6
1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
They will consider identifying documents for ERIC. Their abstracts are probably shorter than ERIC's. The Univ has an ERIC collection.
Public Service Satellite Consortium
600 Maryland Ave., S.W.
Suite 220
Washington, DC 200024

ATTENTION: Suzanne Douglass

PHONE NO: 202-863-0890

FEDERAL FUNDING: only indirectly

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): no

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: ,

PHONE NO: 

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: / /

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 0

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 18000

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 0

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: 3

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
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5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:
Members of the consortium help pay for their services, but they will also supply info to non-members. They also provide conferencing services for a fee. Members include Education Associations, universities, corporations, TV networks, etc.
The main purpose of the consortium is to assist public service users of telecommunications technology, and provide them with appropriate information, including the operation of a national clearinghouse and database relating to telecommunications and information services in the public service sector as they are adopted and applied.

CONTENT FOCUS: t
(See attached list)

KEY USERS: pl,p,r, tv

\[ \begin{align*}
  c &= \text{Community} \\
  ce &= \text{Career education} \\
  l &= \text{Libraries} \\
  lf &= \text{Labor force/employers} \\
  m &= \text{Museums} \\
  p &= \text{Practitioners} \\
  pl &= \text{Planners/policymakers} \\
  ps &= \text{Post secondary} \\
  r &= \text{Researchers} \\
  s &= \text{students} \\
  ss &= \text{Social service provider} \\
  tv &= \text{TV and other media}
\end{align*} \]

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b,m

\[ \begin{align*}
  b &= \text{Broker/Referral} \\
  c &= \text{Curriculum} \\
  d &= \text{Data (statistical)} \\
  f &= \text{Funding sources} \\
  m &= \text{Methods} \\
  p &= \text{Program} \\
  pa &= \text{Parent/lay audience} \\
  r &= \text{Research} \\
  s &= \text{Services}
\end{align*} \]

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? \text{weIR, CH for Devel & Commun}
The Clearinghouse for Development and
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COMMUNICATION IS AT THE INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH, MCLEAN, VA 527-5546.

NAME OF DATABASE(S): PSSC OTHER NASA DATABASE, ADV COMMUN TECH SATELLITE

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1, 3b, 5a, 6, 7

1 = Visitors allowed
2 = Paper catalog of holdings
3 = Computer searchable catalog
   3a = by other users
   3b = by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4 = Database includes
   4a = abstracts (200 words)
   4b = annotations (50 words)
   4c = indexing
5 = Full document reproduction
   5a = will make some paper or AV copies
   5b = full document on computer
   5c = microfiche
6 = Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7 = Database continually updated

NOTES:
They only catalog item for computer with 3 descriptors and have not finished doing this to existing collection of files.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1, 3b, 3c, 6, 7
1 = Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2 = Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3 = Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a = computer software
   3b = video tapes
   3c = audio tapes
   3d = braille print
4 = Information on experts
5 = Information on organizations
6 = Legislation
7 = Statistical databases
8 = Current program/project/research in progress type information
NOTES:
They only have a small collection of AV materials.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 2500

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1982

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,3,4,5,8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 700
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1,2,3,4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
Their computer bulletin board and network is basically for their members and members of one of the member's group.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 3500

EVALUATION:

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
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2a=informal
2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 1, 4, 6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
They search ERIC via ERC.
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RECORD NO: 46

Information Center for Special Ed Media and Materials

Linc Resources
4820 Indianola Ave
Columbus, OH 43214

ATTENTION: Victor Fuchs

PHONE NO: 614-885-5599, 800-772-7372

FEDERAL FUNDING: OSERS

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?
Yes, a subcontract with Johns Hopkins Univ for special ed, technology integration.

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current, y2=yes, past, n=no): y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Cargile, Doris

PHONE NO: 202-732-1125

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 09/30/91

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $450000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $135000

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 70

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: 6, commercial companies

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal governme..t
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial
NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: se, t
(See attached list)

Many of the materials are also valuable for "at risk" students.

KEY USERS: p, c, l, pl, r
  c=Community
  ce=Career education
  l=Libraries
  lf=Labor force/employers
  m=Museums
  p=Practitioners
  pl=Planners/policymakers
  ps=Post secondary
  r=Researchers
  s=students
  ss=Social service provider
  tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: c, m, p, pa

b=Broker/Referral
  c=Curriculum
  d=Data (statistical)
  f=Funding sources
  m=Methods
  p=Program
  pa=parent/lay audience
  r=Research
  s=Services

NOTES:
Many parents are now using the services and learning about it from Compuserve

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? we, Trace Cent, Spec Ed Tech, NARIC, Okla Rehab Training Materials, EPIE

NAME OF DATABASE(S):
  SpecEdMedia&Mat, SpecialWare, PubConnection, IBMware

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1, 3a, 3b, 6, 7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
  3a=by other users
  3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
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4a=abstracts (200 words)
4b=annotations (50 words)
4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
  5a=will make some paper or AV copies
  5b=full document on computer
  5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
SpecialWare, Publisher Connection and IBMware are
available on Compuserve for direct searching.
Staff can full text search all databases.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S):  2, 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 5
1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
Databases:  Ed Media and Materials, 3000
           SpecialWare 1000
           Publisher Connection describing product lines 1000
           IBMware 600
           Directory of Education Journals and Newsletters

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S):  5600
YEAR DATABASE FORMED:  1986
RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES:  1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8
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1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
Trying to serve mainly via computer and going more to a paperless office. The directory of ed journals may be willing to specify if journal is carried in CIJE.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 30000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1,2,3,4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
Linc Notes, on SpecialNet,Linc-up,Linc-IBM

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 7000

EVALUATION: 1,2,3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based
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NOTES:
eval info not specified in abstracts, tracking system about only thing in office that is not computerized.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1,2
1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
users guide

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 1,4,6
1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Have sent fugitive materials not wanted by publishers to ERIC along with abstracts, their directories are not in ERIC because they fear sales competition.
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RECORD NO: 47

Immigration Reform and Control Act Clearinghouse

227 Massachusetts Ave, NE
Suite 120
Washington, DC 20002

ATTENTION: Maurice Belanger

PHONE NO: 202-544-0004

FEDERAL FUNDING: no

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): no

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: ,

PHONE NO:

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: //

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 0

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 100000

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING:

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: 1

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
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5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:
Ford

CONTENT FOCUS: ad,m
(See attached list)

immigration, undocumented workers

KEY USERS: pl,r,ss

\begin{itemize}
  \item c=Community
  \item ce=Career education
  \item l=Libraries
  \item lf=Labor force/employers
  \item m=Museums
  \item p=Practitioners
  \item pl=Planners/policymakers
  \item ps=Post secondary
  \item r=Researchers
  \item s=students
  \item ss=Social service provider
  \item tv=TV and other media
\end{itemize}

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b,r

\begin{itemize}
  \item b=Broker/Referral
  \item c=Curriculum
  \item d=Data (statistical)
  \item f=Funding sources
  \item m=Methods
  \item pa=parent/lay audience
  \item r=Research
  \item s=Services
\end{itemize}

NOTES:


NAME OF DATABASE(S):

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 5a,6,7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
  \begin{itemize}
    \item 3a=by other users
    \item 3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
  \end{itemize}
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4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Appears to be loosely organized. Computerizing was tried, but abandoned because of more general nature of requests.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 6,5

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
Some references to ed programs and course materials.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 3000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1987
RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,7,8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 2000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1,4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
They have a clipping service.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 2000

EVALUATION: 2,3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:
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These evaluations are very partial and informal.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC:

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
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RECORD NO: 48

National Clearinghouse on Community-Referenced Technology for Behavior Management
San Francisco State Univ.
612 Font Blvd.
San Francisco, CA  94132

ATTENTION: Fran Bairley

PHONE NO: 415-338-1306, 800-451-0608

FEDERAL FUNDING: NIDRR, subcontr to Univ OR

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
This is one of 5 parts of a larger 5 yr research and training project.

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?
no

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes,current  y2=yes,past  n=no): y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Karp, Naiomi

PHONE NO: 202-732-1196 NIDRR

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 10/31/92

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 22000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
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3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: se,t
(See attached list)

KEY USERS: c,r,p,pl,ss

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: pa,r,m,p,c,d,s

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program
cc=Curriculum
pa=parent/lay audience
d=Data (statistical)
r=Research
f=Funding sources
s=Services
m=Methods

NOTES:
A major focus is to have info to help parents and others with no formal access to professional networks.

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? BEACH Center

NAME OF DATABASE(S):

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,2,5a,6,7
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1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
They are starting operations and not yet
computerized and are not funded as a fully
computerized database with file/search retrieval
capabilities. They have a partial bib as the
paper catalog of some of the holdings.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1,4,2
1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
They have articles, curriculum models and
materials, and books.
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TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 250

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1988

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,3,2,4,7

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 300
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1,2,3,4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
They have a nonaversive bulletin board on SpecialNet, bibs and resource lists.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 5000

EVALUATION: 1,2,3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
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3a=manual
3b=computer-based

NOTES:
Do informal ratings of some items, evaluation of
needs and paper and pencil tracking of requests.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:  3
1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building
to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC:  2,4,5,6
1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
They hope to make their abstracting and indexing
compatible with ERIC.
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RECORD NO: 49

National Center for Children in Poverty
Columbia University
154 Haven Ave
New York, NY 10032

ATTENTION: Leigh Hallingby
PHONE NO: 212-937-8793
FEDERAL FUNDING: no

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): no

GOVERNMENT MONITOR:
PHONE NO:
FEDERAL FUNDING FONDS: / /
TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $0
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $200000
PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 0
OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: 1

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
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5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:
Ford and Carnegie support the larger center for $1,200,000 for first 2 years.

CONTENT FOCUS: cc,h,pa,w
(See attached list)

child care, early childhood, maternal and child health, parent education, children 0-5, poverty.

KEY USERS: pl,p,tv,s

program operators

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners

pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: p,r,b

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program
pa=parent/lay audience
r=Research
s=Services
m=Methods

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? with ERIC PS,CDF,Nat CH Mat&Child Health, Alan Guttmacher Instit, Planned Parenthood, Center for Budget and Policy Analysis, Food Research and Action Center

NAME OF DATABASE(S):
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ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1, 2, 3b, 4c, 5a, 6, 7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
They use their own Thesaurus and index, but don't abstract items.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 2, 4, 5, 6, 8

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
They have articles, program organizational, and
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legislative info in verticle files.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 2500

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1988

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,3,4,5b,8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 500
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
The estimates are for 1989. This info service is just starting.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 6000

EVALUATION: 3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
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2a=informal
2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:
Hand tracking

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 1, 4, 6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Will acquire documents for ERIC.
RECORD NO: 50
American Assoc. for Higher Education Assessment Forum
One Dupont Circle
Washington, DC 20036
ATTENTION: Patricia Hutchings
PHONE NO: 202-293-6440
FEDERAL FUNDING: FIPSE
LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
yes this is part of a larger FIPSE project.

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Cook, Constance
PHONE NO: 202-732-5750
FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 09/30/89
TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 12000
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 0
PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
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4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: ev, ps
(See attached list)

Advocacy of assessment to improve teaching and
learning in higher ed.

KEY USERS: ps,p,pl,lr,rv

  c=Community
ce=Career education
  l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
  m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=Students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b,c,m,p,r

  b=Broker/Referral
  c=Curriculum
  d=Data (statistical)
f=Funding sources
  m=Methods
  p=Program
pa=Parent/lay audience
r=Research
s=Service

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? ERIC, Univ. Tenn Assessment
Center

NAME OF DATABASE(S):

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,5a,6,7

  l=Visitors allowed
  2=Paper catalog of holdings
  3=Computer searchable catalog
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3a=by other users
3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
They will make copies of documents for people if the documents aren't quasi confidential or otherwise protected.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=compute, software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
They have some program information, but it isn't comprehensive or well systematized. 30 programs are highlighted in their directory.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 400
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YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1985

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 2, 3, 8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 1000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 3000

EVALUATION: 2

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
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3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 1,6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
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RECORD NO:  51

Clearinghouse on Child Abuse and Neglect Information

The Circle
8201 Greensboro Drive, Suite 600
McLean, Va  22102

ATTENTION:  Anita Cowan

PHONE NO:  703-821-2086

FEDERAL FUNDING:  ACYF, HHS

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:
Established originally under the legislation PL 93247 setting up the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect and recently included in amendments of a supplanting act.

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current  y2=yes, past  n=no):  y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR:  'Hogle, Alan

PHONE NO:  202-245-2840

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS:  / /

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING:  $  420000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING:  $  0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING  100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
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3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NC. S ON FUNDING SOURCES:
CONTENT FOCUS: cc,h,c,s
(See attached list)

Prevention and treatment of child abuse and neglect

KEY USERS: p,s,pl,r
Professionals in child abuse and neglect prevention and treatment.

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b,p,s,m
b=Broker/Referral
p=Program
c=Curriculum
pa=Parent/lay audience
d=Data (statistical)
r=Research
f=Funding sources
s=Services
m=Methods

NOTES:
WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? Others at Circle, Milit Family resources and Family Planning.

NAME OF DATABASE(S): Child Abuse and Neglect, #64 on Dialog

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,2,3a,4,5a,6,7
1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
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3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors

4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing

5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche

6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations

7=Database continually updated

NOTES:

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 2

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)

2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)

3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print

4=Information on experts

5=Information on organizations

6=Legislation

7=Statistical databases

8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:

Listing of direct service programs. Experts
   database is not for public use. Most of the
   database is more like CIJE than RIE, but they do
   have final reports from HHS projects, and a
   directory of program directories since there are
   now 15-20,000 programs in this area. They also
   have a directory on state statutes re child abuse
   and neglect.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 12000
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YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1976

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 2, 4, 5a, 5b, 7, 8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
They will do searches, but also use and pay for Dialog and charge user. They also copy some documents for a fee including some that are not longer available from GPO.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 8000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 1200

EVALUATION: 3, 2

1=Identify/rate individual items or quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based
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NOTES:
Needs assessment is informal. They are working with another contractor to develop a database on model child abuse prevention and treatment programs.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1.2

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
They have a thesaurus and help dialog prepare its "blue sheet" to help users. They also provide TA to related info projects and recently advised the Sexual Abuse Resource Center 949-5000.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 2,4,5

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4= Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
They search ERIC and other databases on Dialog.
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RECORD NO: 52

Juvenile Justice Clearinghouse

Aspen
1600 Research Boulevard
Rockville, MD 20850

ATTENTION: Cynthia Diehm

PHONE NO: 301-251-5139, 800-638-8736

FEDERAL FUNDING:

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

Part of reauthorization of Juvenile Justice Act which mandates dissemination activities.

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
Yes, The National Criminal Justice Reference Service

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y1

Coordinated with RFP for NCJRS which was also won by Aspen.

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Grigg, Elen

PHONE NO: 202-724-7573

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 05/15/90

TOTAL 1938 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 700000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:

1=Foundation
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2=Non Federal government 
3=Association 
4=Users 
5=Educational institution 
6=Business/commercial 

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS:  ju
(See attached list)

Broad juvenile justice focus including education, employment and other prevention activities. Recent focus on high risk youth.

KEY USERS:  p,pl,r,s,ss,c,l,tv

c=Community
ce=Career Education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED:  b,r,m,c,p,s

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program
pl=Planners/policymakers
r=Research
s=Services

NOTES:
Access to NCJRS database of criminal justice materials provides referrals to specific programs and other organizations.

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?  NCJRS, NIDA, Child Abuse & Neglect
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approximately 1/3 of the NCJRS database is juvenile justice related.

NAME OF DATABASE(S): NCJRS Document Database

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1, 2, 3a, 3b, 4a, 4b, 4c, 5a, 6, 7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Available on Dialog as NCJRS, will loan materials, copy them for fee if permitted and make microfiche of gov. docs. Also produces microfiche collections of selected lit. called mini SLIMS. The NCJRS database is available on the DIALOG NETWORK. NCJRS loans documents from the collection to public and private libraries. Approximately 1/3 of the collection is available on microfiche. Topical microfiche packages - SLIMS - are available on selected topics.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABASE(S): 1, 3a, 3b, 3c, 8
1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
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3b=video tapes
3c=audio tapes
3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
continually updated

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 100000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1972

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,2,3,4,5,7,6,8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
All of the 100,000 are abstracted. There is a smaller collection of other info that is only indexed. An Electronic Bulletin Board is being developed.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 4200
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 3,4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)
NOTES:
Updates, bulletins, and Fact Sheets

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 10000

EVALUATION: 1, 2a, 3b

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:
Staff evaluate items privately, but do not indicate value on public record. They do surveys and various other comparisons to identify needs.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:

?=Provides training of own database users in use of database
?'=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
NCJRS provides this assistance.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 2, 4, 6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearly ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Would be glad to help ERIC with acquisitions.
RECORD NO: 53

National Criminal Justice Reference Service

1600 Research Blvd
Rockville, MD 20850

ATTENTION: Customer Service

PHONE NO: 301-251-5000, 800-851-3420

FEDERAL FUNDING: DOJ, Natl Instit of Justice

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:
Crime Bill of 1972

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y1
Paul's address is National Institute of Justice, 633 Indiana Ave, N.W., Washington, DC 20531

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Estaver, Paul

PHONE NO: 202-724-2957

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 05/15/90

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $3940000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
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4=Users
5=Education institutions
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: ju, j, a, ve
(See attached list)

This justice oriented clearinghouse also deals with many education related issues.

KEY USERS: c, r, s, pl, ps, l, tv, p
   c=Community
   ce=Career education
   l=Libraries
   lf=Labor force/employers
   m=Museums
   p=Practitioners
   pl=Planners/policymakers
   ps=Post secondary
   r=Researchers
   s=students
   ss=Social service provider
   tv=TV and other media

PE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b, m, p, r, s, d
   b=Broker/Referral
   c=Curriculum
   d=Data (statistical)
   f=Funding sources
   m=Methods
   p=Program
   pa=parent/lay audience
   r=Research
   s=Services

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? Juv. Justice CH, Justice Stat

Natl. Victims Resource Cent. The Juv. Justice CH is operated by same company and they are well integrated.

NAME OF DATABASE(S): NCJRS Bib Database, Fed Crim. Justice Prog, Conf. Calendar

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1, 3a, 3b, 4, 4a, 4c, 5a, 5c, 6, 7
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1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=micorfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Database is available on Dialog like ERIC. Only
DOJ materials and other materials by permission
are made available on micorfiche. They will loan
some of the other materials or make some copies.
They plan to have the entire abstract data base
and a subset on crime and drugs of the full
text database available on CDROM summer 1989.
(Call Jerry McFall for info on gov. CD-Rom
activities 648-7126.)

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1, 3b

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information
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NOTES:
The total is for the NCJRS Bib Database only because it would be most education related.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 100000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1972

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

1 = Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2 = Toll free telephone
3 = Walk-in access, often with appointment
4 = Referral service
5 = Computer searches of own database or of others
6 = Computer networking
7 = Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8 = Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
The NIJ Report may be a model for ERIC.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 28000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1, 4, 3

1 = Newsletters
2 = Interactive Electronic network
3 = Electronic bulletin board
4 = Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
The NIJ Report may be a model for ERIC.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 0

EVALUATION: 2, 2a, 2b, 3, 3b
1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:   1,2

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building
to other organizations
3= Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
They develop and revise the Dialog users manual.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC:   1,2,4,6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
They send ERIC their own documents upon request.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>RECORD NO:</strong></th>
<th>54</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Food and Nutrition Information Center, Natl Agricult Library</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room 304</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Agricultural Library</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beltsville, MD 20705</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATTENTION:</strong> Jim Krebs-Smith</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PHONE NO:</strong> 202-344-3719</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FEDERAL FUNDING:</strong> NAL and other Dept Agric fund</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:</strong> Yes, mentioned in 1977 and 1981 Farm Bill. Prior to 1985 was part of Food and Nutrition Service. A Blue Ribbon Panel recommended that it be placed in Natl Agr. Library but this is not in legislation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?</strong> The Food and Nutrition service and others make special contributions to this Food and Nutrition Info. Center so that it can provide additional free services to special groups such as teachers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no):</strong> y1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GOVERNMENT MONITOR:</strong> ,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PHONE NO:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS:</strong> / /</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING:</strong> $440000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING:</strong> $0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING:</strong> -270-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: h,r
(See attached list)

Nutrition education, training of food service workers, human nutrition, food service, food economics and management.

KEY USERS: p,r,l,pl,ss,tv

School food managers, nutrition educators at all ed. levels.

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: r,b,m,c,p

b=Broker/Referral
c=Curriculum
d=Data (statistical)
f=Funding sources
m=Methods
p=Program
pa=parent/lay audience
r=Research
s=Services

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? NLM, Special Centers
NYC, Pe
State, CA, Food Marketing Institute. Has worked out agreement re coverage with NLM where NLM covers more therapeutic, disease, patient nutrition info and food service in hospitals.

NAME OF DATABASE(S): Agricola, FNC subfile

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,2,3a,3b,4,5a,6,7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
CD-ROM, BRS, Dialog, available internationally, some parts of Agricola may be transmitted by computers with full text and some docs are microfiched. The NAL lends books etc and photo copies articles and gives some lit searches. Priority service if to gov. employees, schools, WIC programs, state agencies. This subfile is also abstracted and additional money is available to provide direct services to teachers and others. It used to be made available on microfiche, but is not any more. It does not lend its computer software but will lend other AV materials.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1,3a,3b,3c,4,5,
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1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
Have abstracts and 150 software collection.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 50000
YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1970
RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,3,4,5,6,7,8
1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
They search their own and other databases. NAL has an electronic bulletin board and will accept electronic mail requests. They only charge for cost reimbursement for items such as searches valued at over $25.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 6000
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(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 2, 3, 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
Some products include Pathfinders, quick bibs, an Oryx press directory.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 0

EVALUATION: 2, 3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:
Informal and formal needs assessments, tracking for lending

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1, 2

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
NAL does formal training. They do consulting TA to users and have recently helped establish a nutrition info center in NY City.
COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 2, 3, 6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
They definitely want to put relevant docs into their own database, not in ERIC. Their Pathfinders provide evaluative information on the various entries.
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RECORD NO: 55

Family Info. Center, Natl Agricultural Library
Room 304
Beltsville, MD 20705

ATTENTION: Sandy Facini li

PHONE NO: 202-344-3719

FEDERAL FUNDING: NAL Dept of Agriculture

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:
National Agricultural Library is in legislation.

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
This specific family info. center is not legislatively mandated.

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y1
Part of NAL operations, not a separate procurement. Budget does not reflect staff of Center or Library.

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: 

PHONE NO:

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: //

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 100000
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 0
PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:
1=Foundation
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2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS:  
ad,cc,h,pa,sx
(See attached list)

Families through the life cycle. education, childrearing, marital relationships, all areas of home ec except fund and nutrition.

KEY USERS:  
r,p,c,l,pl,s,lf,ss,m

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED:  
b,r,m

b=Broker/Referral
c=Curriculum
d=Data (statistical)
f=Funding sources
m=Methods

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?  
Maternal & Child Health, Family Resource Center

NAME OF DATABASE(S):  
AGRICOLA, Mapp special extension collection

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE:  
1,2,3a,4a,4b,4c,6,7
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1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Agricola is available on-line and on CD-ROM. The Family info. Center indexes, but does not have enough money for abstracts. They will lend and copy some documents but where feasible encourage requesters to get documents from their local libraries.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABASE(S):
1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
They have a limited number of AV and computer software items which are available on site only. They also maintain vertical files with some
information that is not put in agricola such as
journal articles that aren't covered or catalogs
of AV materials or brochures.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 6931
YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1986
RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations
or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
They respond to electronic requests and may charge
for cost recovery on some items.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 300
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests
for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 2, 3, 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets,
monographs, etc.)

NOTES:

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 0

EVALUATION: 2, 3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
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2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:
Needs assessment is informal and tracking of requests is mainly to determine if the requester is from the gov. or outside.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1, 2, 3

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
Most TA is provided via NAL services, but have had special training session in family life info. Hayes helped establish the HomeSafe Clearinghouse.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 4, 6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Would be willing to identify documents for ERIC acquisitions. Currently prepares some pathfinder lists of selected publications and other bibs that may be similar to ERIC info. Uses some ERIC thesaurus terms as well as NAL thesaurus.
RECORD NO: 56

National Clearinghouse for Alcohol & Drug Information
PO Box 2345
CSR, Inc.
Rockville, MD 20852
ATTENTION: Lewis D. Eigen
PHONE NO: 301-468-2600
FEDERAL FUNDING: HHS and ED

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes,current y2=yes,past n=no): y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Scott, Bettina
PHONE NO: 301-443-0377
FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 10/31/90
TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $1900000
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $0
PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100
OTHER MAJOR FUNGING SOURCE:
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
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3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: h
(See attached list)

alcohol and drug information

KEY USERS: c,p,ss,pl,l,r,tv,lf

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b,m,s,p,c,d,f,r,s

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program
c=Curriculum
pa=parent/lay audience
d=Data (statistical)
r=Research
f=Funding sources
s=Services
m=Methods

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? AIDS, Hub of State Clearing House Network

NAME OF DATABASE(S): NCADI

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,2,3b,5a,6,7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
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3a=by other users  
3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors  
4=Database includes  
   4a=abstracts (200 words)  
   4b=annotations (50 words)  
   4c=indexing  
5=Full document reproduction  
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies  
   5b=full document on computer  
   5c=microfiche  
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents  
   from specific organizations  
7=Database continually updated  

NOTES:  
Their database is on computer which is easily  
searched by ch visitors or by staff. It is not  
yet available online. Entries are abstracted.  
While they have some free and inexpensive  
materials, they will lend, but generally not copy  
others. They also have a negative loan program  
for some documents so that users can make their  
own copies. Next year they plan to have an 800  
tel. no and they also plan to put the public part  
of the database, but not the full documents on  
CDROM.  

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S):  1,3a,3b,3c

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC  
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)  
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,  
   reports, etc)  
3=Substantial collection of AV materials  
   3a=computer software  
   3b=video tapes  
   3c=audio tapes  
   3d=braille print  
4=Information on experts  
5=Information on organizations  
6=Legislation  
7=Statistical databases  
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information  
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NOTES:
They use the Alcohol data base operated by the same company which contains 60,000 entries. They have the NCADI database with 6,500 and will be acquiring consultants and programmatic databases when the other contractors finish developing them. Part of the database is a 500 item vertical file with bumper stickers, av materials, computer software and misc. print materials. The Alcohol database was formed in 1972, the NCADI in 1988 but both are searched together.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 66500

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1972

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,3,4,5b,7,8
1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
There are no 800 tels at Ch, but other contractors maintain separate drug assistance/consulting 800 tels. Many calls are referred back and forth.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 120000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1,4
1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
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4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
Want to be seen as a wholesaler of information. They prepare materials when they receive multiple requests for similar information.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 66000

EVALUATION: 1,2b,3b
1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:
They are doing some ratings of the curriculum materials they review and indicating how they address criteria such as accuracy, adherence to government policies such as not being able to show drug paraphernalia. They also note whether or not the materials appear to be grossly sex or race biased. Privately they also note in hard copy whether the materials are ok on other criteria such as ability to communicate. They have a formal procedure to identify user needs. In fact many of their callers don't have much of an idea of what they want. They also put their user statistics on Harvard graphics displays.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 2,3
1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3= Gives advice to users about content covered in database
NOTES:
They have a book which describes how to search the database for inhouse users. They provide a great deal of technical assistance as they receive many calls from people with problems, who don't know what might be available to help them.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 2, 4, 6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
They will call ERIC Teacher Ed clearinghouse to see how they can help with acquisitions and other activities. They do not know how closely their abstracts match ERIC abstracts.
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RECORD NO:  57

Chapter 1 Technical Assistance Center Clearinghouse
Advanced Technology
2601 Fortune Circle East, Suite 200A
Indianapolis, IN  46241

ATTENTION:  Sheila Short

PHONE NO:  317-244-8160,800-456-2380

FEDERAL FUNDING:  ED, OPBE

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:
Indirectly under Chapter 1

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
Yes, this is an add on to a Regional Technical Assistance Center Contract.

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes,current  y2=yes,past  n=no):  y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR:  Essl, Howard

PHONE NO:  202-732-5266

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS:  09/30/89

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING:  $  26000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING:  $  0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING:  100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
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3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS:  e,m,pa,s
(See attached list)

programs for educating disadvantaged students

KEY USERS:  p,pl,r

A main focus is administrators of Ch 1 programs.

\begin{align*}
  c=\text{Community} & \quad pl=\text{Planners/policymakers} \\
  ce=\text{Career education} & \quad ps=\text{Post secondary} \\
  l=\text{Libraries} & \quad r=\text{Researchers} \\
  lf=\text{Labor force/employers} & \quad s=\text{students} \\
  m=\text{Museums} & \quad ss=\text{Social service provider} \\
  p=\text{Practitioners} & \quad tv=\text{TV and other media}
\end{align*}

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED:  b,c,p,r,m,pa

\begin{align*}
  b=\text{Broker/Referral} & \quad p=\text{Program} \\
  c=\text{Curriculum} & \quad pa=\text{parent/lay audience} \\
  d=\text{Data (statistical)} & \quad r=\text{Research} \\
  f=\text{Funding sources} & \quad s=\text{Services} \\
  m=\text{Methods} & \quad
\end{align*}

NOTES:
They plan to get many materials from TACS and the specialty options especially on parental involvement and curric. and instruction.

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?  migrant,bilingual, ERIC

NAME OF DATABASE(S):  ASKI FILE

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE:  2,3,5a
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1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
L=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
They inherited this project from NWREL TAC and
found that their computer system is difficult to
use so they may modify it. In addition to copying
documents, perhaps for a charge, they can fax
documents in an emergency.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1,3b,3c
1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
Many of their materials have to do with Ch 1
evaluation. These and others are often workshop
materials and reports. They also have good files
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on CH 1 legislation.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 2000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1980

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,2,3,4,5,7,8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
They may charge for copying long documents. They will participate in TAC computer network when it is reestablished.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 75
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1,4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
Last year the NWREL had about 50 requests. Assuming a full year of operation, and a more vigorous effort to advertise services, they expect to serve about 75 during a 1 year period.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 100
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EVALUATION: 1, 2, 3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b= formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a= manual
   3b= computer-based

NOTES:
The evaluation as much of the other activities is in planning stages. They plan to rate workshop materials on effectiveness and currency. They do informal needs assessments and tracking of inquiries.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3= Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC:

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
They will explore compatibility with ERIC and have worked some with Reading and Comm Skills CH and will visit again since are in same city.
RECORD NO: 58

Military Family Information Clearinghouse & Resource Center
4015 Wilson Blvd., Suite 903
Arlington, VA 22203-5190

ATTENTION: Kathy Furukawa

PHONE NO: 703-696-4555, 800-336-4592

FEDERAL FUNDING: DOD internal operations

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:
Generally requested under DOD authorization act.

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
no

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?
no

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): n
They contract out support services such as abstracting, input and accession.

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: 

PHONE NO: 

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: / /

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 200000
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
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4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS:  ad,h,p,a,w,s,c,cc,ev,f
(See attached list)

All aspects of military family life style.

KEY USERS:  c,pl,r,p,ss,l
             c=Community
             ce=Career education
             l=Libraries
             lf=Labor force/employers
             m=Museums
             p=Practitioners
             pl=Planners/policymakers
             ps=Post secondary
             r=Researchers
             s=students
             ss=Social service provider
             tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED:  c,m,p,s,r

b=Broker/Referral
  p=Program
  c=Curriculum
  pa=Parent/lay audience
  d=Data (statistical)
  r=Research
  f=Funding sources
  s=Services
  m=Methods

NOTES:
The Resource Clearinghouse contains model programs, training Curricula, films abstracts and other materials from both civilian and military sources appropriate for designing, maintaining, or expanding programs and activities. The Research Clearinghouse contains professional journal articles, military reports, dissertations, popular magazine and newspaper articles, and other written material pertinent to all aspect of military family life.

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?  Child Abuse, NCJRS, Maternal & Child Health
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NAME OF DATABASE(S):

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1, 2, 3b, 4a, 5a, 6, 7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors.
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Similarity of abstracting and indexing to ERIC is limited because they have their own taxonomy.
They will make copies for requester when they can.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1, 5, 6

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 6000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1982

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,2,3,4,5,7

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
Will be adding research in progress database within one year. Also come milit family legislation.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 4800
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1,4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 13000
EVALUATION:  3a,3b

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:  3

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building
to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC:  3,4,6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
They can use ERIC in the Pentagon library and may
have similar abstracts.

-296-
TASPP, Technical Assistance for Special Populations Program
Natl Center for Research on Voc. Ed.
Ed Build. 1310 South 6th Street
Champaign, IL 61820

ATTENTION: Carolyn Maddy-Bernstein

PHONE NO: 217-333-0807

FEDERAL FUNDING: subcontract to NCRVE

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
Yes, part of NCRVE, University of California, Berkeley.

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes,current y2=yes,past n=no): y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Lovell, Mary

PHONE NO: 202-732-2371

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 12/31/92

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $268000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:
l=Foundation
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: se,v,j,a,l,s,pa
(See attached list)

Much recent focus has been on "at risk" students,
teen parents, limited English proficient students.
Past focus was on transition from school to work
and continuing education programs.

KEY USERS: pl,r,p

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b,c,p,r,m

b=Broker/Referral
c=Curriculum
d=Data (statistical)
f=Funding sources
m=Methods
p=Program
pa=parent/lay audience
r=Research
s=Services

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? NICHGY, HEATH, ERIC EC, CE, FL

NAME OF DATABASE(S): TASPP computerized database
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,3,4a,4b,4c,5a,6,7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Much of the above is planned.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1,4,5,8
1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
abstracting and indexing may be similar to ERIC.
Some of the entries in the 10,000 data base are
one liners.
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 10000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1989

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,3b,4,5,7,8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
The no of users is a projection for 1989.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 3000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1,4,5,8

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
They will probably manage the special ed bulletin board on ADVocNet under NCVRE.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 3500

EVALUATION: 3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 1,2,3,4,6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
They can use ERIC at Univ. library.
RECORD NO: 60

Clearinghouse on Infant Feeding and Maternal Nutrition
American Public Health Association
1015 15th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20005

ATTENTION: Gail Gibbon

PHONE NO: 202-789-5600

FEDERAL FUNDING: US Office of Nutrition, AID

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:
US AID

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
This clearinghouse procurement is part of a larger maternal and infant nutrition project which supports 5-6 other contracts with other companies.

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Schlossman, Nina

PHONE NO: 703-875-4003

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 06/30/89

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 350000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

3=Association  
4=Users  
5=Educational institution  
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:
Located at Amer Public Health Association

CONTENT FOCUS: h,w,cc,ie  
(See attached list)

Nutrition of women and children including nutrition education to help people in developing countries where this information is hard to get in libraries.

KEY USERS: r,pl,p,l,ss  
c=Community  
ce=Career education  
l=Libraries  
lf=Labor f-orce/employers  
m=Museums  
p=Practitioners  
pl=Planners/policymakers  
ps=Post secondary  
r=Researchers  
s=students  
ss=Social service provider  
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b,c,p,m,r  
b=Broker/Referral  
c=Curriculum  
d=Data (statistical)  
f=Funding sources  
m=Methods  
p=Program  
pa=parent/lay audience  
r=Research  
s=Services

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? Mat & Chld Hlth, Devel Commun  
World Health Org, UNICEF, Primary Health Care CH

NAME OF DATABASE(S):

-303-

323
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1, 2, 3b, 5a, 6, 7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document c omputer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
They make copies and many documents are available
in Eng, Spanish and French. Their database can be
searched remotely if someone uses a modum, but this
hasn't been done.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1, 3b, 3c, 6
1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:

-304-
TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 9000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1980

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 3, 4, 5a, 7, 8

1 = Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2 = Toll free telephone
3 = Walk-in access, often with appointment
4 = Referral service
5 = Computer searches of own database or of others
6 = Computer networking
7 = Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8 = Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
They have a report and healthy collection on legislation.
They hook-up with NLM.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 3000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1, 4

1 = Newsletters
2 = Interactive Electronic network
3 = Electronic bulletin board
4 = Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 28000

EVALUATION: 3
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:  2

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC:  6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
RECORD NO:  61

National Science Resources Center

Arts and Industries Building
Smithsonian Institution
Washington, DC  20560

ATTENTION:  Sally Shuller

PHONE NO:  202-357-2555

FEDERAL FUNDING:  Smithsonian is Federal

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

NSRC is specified as part of Smithsonian legislation.

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
NSRC does some product development and will be providing technical assistance via leadership training program this summer.

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes,current y2=yes,past n=nc): y1
Has been supported by the National Academy of Sciences, NSF, ED, corporations and foundations. Its current support is from the Smithsonian, corporations and foundations but NAS helps it apply for funding. The ED funds were from the Sec's Discretionary fund.

GOVERNMENT MONITOR:  

PHONE NO:

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS:  / / 

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING:  $  450000
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING:  $  700000
PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING:  64%

-307-
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: sc
(See attached list)

Current focus is teaching elementary science. Plan to expand to math and post elementary.

KEY USERS: p, p1, l, m, tv

c=Community
c=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b, c, m, p

b=Broker/Referral
c=Curriculum
d=Data (statistical)
f=Funding sources
m=Methods
p=Program
pa=Parent/lay audience
r=Research
s=Services

NOTES:
The programs are mainly exemplary models.

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? ERIC SE

When it developed its paper catalog of resources
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
elementary science teaching resources including trade books, science articles, lists of magazines for teaching science and museum activities.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 3000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1987

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 3, 4, 5a, 7, 8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
NAS sells their major resource publication.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 10000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & request for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1, 2, 3, 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 7000

-310-
329
EVALUATION: 2,3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3= Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 1,4,6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
They can give documents to ERIC and searched ERIC when they were doing their resource guide to identify documents in ERIC but they don't routinely search it or deliver documents to ERIC.
it checked to indicate whether the material was available in ERIC.

NAME OF DATABASE(S): NSRC Elem Science Resource Collection&Info Database

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,2,3b,5c,6,7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
They used ERIC Thesaurus for indexing and do annotations, not abstracts. They do not lend or copy materials, but do say if the materials are available from ERIC or some other source.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 2,8
1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

RECORD NO: 62

International Clearinghouse for Advancement of Science Teaching
Univ of Maryland
Benjamin Building
College Park, MD 20742

ATTENTION: David Lockard

PHONE NO: 301-454-4028

FEDERAL FUNDING: Natl Acad of Sciences

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y2
In 1963 it started with a $5,000 grant from NSF.
It serves as the archives for NSF funded AV materials and exemplary science teaching equipment.
It became the International Clearinghouse in 1965. Last year it was funded by ED for operating MD Info Network for Science Teaching. It just received 15,000 from the Natl Res Council, NAS which was originally from Dept of State and may be getting more.

GOVERNMENT MONITOR:

PHONE NO:

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS:  / /

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 15000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 15000
PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 50%

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: Int. Bureau of Ed, UNESCO

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: se,t,ie
(See attached list)

science and math education internationally

KEY USERS: p,pl,r,s,l

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b,c,m,p,r

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program

c=Curriculum
pa=parent/lay audience

d=Data (statistical)
r=Research
f=Funding sources
s=Services
m=Methods

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? ERIC, Science, Math, Environmental Ed

-313-

333
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

NAME OF DATABASE(S): International CH on Science and Math Curricula

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1, 2, 6, 7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1, 3a, 3b, 3c

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information
NOTES:
They used to review curric materials for the National Science Teachers center and have a special collection of Japanese films.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 75000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1962

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 3, 4, 7, 8, 6

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
They do computer searches by asking ERIC SE and operate an international computer network. They are an American node for the UNESCO INISTE.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 3500
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1, 2, 3, 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 1000

-315-
335
EVALUATION:

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1,2

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
They train network users and have helped establish other databases such as one for gerontology.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 1,3,4,6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
ERIC can be searched in the Univ library.
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

RECORD NO: 63

Environmental Quality Instructional Resources Center
1200 Chambers Road
Ohio State University
Columbus, OH 43212-1792

ATTENTION: Robert Howe

PHONE NO: 614-292-6717

FEDERAL FUNDING: EPA

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
It is , part of the SMEAC Information Reference Center

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?
no

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes,current y2=yes,pact n=no): y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Starks, Bernita

PHONE NO: 202-382-7287

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: / / 

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 55000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 60000 .

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 40

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: 4, users cost recovery,sml co

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

They receive about $60,000 annually from sales of non-EPA materials and duplicated materials. Current support is from publications provided for sale and equipment provided. USEPA provided support (grant) 1977-84, $100,000 to $250,000 per year. Small grant support also provided for distribution shifted to cost recovery in 1985.

CONTENT FOCUS: sc
(See attached list)

Primarily drinking water, wastewater, hazardous and toxic materials. Instructional materials, technical information.

KEY USERS: ss, p, ps, pl, r

Trainers in municipalities, consulting firms, community and junior colleges and institutions of higher ed with courses in these areas.

\[\begin{array}{ll}
\text{c=} & \text{Community} \\
\text{ce=} & \text{Career education} \\
\text{l=} & \text{Libraries} \\
\text{lf=} & \text{Labor force/employers} \\
\text{m=} & \text{Museums} \\
\text{p=} & \text{Practitioners} \\
\text{pl=} & \text{Planners/policymakers} \\
\text{ps=} & \text{Post secondary} \\
\text{r=} & \text{Researchers} \\
\text{s=} & \text{students} \\
\text{ss=} & \text{Social service provider} \\
\text{tv=} & \text{TV and other media} \\
\end{array}\]

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b, c, m, s

\[\begin{array}{ll}
\text{b=} & \text{Broker/Referral} \\
\text{c=} & \text{Curriculum} \\
\text{d=} & \text{Data (statistical)} \\
\text{f=} & \text{Funding sources} \\
\text{m=} & \text{Methods} \\
\text{p=} & \text{Program} \\
\text{pa=} & \text{parent/lay audience} \\
\text{r=} & \text{Research} \\
\text{s=} & \text{Services} \\
\end{array}\]
NOTES:
performance improvement and training materials

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?
with ERIC SE, Natl., Small Flows, Water Pollution Control Federation, Amer. Water Works Assoc, Air Pollution Center., Alliance for Environmental Education.

NAME OF DATABASE(S): IRIS, Instr. Resources Info. System

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1, 2, 3b, 4a, 4c, 5a, 6, 7
1= Visitors allowed
2= Paper catalog of holdings
3= Computer searchable catalog
   3a= by other users
   3b= by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4= Database includes
   4a= abstracts (200 words)
   4b= annotations (50 words)
   4c= indexing
5= Full document reproduction
   5a= will make some paper or AV copies
   5b= full document on computer
   5c= microfiche
6= Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7= Database continually updated

Database was on Dialog and Compuserve, but was removed because of expense to the Clearinghouse. Initially they made documents available on microfiche, but there was insufficient demand to continue this. They now make copies of documents and AV materials on a cost recovery basis and refer people to NTIS and other original sources. They also rent AV materials and sell materials.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1, 3a3b, 3c
1= Contains many types of documents like ERIC
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

(Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
Also has a collection of audio visual materials which it rates on quality criteria. They have some program/project information but it is not comprehensive. Covers what is considered to be innovative and alternative technology for USEPA.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 15600

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1976

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,3,4,5a,6,8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
They use ECONET and BITNet.
EPA used to support the development and distribution of free shelf materials.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 15000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES:  1,2,3,4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
Produces quarterly abstract index.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST:  14000

EVALUATION:  1,2,3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:
They rate the quality of AV and some print materials and do a needs assessment every 2-3 years.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:  1,2,3

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
The last training workshops were in 1987 when EPA supported them. Current information is provided in print or verbal form.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC:  1,2,3,4,6
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1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Since this is headed by the ERIC CH director and located in the same building it has access to ERIC searching and fiche. Software for the database is similar to ERIC. Fields for the database are the same as ERIC. Appropriate documents are submitted for ERIC.
RECORD NO: 64

Clearinghouse for Development and Communication

International Institute for Research
1815 North Fort Myer Drive, Suite 600
Arlington, VA 22209

ATTENTION: Mike Laflin

PHONE NO: 703-527-5546

FEDERAL FUNDING: US AID

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
No

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?
No

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y1
Bureau of Science and Technology, Office of Ed, US AID

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Hoxeng, Jim

PHONE NO: 202-875-4497

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 09/30/93

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $196000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: t,i,e
(See attached list)

Use of communication technology and strategies
applied to development in health, education, agr

KEY USERS: pl,r,l,ps,p

Mainly serve project officers and organizations
concerned with international development.

\[\begin{align*}
c &= \text{Community} \\
ce &= \text{Career education} \\
l &= \text{Libraries} \\
lf &= \text{Labor force/employers} \\
m &= \text{Museums} \\
p &= \text{Practitioners} \\
pl &= \text{Planners/policymakers} \\
ps &= \text{Post secondary} \\
r &= \text{Researchers} \\
s &= \text{Students} \\
ss &= \text{Social service provider} \\
tv &= \text{TV and other media}
\end{align*}\]

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b,m,r,s,p,c

\[\begin{align*}
b &= \text{Broker/Referral} \\
c &= \text{Curriculum} \\
d &= \text{Data (statistical)} \\
f &= \text{Funding sources} \\
m &= \text{Methods} \\
p &= \text{Program} \\
pa &= \text{Parent/lay audience} \\
r &= \text{Research} \\
s &= \text{Services}
\end{align*}\]

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? ERIC IR, IDRC in Canada, AID

NAME OF DATABASE(S): MICRO DIS

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,3b,4,4c,5a,6,7

\[\begin{align*}
1 &= \text{Visitors allowed} \\
2 &= \text{Paper catalog of holdings}
\end{align*}\]
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
They are in the process of computerizing and will make abstracts, etc. that will be entered in the AID ARDA database system and contribute to its CDIE evaluations. This system is now used by staff in the AID library. Many of the pubs are in English, Spanish and French.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1,3b,3a,8
1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Curre\' program/project/research in p\' gress type information

NOTES:
The program information is not separate, but integrated in the general database.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 15000
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YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1974

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES. 1, 3, 4, 7, 8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
This contractor is just starting the 1000 is an estimate for 1989. Previous contractor was Acad for Ed. Development.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 1000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1, 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
There is an ERIC IR column in their newsletter, Devel Communic Report

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 7000

EVALUATION: 3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment

-326-

3:16
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2a=informal
2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
  3a=manual
  3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 3

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 2,3,6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES: They supply ERIC with documents on request and call the CH to purchase ERIC documents. The abstracts may be similar to ERICS.
Clearinghouse on Disability Information

R 3132 Switzer
330 C St., SW
Washington, DC 20202-2524

ATTENTION: Betty Schmidt

PHONE NO: 202-732-1723

FEDERAL FUNDING: part of OSERS ("sist Sec.)

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:
Under section 405 of the Rehab Act of 1973

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
U.S. Dept. of Education

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): no

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Schmidt, Betty

PHONE NO: 732-1723-732-1241

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: / /

TOTAL 1998 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 158,000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: se,rh
(See attached list)

KEY USERS:  c,p,pl,r,s,m,ss,tf,lf
  c=Community
  ce=Career education
  l=Libraries
  lf=Labor force/employers
  m=Museums
  p=Practitioners
  pl=Planners/policymakers
  ps=Post secondary
  r=Researchers
  s=students
  ss=Social service provider
  tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED:  b,d,p
  b=Broker/Referral
  c=Curriculum
  d=Data (statistical)
  f=Funding sources
  m=Methods
  p=Program
  pa=parent/lay audience
  r=Research
  s=Services

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?  HEATH,NICHY,ERIC EC,NARIC

NAME OF DATABASE(S): Organizations in Directory of Sources on Handicapping condit

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE:  1,5a,6,7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
  3a=by other users
  3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 2, 6

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
Database is mainly list of about 250 organizations, and vertical files and free publications produced by this and other clearinghouses.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 500
YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1973
RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 3, 4, 6, 7

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
Main function is to provide referrals, but they also answer questions when they can about statistics and other services. They plan to gain access to the project information system information from the Dept's contracts and grants database. Their organizations database used to be on BRS but was withdrawn because of low use. They participate in Special Net.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 7500
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1, 2, 3, 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
The newsletter is OSERS News in Print

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 16500

EVALUATION: 3a

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
# DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2b</td>
<td>formal evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a</td>
<td>manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b</td>
<td>computer-based</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTES:**

## TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 3

1 = Provides training of own database users in use of database
2 = Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3 = Gives advice to users about content covered in database

**NOTES:**

## COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 6

1 = Acquisitions for ERIC
2 = Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3 = Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4 = Searches the ERIC database
5 = Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6 = Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

**NOTES:**

Would be willing to provide documents to ERIC more systematically and currently they call ERIC EC when they need a computer search.
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

RECORD NO:  66

National Assessment Resource Center
2046 Terrace Ave.
Knoxville, TN  37996-3504
ATTENTION:  Trudy and Gary Banta and Pike
PHONE NO:  615-974-0883, 615-974-2350
FEDERAL FUNDING: FIPSE
LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?  
Center for Assessment Research and Development

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?  
Yes

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current  y2=yes, past  n=no):  y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR:  Holmes, David
PHONE NO:  202-732-5750
FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS:  09/15/89
TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING:  $129000
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING:  $41160
PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING:  75%
OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:  5
1=Foundation  
2=Non Federal government  
3=Association  
4=Users

-333-
353
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS:  ps, ev
(See attached list)

Assessment of educational outcomes in postsecondary education.

KEY USERS:  r, pl, p, ps

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED:  b, p, r, s, m

b=Broker/Referral
pl=Program
p=Practitioners
da=Curriculum
pa=parent/lay audience
s=Services
f=Data (statistical)
r=Research
m=Methods
s=Services

NOTES:
major focus on campus-based information

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?  with ER HE & TM (AHE Assess.

NAME OF DATABASE(S):

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE:  2, 5a, 6, 7

-334-
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1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
They do annotations of items in the collection,
but not abstracts.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 2, 4

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
most docs are journal articles, bibs and policy
statements
TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 300

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1982

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 3, 4, 7, 8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Frei shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
Informal participant in BITNET

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 500
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1, 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 600

EVALUATION: 2, 3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 3

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building
to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
provide assistance in content, not database use

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 2, 4, 5, 6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Send ERIC some of their own documents and have been encouraged to send others as well.
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

RECORD NO:  67

Media/Materials Center of Population Communication Services

Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene & Public Health
527 St. Paul Place
Baltimore, MD  21202

ATTENTION:  Hugh Rigby

PHONE NO:  301-659-6300

FEDERAL FUNDING:  US AID

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
The Johns Hopkins University part of Population Communication services in the Center for Communication Programs.

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?
No

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current  y2=yes, past  n=no):  y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR:  Vollan, Clayton

PHONE NO:  703-875-4565

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS:  09/30/91

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING:  $  410000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING:  $  0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING:  100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:
1=Foundation

-338-
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2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS:  ad,h,pa,sx,w,ie,c,ev,f,po,r
(See attached list)

population information, health and family planning,

KEY USERS:  p, tv, ss

Main focus is to help people in communications wage successful campaigns to help with population services. First priority is to provide services to people in developing countries or to those working on their behalf.

c=Community  pl=Planners/policymakers
ce=Career education  ps=Post secondary
l=Libraries  r=Researchers
lf=Labor force/employers  s=students
m=Museums  ss=Social service provider
p=Practitioners  tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED:  b, m, p, c

b=Broker/Referral  p=Program
m=Curriculum  pa=parent/lay audience
d=Data (statistical)  r=Research
f=Funding sources  s=Services
m=Methods

NOTES:
They also have a little for curriculum and training.

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?  mainly with Popline in Center
NAME OF DATABASE(S): Media/Materials Center of Population Communication Services

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,3b,6,7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotation; (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=micofiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Collection contains items such as balloons, posters, t-shirts, radio scripts, condoms, audio tapes etc. They have slides of these things and will copy some videotapes. They have annotations rather than abstracts.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 2,3b,3c
1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information
NOTES:

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 10000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1982

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 3, 5, 7, 8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
They generally just search their own databases. They provide info at cost to people in organizations unless they are working directly for a developing country.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 1100
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
They have prepared 11 dissemination packages of info and materials on themes like "male responsibility" and send them to their lists in developing countries.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 2000
EVALUATION: 2, 3
1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries – manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:
Their needs assessments are informal and they tend to give more attention to items than come from successful projects.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 2
1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building
to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
They help people in other countries establish collections

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC:
1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby EI2 C microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
They will be willing to send some of their education related documents to ERIC.
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

RECORD NO:  68

Youth Development Information Center
National Agricultural Library
Room 304
Beltsville, MD  20705

ATTENTION:  Sandy Facinoli

PHONE NO:  202-344-3719

FEDERAL FUNDING:  U.S. Dept of Agric.

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:
Specified in legislation for Extension service

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
No

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?
No

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes,current  y2=yes,past  n=no):  y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR:  

PHONE NO:  

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS:  / / 

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING:  $ 100000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING:  $ 25000

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING:  100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
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5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS:  s,ex,ev,e,ce
(See attached list)

Information for Professionals who work in youth
development. Has expanded to include youth at
risk, youth in volunteer programs, teaching
materials for youth professionals; volunteerism.

KEY USERS:  r,p,c,l,pl,s,lf,ss,m

Professionals in youth development work.

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED:  b,r,m,d

b=Broker/Referral
c=Curriculum
d=Data (statistical)
f=Funding sources
m=Methods
p=Program
pa=parent/lay audience
r=Research
s=Services

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?  NAL, Rurl Info Center
NAME OF DATABASE(S):  Agricola/-H Prof Research & Knowledge

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE:  1,2,3,4,4a,4b,4c,6,7,

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

3a=by other users
3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
They will lend some material but try to encourage use of local libraries.
To search in AGRICOLA for this collection, search, 4Hprk, to obtain the peer reviewed, abstracted materials.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
They have limited AV materials.
TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 650

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1988

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
Will respond to electronic requests and may charge for cost recovery on some items.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 200
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 2, 3, 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 0

EVALUATION: 2, 3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:
Informal needs assessment and tracking is mainly
to determine if user is from gov.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:  1,2,3
1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building
   to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
Most is to provide in the use of Agricola by NAL
staff.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC:  4,6
1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Would be willing to identify documents for ERIC.
Does search ERIC.
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RECORD NO: 69

Test Center

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
101 S.W. Main Street, Suite 500
Portland, OR 97204

ATTENTION: Dr. Judy Arter

PHONE NO: 503-275-9562

FEDERAL FUNDING: OERI

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

Labs are in legislation, this is indirectly permitted.

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
Yes, part of lab activities.

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Sashkin, Marshall

PHONE NO: 202-357-6120

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 11/30/90

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $115000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
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4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: ev
(See attached list)

Tests and instruments from all sources for ed. purposes.

KEY USERS: p

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b, m, c

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program

c=Curriculum
pa=parent/lay audience

d=Data (statistical)
r=Research

f=Funding sources
s=Services

m=Methods

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? ETS, ERIC

NAME OF DATABASE(S): Test Information Center of Dater Ease

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,3a,3b,4c,f

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
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3a=by other users
3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Database was on source and now should be put on GTE. They will loan, but not copy documents.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S):  2

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
Limited to tests and consumers guides to the tests.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S):  1500

YEAR DATABASE FORMED:  1985
RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 3, 4, 5, 7, 8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
Priority in serving the region, but will answer calls from others outside region. They search their own but not other databases for people unless the database has been downloaded into their system. They sell their consumer test guides.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 1000
(Incl:des mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1, 3, 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
They are included in the NWREL Report and sell their consumer guides.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 100000

EVALUATION: 1, 2a, 3b

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
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2b=Formal evaluation
3=Tracking of files - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:
They describe quality of tests in the consumers' guides only, not in the total databank.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
Most to is on helping select tests.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 5,6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Lab has microfiche collection. Their own consumer guides are sent to ERIC. ERIC descriptors are used for documents.
RECORD NO: 70

Resources in Computer Education, RICE

NWREL
101 S.W. Main Street, Suite 500
Portland, OR 97204

ATTENTION: Don Holznagel

PHONE NO: 503-275-9622

FEDERAL FUNDING: OERI

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

This is indirectly permitted in Lab legislation.

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
Yes, part of Lab activities and under the larger project on technology information.

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?
No

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Sashkin, Marshall

PHONE NO: 202-357-6130

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 11/30/90

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 75000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: 4

1=Foundation
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2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

The Clearinghouse is experimenting with distribution of the database on disk to education agencies for a subscription fee.

CONTENT FOCUS:  t,a
(See attached list)

Information about 5500 instructional software packages for elem and secondary education.

KEY USERS:  p

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Soc.1 service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED:  b,m,c

b=Broker/Referral
c=Curriculum
d=Data (statistical)
f=Funding sources
m=Methods
p=Program
pa=parent/lay audience
r=Research
s=Services

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? Conduit, MECC, EPIC, 40 others
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NAME OF DATABASE(S): RICE

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,3b,3a,4b,7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
For some states they plan to send database on
floppy disk and update it quarterly.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 3a

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=Braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
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8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
They also have an annotated list of all major education computer software developers.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 5500

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1981

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 3,4,5,8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
They search their own database.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 500
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 4,1

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
They are included in NWREL report and sell the consumer guides.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 10000
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EVALUATION: 1,2,3

1= Identify/rate individual items on quality
2= Needs assessment
   2a= informal
   2b= formal evaluation
3= Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a= manual
   3b= computer-based

NOTES:
Each entry describes instruments according to criteria for quality. Needs assessment comes from advisory board insights.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1,3

1= Provides training of own database users in use of database
2= Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3= Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
Most TA is content focused. Some is to help states use their floppy disks.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 5,6

1= Acquisitions for ERIC
2= Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3= Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4= Searches the ERIC database
5= Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6= Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Lab has microfiche collection. Their own consumer guides are sent to ERIC.
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RECORD NO: 71
Education Information Branch, Information Services
OERI, Room 200
555 New Jersey Ave, NW
Washington, DC  20208
ATTENTION: Lewis Walker
PHONE NO: 202-357-6651, 800-424-1616
FEDERAL FUNDING: OERI internal operations
LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:
Local tel. is 626-9854. Function is specified in NCES legislation for statistics only.
IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?
FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current  y2=yes, past  n=no): y1
GOVERNMENT MONITOR: ,
PHONE NO:
FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: / /
TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 350000
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 0
PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100
OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
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4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: A
(See attached list)

Tries to cover all content areas related to education research, with a particular emphasis on education statistics.

KEY USERS: p,c,l,pl,r,tv,s

   c=Community
   ce=Career education
   l=Libraries
   lf=Labor force/employers
   m=Museums
   p=Practitioners
   pl=Planners/policymakers
   ps=Post secondary
   r=Researchers
   s=Students
   ss=Social service provider
   tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b,d,f,m,r,

   b=Broker/Referral
   c=Curriculum
   d=Data (statistical)
   f=Funding sources
   m=Methods
   p=Program
   pa=Parent/lay audience
   r=Research
   s=Services

NOTES:
Main focus is to supply information about OERI sponsored products, but will cover some Census and other data and pubs as needed.

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? we,OERI library,Lab/cen,er,

Natl Clearinghouse Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention, Natl Criminal Justice Ref. Service
NAME OF DATABASE(S): Automated Management Info Service, AIMS

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 3b, 5a, 7

1 = Visitors allowed
2 = Paper catalog of holdings
3 = Computer searchable catalog
   3a = by other users
   3b = by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4 = Database includes
   4a = abstracts (200 words)
   4b = annotations (50 words)
   4c = indexing
5 = Full document reproduction
   5a = will make some paper or AV copies
   5b = full document on computer
   5c = microfiche
6 = Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7 = Database continually updated

NOTES:
The main database is focused on OERI statistics and publications, but additional information is available in files and from the information specialists. Not all items are indexed on the computer, but they do many referrals to ERIC or other programs in ED. They also have the Encyclopedia of Associations "on-line". They can also help people obtain OERI data-tapes, and if they don't have free copies of the publication send people to GPO or Consumer Info Center in Boulder.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 4, 5, 7

1 = Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2 = Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
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reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
They have copies and announcements of OERI pubs, have manual lists of ED experts, and have the encyclopedia of associations on the database on the computer data base and also use OERI institutional directory. They have few opportunities to use OERI project management information system.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 2800

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1986

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 2, 4, 5b, 7

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
LJC does some of their database searches. They have many products such as Digests and Research in Briefs and ERIC conclusion brochures which they distribute.
TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 30000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)
DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
Is connected to part of OERI which disseminates OERI published documents.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 0

EVALUATION: 3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Handling of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 4

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines
RECORD NO:  72

Family Life Information Exchange

Eagle Design and Management, Inc.
PO Box 30436
Bethesda, MD  20814

ATTENTION:  Florence Lehr

PHONE NO:  301-907-8198, 907-8199

FEDERAL FUNDING:  HHS, PHS, Office Popul Affair

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
no

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes,current  y2=yes,past  n=no):  y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR:  Cohen, Barbara

PHONE NO:  202-245-1181

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS:  07/31/89

TOTAL 1982 FEDERAL FUNDING:  $  300000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING:  $  0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING:  100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
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5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: h,w,
(See attached list)
adolescent pregnancy, family planning, adoption

KEY USERS: p,pl, c,s,l

Major users are Title 10 and 20 grantees

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
s'=Social service provider
t=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: c,d,p,r,b

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program
ce=Curriculum
pa=Parent/lay audience
d=Data (statistical)
r=Research
df=Funding sources
s=Services
m=Methods

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? SHARE, AIDS, Drug & Alcohol

NAME OF DATABASE(S): Family Life Information Exchange

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,3b,4,4a,4c,5a,6,7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
3a=by other users
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3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Main database has bib. citations, articles, manuals, curriculum reports. There is some media.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1, 5, 3b, 3c, 8, 5
1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 6000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1980

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 3, 4, 5, 7,
1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
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2=Toll free telephone  
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment  
4=Referral service  
5=Computer searches of own database or of others  
6=Computer networking  
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests  
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:  
search own database

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 3250  
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1,4  
1=Newsletters  
2=Interactive Electronic network  
3=Electronic bulletin board  
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:  
They have a quarterly newsletter, bibs. and fact sheets.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 10400

EVALUATION: 3  
1=Identify/rate individual items on quality  
2=Needs assessment  
   2a=informal  
   2b=formal evaluation  
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based  
   3a=manual  
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:
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1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 2, 6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Their abstracting and indexing is same as SHARE and probably similar to ERIC.
RECORD NO: 73

Population Information Program
Center for Commun Programs John Hopkins Univ
527 St. Paul Place
Baltimore, MD 21202

ATTENTION: Anne Compton

PHONE NO: 301-659-6300

FEDERAL FUNDING: U.S. AID

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:
Generally included under AID Office of Population mandates.

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Lawrence, Earle

PHONE NO: 703-875-4487

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 08/31/92

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 900000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 105000

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING:

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: 2, UN Population Fund
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
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4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS:  f,po,ie,h,w
(See attached list)

population and family planning and related health
issues for developing countries.

KEY USERS:  pl,r,ss,p,l,tf,ps

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED:  r,p,f,c,m,s

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program
ce=Curriculum
pa=parent/lay audience
d=Data (statistical)
r=Research
f=Funding sources
s=Services
m=Methods

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?  Search other databases

Information networking with Clearinghouses in
Asia, Africa, and Latin America but they are the
major world repository and database on popinfo.
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NAME OF DATABASE(S): POPLINE

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,3a,4,4a,4c,5a,6,7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
POPLINE is available through MEDLARS. All materials and services are free to developing countries. Silver-Platter has just made POPLINE available on CD-ROM with the help of the UN funding.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1,6
1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
   =Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information
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NOTES:

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 165000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1974

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 3, 4, 5, 7

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
Publically available through MEDLARS, NLM. They will do free searches of POPLINE for developing countries. Their Population Reports are syntheses of research on key issues.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 24000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1, 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
Like ERIC the above user requests do not reflect the total use of POPLINE, just those that reach their office. There is also a POPLINE Newsline, users guide and thesaurus.
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391
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NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 0

EVALUATION: 2,3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:
They have developed a unique way to send CD-ROM users in developing countries a disk to collect user statistics. This will help them improve the database and also attend to needs of those who are trying to search for information on the CD-ROM.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1,2,3

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building
to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
They chiefly help establish databases in developing countries.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 2,6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Some of their Population Reports may be appropriate for ERIC and they have 250 word abstracts.
RECORD NO:  74
Educational Products Information Exchange
PO Box 839
Water Mill, NY 11976
ATTENTION: Ken Komoski
PHONE NO:  516-283-4922
FEDERAL FUNDING: limited previous funding
LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y2
Never total federal support.

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: ,
PHONE NO:
FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: / /
TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 0
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 850000
PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 0
OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: 1, 2, 4
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
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5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: a,t,ev
(See attached list)

KEY USELS: p,r,p1,l

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: c,m,r

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program
pa=parent/lay audience

c=Curriculum
r=Research

d=Data (statistical)
s=Services

m=Methods

NOTES:
Provides consumer evaluative information on education instructional materials including software and equipment, including information on alignment of tests and curriculum.

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? we, LINK Resources

NAME OF DATABASE(S): TESS, TheED Software Selector; IIIR, Integrated Instr

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 3b, 6, 7
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1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=micofiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Does not provide the full document that is analyzed. EPIE used to be available on-line.
TESS is available on Disks which are sold. Staff does analyses and correlations for user reports on IIIR. IIIR is now available for math. Reading, science and social studies are under development.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 2,3a

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information
NOTES:
Curriculum material, computer software, tests.
IIIR, Integrated Instructional Information
Resource is information about content and other
features of textbooks, tests and other
instructional materials. TESS contains
information on 11,000 software programs.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 11700
YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1983
RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,4,5,8
1=Services not limited to particular organizations
or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Refer 1 service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
Primarily serves people who pay for their analyses
and other products, but will try to help all.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 3000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests
for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1,4
1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets,
monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
EPIE reports such as Parents Guide to Highly Rated
Education Software and newsletters. Participates
in Learning Link to help own staff.
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NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 800

EVALUATION: 1, 2, 3
1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:
needs assessments are informal. Many of the evaluations for TESS are based on other's ratings.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1
1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
Starting to provide TA for users of both their databases.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 1, 6
1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
They send their own documents to ERIC and sometimes write documents for clearinghouses. Currently working closely with R. Howe.
RECORD NO: 75

Center for Human Resources Clearinghouse

Heller Graduate School, Brandeis University
Box 9110 60 Turner St
Waltham, MA 02254-9110

ATTENTION: Alan Melchior

PHONE NO: 800-343-4705, 617-736-3770

FEDERAL FUNDING: Department of Labor, JTPA

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current, y2=yes, past n=no): y1
The total federal project is for $300,000 primarily for TA. In the past they were supported for more formal clearinghouse operations.

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Kolodny, Elaine

PHONE NO: 202-535-0529

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 06/30/89

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 75000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 50000

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 60

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: Foundations, states

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
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3 = Association
4 = Users
5 = Educational institution
6 = Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:
Annie Casey Foundation.

CONTENT FOCUS:  j,lf
(See attached list)
youth employment programs

KEY USERS:  pl,r,ss,ce

c = Community
ce = Career education
l = Libraries
lf = Labor force/employers
m = Museums
p = Practitioners
pl = Planners/policymakers
ps = Post secondary
r = Researchers
s = Students
ss = Social service provider
tv = TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED:  b,d,m,p,pa,r,s

b = Broker/Referral
p = Program
r = Research
r=parent/lay audience
s = Services

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?  NAB, Dropout, ACCESS, CDF, NY Lit

Assistance Center, Natl Association of Counties, some with ERIC

NAME OF DATABASE(S):  Center for Human Resources Collection
ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1, 2, 5a, 6, 7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Visitors may use copy machine at the clearinghouse or staff will make copies of documents for those who call. Materials are not cataloged, but they are shelved by topic.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1, 7

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information
NOTES:
They mainly collect fugitive materials, not journal articles.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 3000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1983

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,2,3,4,8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 2000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1,4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 12000

EVALUATION:
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1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
Provide TA in content, not on clearinghouse operations.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC:

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
I've suggested that they identify documents for ERIC. They have put some of their own publications into ERIC.
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RECORD NO: 76

Family Resource Database

National Council on Family Relations
1910 West County Road B, Suite 147
St. Paul, MN 55113

ATTENTION: Dr. Matabole (Rocky) Ralebipi

PHONE NO: 612-633-6933

FEDERAL FUNDING: no

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
Yes, (NCFR with Certification Program; Subscribers and Membership and the Annual Conference Programs)

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?
no

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): no

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: ,

PHONE NO:

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: / /

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 0

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 120000

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 0

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: 3,4, association, users

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
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5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: f, family
(See attached list)

marriage and the family, services to families, family relationships, mate selection, divorce, reproductive and sexual issues, counseling, education, minority groups, therapy

KEY USERS: l,r,ss,tv,p,s,pa,pl

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b,r,c,p,s

b=Broker/Referral
r=Research
p=Program
ce=Curriculum
pa=parent/lay audience
d=Data (statistical)
r=Research
f=Funding sources
s=Services
m=Methods

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? ERIC, Psych Info, Soc Abstract

Is more of a database manager than a clearinghouse, but will do selective searches if users can't get to library, etc. Connects with other databases often to discuss issues such as putting database on CD-ROM.
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NAME OF DATABASE(S): Family Resources Database

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 3a,4a,4b,4c,5a,6,7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Available on BRS, DIALOG and ETSI Order journal articles through OATS (Original Article Text Service) by mail or online through DIALOG or ISI Search Network and dissertations from Univ. Microfilms. sent to the Univ. of Minn Library after they enter them in their database. They are now discussing how to make their database available in CD-ROM Format. Some materials are (Ruth Jewsen Collection)

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1,3a,3b,3c,4,5,8

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
Has a Human Resource Bank, a directory of family specialists willing to be contacted by the general public. It also has work in progress file, an organizational file and a major section of the bibliographic database concerned with legislation and family policies. It does not pull information from other databases, most of which are copyrighted, but instead creates its own family oriented abstracts of journal articles and provides content type info. on books. They remove information from the work in progress file when the project ends.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 200000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1979

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 4, 5, 7, 8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES: They mainly want people to use their database through libraries or other on-line arrangements, but will do some searches if necessary and even announced this service for members on an experimental basis last year. Most of their free shelf materials relate to info about their database, but they will also provide articles from NCFR's publications as needed. They sell printouts of searches on selected topics and bibs. They have statistics on hours of on-line search.
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time from vendors, but not numbers of requests from outside their offices.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 800
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1, 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
They have a column in the NCFR newsletter. They sell bibliographic type materials.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 30000

EVALUATION: 2

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:
They evaluated what journals to cover in 1986. They only track requests for information from those who pay for database searches.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1, 2, 3

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
They prepare a users guide to the database and have training sessions and demonstrations at conferences. They will help others with database building as requested.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Some of their Bib. type documents may be appropriate for ERIC. Also many documents in their database may also relate to ERIC needs re curriculum material, parenting, etc.
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RECORD NO: 77

National Alliance of Business Clearinghouse
1201 New York Ave, N.W.
Washington, DC 20005

ATTENTION: Helen White

PHONE NO: 202-289-2910

FEDERAL FUNDING: DOL

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

general authorization under Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA)

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
Yes, Special Resources Library

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?
Have received extra funds for special projects in the past.

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Taylor, Pat

PHONE NO: 202-535-0677

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 06/30/89

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 200000

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: business, foundations

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
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6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: j
(See attached list)

employment and training references and program
information on youth and adults.

KEY USERS: pl,p,ss,ce,lf,η,η,η

pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b,d,m,p,r,s

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program

pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? Homeless Info
Exchange, Older
Worker Clearinghouse, Community Information
Exchange

NAME OF DATABASE(S): National Alliance of Business

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,3b,4,5a,6,7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
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3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Used to be on timesharing system with EDS, but too
expensive to maintain, used to abstract, now
index and annotate. Sometimes they will make
copies of documents, but they prefer user to
obtain it from source.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 2,5,8

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
Many of their papers are not on their computer
database, but in separate files. They have 2500
publications, 1,000 programs and 200 organizations
in the database.
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TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 3700

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1982

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,3,4,5,7,8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
They only search their own database.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 4000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
Sometimes they have sections in the NAB newsletter. They use electronic networks occasionally.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 0

EVALUATION: 3, not on computer

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 2,3

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 2,3,4,6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
Could send documents to ERIC. Abstracts were similar to ERIC. They search ERIC for their staff only. (Ask outside sources such as public librarians or Doe Library staff to conduct searches.) Some of the documents they received from EDRS were poor quality. They may start using our ED library.
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RECORD NO: 78
National Dropout Prevention Center Clearinghouse
Clemson University
Clemson, SC 29634-5111
ATTENTION: Dick Hamby
PHONE NO: 803-656-2599, 800-443-6392
FEDERAL FUNDING: not currently

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y2
Had funds from Appalachian Regional Commission.

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: ,
PHONE NO:
FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: / /
TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 0
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 75000
PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING:
OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: corporation, state, univ
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial
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CONTENT FOCUS: s, j
(See attached list)
dropout prevention programs

KEY USERS: p, r, pl, ss

ctype=Community
cce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b, d, p, m, r

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program
c=Curriculum
pa=parent/lay audience
d=Data (statistical)
r=Research
f=Funding sources
s=Services
m=Methods

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? Acess,ERIC CE,NAB, (NDN)

NAME OF DATABASE(S): Natl Focus, and S.C. Care section of Clemson Univ

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1, 3a, 4, 5, 8

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
    3a=by other users
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3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Program information is free text searchable.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 5, 4, 8

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information.

NOTES:
They are providing statistical info on dropouts,
also a calendar of events. The program database will also be on-line.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 200

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1986

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 2, 4, 5
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1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
search own database and plan to sell materials

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 3600
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1,4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
Newsletter is with National Dropout Prevention Network. They produce synthesis reports and "How to" guides.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 3500

EVALUATION: 1,3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:
They report on developer provided evaluation info.
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TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
NY state may follow their model in establishing a dropout program database.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 1,4,5

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
They currently send their own products to ERIC and may be willing to send others. They search ERIC and Clemson is a SOC.
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RECORD NO: 79
Emerging Technology Consultants INC Center
PO Box 12444
St. Paul, MN 55112
ATTENTION: Richard Pollak
PHONE NO: 612-639-3973
FEDERAL FUNDING: no

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): no

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: ,
PHONE NO: 
FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: / /
TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 0
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 10000
PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING:
OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: From own company and users
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial
NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS:  a,t
(See attached list)

Information on videodiscs and other optical computer media for education and training in all content areas.

KEY USERS:  p,l,r,ce,pl,ps, tv

c=Community  ce=Career education  l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers  m=Museums  p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers  ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers  s=Students
ss=Social service provider  tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED:  b,c,p

b=Broker/Referral  p=Program
  c=Curriculum  pa=parent/lay audience
  d=Data (statistical)  r=Research
  f=Funding sources  s=Services
  m=Methods

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?  ERIC

NAME OF DATABASE(S):  Videodisc Compendium, CD-ROM Directory

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE:  1,2,3b,4b,4c,6,7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
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4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
They will obtain materials from producers for
their users and also encourage them to call the
producers toll-free nos. to get back up
documentation. Occasionally they will make copies
of the back up materials or other info. in their
center.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 3a, 5, 7, 8

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
part of the database contains information on
producer organizations. Statistical information
is in an auxiliary database along with some
evaluation information.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 750
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YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1988

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
Computer searches of own database.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 1000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 2, 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
In addition to their compendium directory of videodiscs, they are creating a directory of CD-ROM in education and training.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 2000

EVALUATION: 2, 3b

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
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3a=manual
3b=computer-based

NOTES:
The only track information on purchasers and recipients of mailings.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 2,3

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
to other organizations
3=Provides assistance in database building
gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
They provide TA in their content area and would be
happy to help others build databases.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 4

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
They will send ERIC their own materials and
consider sending them other materials. They use
the microfiche collection at the Univ. of Minn.
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RECORD NO: 80
Community Information Exchange
1120 G St. N.W., Suite 900
Washington, DC 20005
ATTENTION: Dorothie Haygood
PHONE NO: 202-628-2981

FEDERAL FUNDING: some from HUD

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:
Neighborhood Development Demonstration Act provides generally supportive language.

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
No

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?
This HUD project supports services to some of the Information Exchange users.

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Barnhill, Cliff
PHONE NO: 202-755-6186

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 06/14/90

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 75000
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 280000
PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 27
OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: 1, 4
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
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5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:
Some of these users are subscribers.

CONTENT FOCUS:  h,j
(See attached list)
Some topics include housing, business development, community organizing and advocacy, historic preservation, energy conservation, health and human services.

KEY USERS:  c,l,p,pl
community development organizations

      c=Community            pl=Planners/policymakers
      ce=Career education    ps=Post secondary
      l=Libraries            r=Researchers
      lf=Labor force/employers s=Student
      m=Museums              ss=Social service provider
      p=Practitioners        tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED:  b,f,m,p,r,s

      b=Broker/Referral      p=Program
      c=Curriculum           pa=Parent/lay audience
      d=Data (statistical)   r=Research
      f=Funding sources      s=Services
      m=Methods

NOTES:
Designed to provide value added services (more than information documents) to struggling community groups to help them avoid reinventing the wheel.

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? Homeless Exchange started the
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NAME OF DATABASE(S): ModelProjects, Funding, Tech Assist Providers, Library

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 2, 3a, 4a, 5a 6, 7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
They will copy materials from our library for users if they are out of print. It is possible that the abstracting and indexing are similar to ERIC's.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 5, 6, 8, 2, 4v

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
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8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
Model projects has 400 entries. Funding sources, 450. Technical Assistance Provider Organizations, 300. Library, book and report abstracts 400. Will soon be making LEXIS Federal Register On-Line available to their users.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 1550
YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1984

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 4, 5, 8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
They will not serve individuals unless they are connected to an organization. They have their own computer network. Their products are less expensive for their subscribers who are nonprofit community development organization primarily.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 1000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1, 2, 3, 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interative Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 8000

EVALUATION: 2
1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:
Only track tel. calls.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1,2,3
1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
They provide informal assistance to others in database building

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC:
1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
They may do acquisitions for ERIC.
Collaborative Learning Project Resource Center
Lesley College
29 Everett Street
Cambridge, MA 02138

ATTENTION: Susan Cohen
PHONE NO: 617-868-9600, 800-999-1959

FEDERAL FUNDING: FIPSE, US ED

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
The resource center activities are part of a larger project intended to do R&D in the area and to provide TA to those interested in collaborative learning in higher education. Intended for faculty development within Lesley College also used by members of the community network in collaborative learning in higher education throughout the country.

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y1
This procurement will end soon and it is not clear to what extent the resource center will continue.

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Donahue, Jay
PHONE NO: 202-732-5750

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 09/30/89
TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $85000
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $0
PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100
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OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: Normal Institutional support

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: e,ps,s
(See attached list)

collaborative learning at post secondary level
dealing with areas such as student interaction,
negotiation, knowledge in a social context.

KEY USERS: p,ps,r,s

main focus is faculty and administrators in post
secondary ed.

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b,p,m,r

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program
c=Curriculum
pa=parent/lay audience
d=Data (statistical)
r=Research
f=Funding sources
s=Services
m=Methods

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? ERIC
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NAME OF DATABASE(S): Collab Learning Project Program Resource Catalog,

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 2, 3b, 6, 7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Their bib. is not annotated but their program information will contain extensive abstracts and related info. Bibliography will have code indicators. Code indicates general field, i.e. "Pedagogy"

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S). 1, 5, 8

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
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7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
Their program catalog is being developed.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 300

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1987

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 2, 4, 5, 7

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
Staff can search their own database and also others such as ERIC. They plan to sell their materials. Very limited availability done in exchange for other materials only of free shelf materials.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 800
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1, 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 600
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EVALUATION:  2

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
  2a=informal
  2b=formal evaluative.
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
  3a=manual
  3b=computer-based

NOTES:
Have informal discussions with users on info they need.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:  3

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Give advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
Provide data in content area only.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC:  4, 6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
May be willing to identify documents for ERIC and already designate ED numbers in Bib. They find that many specify that their draft materials should not be shared or cited and think that others know they can submit their materials to ERIC. What they do not know is the demand for the materials.
Environmental Protection Agency Public Info Cent and Library
401 M Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20460
ATTENTION: Nancy Langford
PHONE NO: 202-382-2080
FEDERAL FUNDING: Contracted by EPA

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
Both the Public Information Center and the Headquarters Library are operated under a contract of EPA. Together they will be considered a clearinghouse for our survey. The Information Center alone mainly distributes EPA public interest documents. There are 28 specialized libraries in the EPA system and their documents are being put on a computer system.

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y1
The $900,000 is only for the information center and headquarters library contract. Many of the other 28 libraries are also contracted out.

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Pa'erson, Mary
PHONE NO: 202-382-5929
FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: / /
TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 900000
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 0
PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100
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OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:

1=Foundation  
2=Non Federal government  
3=Association  
4=Users  
5=Educational institution  
6=Business/commercial

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: sc, environmental issues  
(See attached list)

KEY USERS:  c,p,r,s,pl,tv,l

The public information center provides EPA documents to the general public, students, teachers etc for free. The libraries are open to the public but most extensive services are given to EPA staff. They contain the more technical information.

| c=Community       | pl=Planners/policymakers |
| ce=Career education | ps=Post secondary |
| l=Libraries       | r=Researchers |
| lf=Labor force/employers | s=students |
| m=Museums         | ss=Social service provider |
| p=Practitioners   | tv=TV and other media |

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED:  b,r,p

| b=Broker/Referral   | p=Program    |
| c=Curriculum       | pa=parent/lay audience |
| d=Data (statistical) | r=Research |
| f=Funding sources  | s=Services |
| m=Methi|ls |

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? they work with other clearinghouses and libraries in EPA and coordinates some with the National Agricultural Library.

NAME OF DATABASE(S):  EPA lib is developing On-line catalog for all 28
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ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1, 3b, 5a, 6, 7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Some special collections like hazardous waste have
abstracts. The info. center distributes EPA
documents while the supply lasts. The info center
alone would not have a comprehensive database.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1, 3a, 3b, 3c, 6, 8
1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
They have a separate law library and there are
some contact lists of people and organizations.
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TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S):  3500000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED:  1970

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES:  1,3,4,5,7,

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
Computer searches are done for EPA employees in the library.

Total requests figure is just for information center, not from the headquarters or other 27 libraries.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988:  60000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES:  1,

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
Most of the dissemination services are for internal EPA use. There is a newsletter that goes to their 28 libraries. EPA also has an E-Mail system which many use for internal communications.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST:  0

EVALUATION:  3
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1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:
Contracted libraries keep user stats., but this is not required for their other libraries.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC:

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
They are more likely to send documents to NTIS than to ERIC.
RECORD NO: 83
Sociological Abstracts
PO Box 22206
San Diego, CA 92122
ATTENTION: Terry Owen
PHONE NO: 619-565-6603
FEDERAL FUNDING: no
LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): no

GOVERNMENT MONITOR:
PHONE NO:
FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: / /
TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 0
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 1000000
PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING:

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: 4
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial
NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: sociology
(See attached list)

Would include some information relevant to education such as sociology of education.

KEY USERS: 1, r, s
   c=Community
   ce=Career education
   l=Libraries
   lf=Labor force/employers
   m=Museums
   p=Practitioners
   pl=Planners/policymakers
   ps=Post secondary
   r=Researchers
   s=students
   ss=Social service provider
   tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b, m, p, r
   b=Broker/Referral
   c=Curriculum
   d=Data (statistical)
   f=Funding sources
   m=Methods
   pa=parent/lay audience
   r=Research
   s=Services

NOTES:
Provide bibliographic information in area of sociology.

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE?

Will refer to Univ. Microfilms for document delivery, does not know much about other databases or services.

NAME OF DATABASE(S): Sociological Abstracts, Social Planning, Policy & Development

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 3a, 4a, 4c, 5a, 6, 7
   1=Visitors allowed
   2=Paper catalog of holdings
   3=Computer searchable catalog
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3a=by other users
3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Their computer databases are available as print products, on-line on Dialog and BRS and Soc.
Abstracts is on CD-ROM. SOPDA will soon be on CD-ROM. They have their own document delivery service for journal articles and speeches/papers as well as using UMI.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 2

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress or pe information

NOTES:
SOPDA has program information as reflected in journal articles, etc, but not current projects in progress. They have much less in fugitive materials and curriculum materials than ERIC and do have book abstracts and book reviews. Soc Abs has 190,000 entries. SOPDA -- 18,000, The
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International Review of Pubs in Sociology (IRPS) as subset of Soc Abstracts has 67,000.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 275000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1963

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 4, 5, 7, 8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
They will do searches of theirs or others databases for a fee and answer short requests for free. They have fact sheets and ready searches and sell their Thesaurus and Users Manual.

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 1200
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1, 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 7000

EVALUATION: 2, 3
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1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1,3

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3= Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES: They developed the users manual and provide training sessions.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 4,6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES: They may search the ERIC database if appropriate to search question and have an early version of ERIC on CD-ROM, but their vendor Silver-Platter has not given them an update.
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RECORD NO:  84

National Gerontology Resource Center
American Association of Retired Persons
1909 K Street, N.W
Washington, DC  20049

ATTENTION:  Paula Lovas

PHONE NO:  202 - 728-4895

FEDERAL FUNDING:  none

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes,current  y2=yes,past  n=no):  no

GOVERNMENT MONITOR:  ,

PHONE NO:

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS:  / /

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING:  $  0

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING:  $  75000

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING:  0

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

-424-
NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:
Totally supported by own organization, AARP.

CONTENT FOCUS: ad,w,
(See attached list)

social gerontology, the psychological,
sociological and economic aspects of aging. They
have information about late life learning,
continuing education, learning about older
americans for students and teachers.

KEY USERS: r,p,pl,c,tv,s

Main users are AARP staff. They do not advertise
services to members.

c=Community
cce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b,f,m,r,s

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program
c=Curriculum
pa=parent/lay audience
d=Data (statistical)
r=Research
f=Funding sources
s=Services
m=Methods

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? On-line searching of others

NAME OF DATABASE(S): AGELINE

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,2,3a,4,5a,6,7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
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3a=by other users
3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
  4a=abstracts (200 words)
  4b=annotations (50 words)
  4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
  5a=will make some paper or AV copies
  5b=full document on computer
  5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:
Ageline is on BRS. They do searches of AGELINE and other databases for their staff only, not for public or their members. They lend through interlibrary loan. Do not make copies as a rule.

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
  3a=computer software
  3b=video tapes
  3c=audio tapes
  3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
Except for funding info their database is bibliographic.

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 25000

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1983
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RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 3, 4, 7

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:
Library participates in OCLC network

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 12000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DIFFUSION ACTIVITIES: 1, 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
They put little in the AARP newsletter because they don't want to advertise their services.
Mailing list is of database users.

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 4000

EVALUATION: 3

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based
NOTES:
Tracking is manual

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1
1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:
Only provide this assistance by helping BRS develop the user manual.

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 2,5
1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
They rarely search ERIC.
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

RECORD NO: 85

ERIC Clearinghouse on Counseling and Personnel Services

University of Michigan
610 East University Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1259

ATTENTION: Garry Walz

PHONE NO: 202-764-9492

FEDERAL FUNDING: OERI

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Krekeler, Nancy

PHONE NO: 202-357-6919

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 12/31/88

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $266640

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100%

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: 5

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

-429-
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: c, s
(See attached list)

KEY USERS: p, r, l

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b, m, p, r

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program
m=Methods

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? ERIC

NAME OF DATABASE(S): ERIC

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1, 3a, 4a, 4b, 4c, 5a, 5c

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

3a=by other users
3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
  4a=abstracts (200 words)
  4b=annotations (50 words)
  4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
  5a=will make some paper or AV copies
  5b=full document on computer
  5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 41613
YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1966
RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,3,5,7,8
1=Services not limited to particular organizations
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 7536
( includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1, 4
1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, "monographs, etc.)

NOTES:

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 7800

EVALUATION: 2a, 3b
1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1, 2, 3
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES.
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

RECORD NO: 86

ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational Management

University of Oregon
1787 Agate Street
Eugene, OR 97403-5207
ATTENTION: Philip Piele
PHONE NO: 503-686-5043

FEDERAL FUNDING: OERI

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes,current y2=yes,past n=no): y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Myers, Dorothy
PHONE NO: 202-357-6849

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 12/31/88

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 265774
TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100%

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: 5
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: e, lw
(See attached list)

KEY USERS: p, c, p1, r, tv

c=Community
cd=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b, m, p, r

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program

c=Curriculum
pa=Parent/lay audience

d=Data (statistical)
r=Research

f=Funding sources
s=Services

m=Methods

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? ERIC

NAME OF DATABASE(S): ERIC

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1, 2, 3a, 4a, 4b, 4c, 5a, 5c

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
3a=by other users
3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
4a=abstracts (200 words)
4b=annotations (50 words)
4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

5a=will make some paper or AV copies
5b=full document on computer
5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
   from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1
1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles,
   reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection cf AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:

TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 41613

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1966

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1,3,4,5,7,8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 9000
(Includes mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)
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DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1,4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 4400

EVALUATION: 2a,3b

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1,2,3

1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3= Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 1,2,3,4,5,6

1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

RECORD NO: 87

ERIC Clearinghouse on Elementary & Early Childhood Education
University of Illinois
805 West Pennsylvania Avenue
Urbana, IL 61801-4897

ATTENTION: Lilian Katz

PHONE NO: 217-333-1386

FEDERAL FUNDING: OERI

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Klein, Susan

PHONE NO: 202-357-6009

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 01/31/89

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $ 286218

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $ 14000

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100%

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: Ablex Press for Journal, 6

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

-438-
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NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: cc, pa
(See attached list)

KEY USERS: p, pl, r, l, ss, tv, c

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners
pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b, c, m, p, pa, r

b=Broker/Referral
p=Program

r=Research

\( \text{p} = \text{Program} \)
\( \text{pa} = \text{parent/lay audience} \)
\( \text{r} = \text{Research} \)
\( \text{s} = \text{Services} \)

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? ERIC

NAME OF DATABASE(S): ERIC
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1, 3a, 4a, 4b, 4c, 5a, 5c, 6, 7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
  3a=by other users
  3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
  4a=abstracts (200 words)
  4b=annotations (50 words)
  4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
  5a=will make some paper or AV copies
  5b=full document on computer
  5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
  3a=computer software
  3b=video tapes
  3c=audio tapes
  3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:

-440-
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TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 41613

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1966

RESPONSIVE USER SERVICES: 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 2702
(Include mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 1, 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:
Want to become more active in computer networks

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 17500

EVALUATION: 2a, 3b

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based

-441-
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NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1, 2, 3

1 = Provides training of own database users in use of database
2 = Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3 = Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

1 = Acquisitions for ERIC
2 = Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3 = Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4 = Searches the ERIC database
5 = Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6 = Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

RECORD NO: 88

ERIC Clearinghouse on Handicapped & Gifted Children

Council for Exceptional Children
1920 Association Drive
Reston, VA 22091-1589

ATTENTION: Donald Erickson

PHONE N.: 703-620-3660

FEDERAL FUNDING: OERI

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?
Has OSERS special project focusing on information from their funded research and IAP's.

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes,current y2=yes,past n=no): y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Klein, Susan

PHONE NO: 202-357-6089

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 12/31/88

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $461161

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $3

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100%

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE:
1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial

-443-
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: se,rh,eq
(See attached list)

GIFTED - Has special education and gifted information on adults as well as children.

KEY USERS: p,pl,r,ss,l,tv,ss

pl=Planners/policymakers
ps=Post secondary
r=Researchers
s=students
ss=Social service provider
tv=TV and other media

c=Community
ce=Career education
l=Libraries
lf=Labor force/employers
m=Museums
p=Practitioners

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b,c,m,p,r,

b=Broker/Referral
c=Curriculum
p=Program
d=Data (statistical)
ps=Parent/lay audience
r=Research
f=Funding sources
s=Services
m=Methods

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? ERIC and other Clearinghouses

Has established special relationships and a project to help related clearinghouses collaborate.

NAME & DATABASE(S): ERIC, Exceptional Children Resources (ERC)

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,3a,4a,4b,4c,5a,5b,5c,6,7
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents from specific organizations
7=Database continually updated

NOTES:

TYPES OF INFORMATION IN DATABANK(S): 1,8

1=Contains many types of documents like ERIC
   (Reports, speeches, articles, curriculum materials, etc.)
2=Limited types of documents (only books, journal articles, reports, etc)
3=Substantial collection of AV materials
   3a=computer software
   3b=video tapes
   3c=audio tapes
   3d=braille print
4=Information on experts
5=Information on organizations
6=Legislation
7=Statistical databases
8=Current program/project/research in progress type information

NOTES:
Special project contains research in progress information. Also supplemental file contains books and other documents not released for ERIC.

How many items are in ECER file?

-445-
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TOTAL ITEMS IN DATABASE(S): 41613

YEAR DATABASE FORMED: 1966

RESPONSIVE USFR SERVICES: 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

1=Services not limited to particular organizations or regions
2=Toll free telephone
3=Walk-in access, often with appointment
4=Referral service
5=Computer searches of own database or of others
6=Computer networking
7=Free shelf materials to respond to frequent requests
8=Sell materials by them or others

NOTES:

TOTAL REQUESTS DURING 1988: 7376
(Include mail, calls, visits & requests for publications)

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES: 4

1=Newsletters
2=Interactive Electronic network
3=Electronic bulletin board
4=Other product lines (Directories, Fact Sheets, monographs, etc.)

NOTES:

NUMBER ON MAILING LIST: 0

EVALUATION: 2a, 3b

1=Identify/rate individual items on quality
2=Needs assessment
   2a=informal
   2b=formal evaluation
3=Tracking of inquiries - manual or computer-based
   3a=manual
   3b=computer-based
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

NOTES:

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 1, 2, 3
1=Provides training of own database users in use of database
2=Provides assistance in database building to other organizations
3=Gives advice to users about content covered in database

NOTES:

COMPATIBILITY WITH ERIC: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
1=Acquisitions for ERIC
2=Abstracting/indexing are similar to ERIC
3=Is an ERIC Clearinghouse partner
4=Searches the ERIC database
5=Uses nearby ERIC microfiche collection
6=Prepares documents similar to ERIC product lines

NOTES:
DIRECTORY OF EDUCATION-RELATED CLEARINGHOUSES

RECORD NO: 89

ERIC Clearinghouse on Her Education

George Washington University
One Dupont Circle, N.W., Suite 630
Washington, DC 20036-1183

ATTENTION: Nathan Fife

PHONE NO: 202-296-2597

FEDERAL FUNDING: OERI

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:

IS THE CLEARINGHOUSE PART OF A LARGER PROJECT?

ARE THERE PROJECTS WITHIN THE CLEARINGHOUSE?

FEDERAL SUPPORT (y1=yes, current y2=yes, past n=no): y1

GOVERNMENT MONITOR: Krekeler, Nancy

PHONE NO: 202-357-6919

FEDERAL FUNDING ENDS: 12/31/88

TOTAL 1988 FEDERAL FUNDING: $371,038

TOTAL 1988 OTHER FUNDING: $0

PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDING: 100%

OTHER MAJOR FUNDING SOURCE: 5

1=Foundation
2=Non Federal government
3=Association
4=Users
5=Educational institution
6=Business/commercial
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NOTES ON FUNDING SOURCES:

CONTENT FOCUS: ps,e
(See attached list)

KEY USERS: p,p1,ps,r,l
   c=Community
   ce=Career education
   l=Libraries
   lf=Labor force/employers
   m=Museums
   p=Practitioners
   pl=Planners/policymakers
   ps=Post secondary
   r=Researchers
   s=students
   ss=Social service provider
   tv=TV and other media

TYPE OF INFORMATION PROVIDED: b,m,c,r

   ^=Broker/Referral
   c=Curriculum
   d=Data (statistical)
   f=Funding sources
   m=Methods
   p=Program
   pa=parent/lay audience
   r=Research
   s=Services

NOTES:

WORKS WITH WHAT OTHER CLEARINGHOUSE? ERIC

NAME OF DATABASE(S): ERIC

ACCESSIBILITY TYPE: 1,3a,4a,4b,4c,5a,5c,6,7

1=Visitors allowed
2=Paper catalog of holdings
3=Computer searchable catalog
   3a=by other users
   3b=by clearinghouse staff or visitors
4=Database includes
   4a=abstracts (200 words)
   4b=annotations (50 words)
   4c=indexing
5=Full document reproduction
   5a=will make some paper or AV copies
   5b=full document on computer
   5c=microfiche
6=Comprehensive database for area not limited to documents
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469